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Overview

Today's graduates must be able to adapt to ongoing change in many aspects of their lives. Purposeful career-life development, in which students learn how to set personally meaningful goals, recognize and cultivate relevant opportunities and supportive relationships, and continually re-evaluate and revise their plans, is a necessity for educated citizens in an ever-changing world.

Educated citizens are lifelong learners who continually build on their self-awareness about evolving interests and strengths. They are able to use this personal knowledge to inform their career-life choices, responding with flexibility as opportunities and challenges arise. In Grades 10 to 12, students explore and research a multitude of educational, work-related, and life opportunities to develop the knowledge and the personal and social competencies to manage the next steps in their career-life journeys.

Purpose of the Career Education 10-12 Guide

B.C. school districts and secondary schools are exploring innovative approaches to enhance career-life learning opportunities for students, and the new Career Education curriculum offers the flexibility to pursue these opportunities. Based on the feedback received from educators, parents, career development experts, and post-secondary and industry professionals, the Career Education 10-12 Guide has been created to support both ongoing career education implementation efforts, and secondary school teams as they explore and refine career-life development practices. The guide comprises several components, including suggestions for delivery models, capstone criteria and examples, and ideas for meaningful mentorship. This resource may be used for a variety of purposes, such as determining district resource allocation, informing and supporting innovative timetable creation, and offering suggestions for student learning approaches. We look forward to continued dialogue with district and secondary school communities as we pursue purposeful career-life development options for B.C. students.
Introduction

A person’s career is considered their “journey” through life, and Career Education in the 2018 Graduation Program encourages students to pursue this journey in personally meaningful and goal-oriented ways. In Career-Life Education (CLE) and Career-Life Connections (CLC), students learn how to effectively manage their life journey toward preferred future possibilities, developing the confidence, knowledge, and competencies necessary to succeed in an ever-changing world. Eight credits are dedicated to this area of learning and are a requirement for graduation.

Purposeful career-life development

For most people, career-life planning will not be a matter of making one major decision and living with it for a lifetime. Educated citizens in today’s world are open to multiple possibilities for the future, and are flexible and able to adapt to emerging opportunities that fit their overarching values and aspirations. The CLE and CLC curricula are designed to help students learn how to effectively manage their life journey toward several possible preferred futures. Through purposeful career-life development, students learn to recognize their evolving interests and strengths, refine their learning goals, and apply this self-knowledge to exploration of post-graduation possibilities in diverse educational, work-related, and personal life contexts. In this way, students are able to advance toward who and how they want to be in the world.

The CLE and CLC learning standards reflect a thorough preparation for students, including:

- experiential learning and community networking
- exploration of multiple career-life roles and personal life/work balance
- flexible planning for preferred post-graduation possibilities
- reflection on their learning experiences in school and out of school
- self-assessment of Core Competency development, including methods of organizing and maintaining authentic career-life evidence
- incorporation of inclusive practices and First Peoples perspectives/worldviews
- ideas for deeper learning and open-ended discussions

Sense of purpose

Career-Life Education and Career-Life Connections are designed to assist students in reflecting on where their personal interests and strengths overlap with emerging career-life opportunities in the world. Students can develop a sense of purpose when these three qualities overlap, offering possible career-life directions that are both personally meaningful and viable. This type of purposeful career-life development is facilitated by the learning standards of CLE and CLC and ongoing mentorship opportunities throughout the secondary years.
The important role of mentors

In Grades 10-12, students refine their career-life development goals for personal, educational, and work-related contexts by taking part in experiential learning, cultivating community connections, gathering authentic evidence of learning, reflecting on their learning in school and out of school, and self-assessing their Core Competency development. A mentor or mentors play a key part in this development process, and this role is often fulfilled by the Career-Life Education and Connections teacher. The mentor’s role may include:

- Cultivating mentoring relationships with a cohort of students across their secondary years to foster purposeful career-life development and planning
- Facilitating career-life development discussions and learning opportunities
- Providing guidance through ongoing conversations focused on students’ career-life needs, interests, and goals to inform meaningful career-life choices and growth
- Supporting students as they gather authentic evidence of learning from multiple areas of learning at school and in other contexts
- Advising on and facilitating the design, assembly, and presentation process for the capstone
- Encouraging regular self-assessment in Core Competency development
- Helping students locate career-life exploration opportunities that suit their needs and aspirations
- Helping students recognize and celebrate their successes, growth in learning progress, and Core Competency development
- Collaborating with school-based colleagues and community partners to expand students’ career-life learning experiences
- Supporting students to develop action plans, providing descriptive feedback, monitoring their progress, and helping them navigate challenges
- Introducing students to suitable resources, opportunities, and other educators and community partners relevant to their passions and preferred future possibilities
Reflecting on learning experiences

Throughout their K-12 schooling, students develop the Core Competencies of Communication, Thinking, and Personal and Social. By “doing” the Curricular Competencies in all areas of learning, students engage in many opportunities to practise, develop, and reflect on the Core Competencies throughout their education.

In the secondary years, Career-Life Education and Career-Life Connections provide the structure within which students gather authentic evidence of their learning in school and out of school, and self-assess regularly on the Core Competencies. Students are encouraged to highlight their strengths, accomplishments, and growth in areas of learning and in experiences that are personally meaningful. The Core Competency profiles are a helpful self-assessment tool for students. The profiles describe and illustrate development in each of the Core Competencies and are written from the student's point of view, reflecting student ownership and responsibility. For more information about the Core Competencies, visit the B.C. Curriculum website: https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/competencies. For ideas on how teachers can support ongoing student reflection and self-assessment of the Core Competencies, see the Developing and Supporting Student Reflection and the Self-Assessment of Core Competencies K-12 resource.

Deeper learning

Deeper learning includes pursuing rigorous, relevant opportunities and challenges. Being able to grapple with meaningful questions through open-ended exploration of career-life themes encourages deeper learning. In both Career-Life Education and Career-Life Connections, sample questions are provided in the Big Ideas elaborations for this purpose.
The Big Ideas and accompanying sample questions found in CLE and CLC are provided in the following tables. Teachers may find these questions helpful in designing deeper learning experiences such as collaborative projects, exploratory investigations, and discussion groups.

**Career-Life Education: Big Ideas and sample questions to support deeper learning**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BIG IDEAS</th>
<th>SAMPLE QUESTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Career-life choices are made in a recurring cycle of planning, reflecting, adapting, and deciding.</td>
<td>• How do we pursue open-ended career-life goals in a rapidly changing world?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• What tools and strategies can help us commit to short-term actions, while keeping us open to emerging possibilities?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• What evidence of learning, both in school and out of school, best represents development of our competencies?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career-life decisions are influenced by internal and external factors, including local and global trends.</td>
<td>• How do self-awareness and knowledge of skills, talents, and challenges contribute to career-life choices?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• How can local contexts, including sense of place, inform our career-life choices?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• In light of local and global trends, in what ways can we use our strengths, interests, and competencies to position ourselves for success?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultivating networks and reciprocal relationships can support and broaden career-life awareness and options.</td>
<td>• In what ways can our networks of family, peers, and community members help us develop confidence and initiative in career-life development?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• What communication and collaboration strategies can we use to broaden our networks?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• In what ways can we positively represent ourselves digitally in the global network?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding balance between personal and work life promotes well-being.</td>
<td>• What tools and strategies can help us maintain balance between our personal and work lives?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• In what ways can we approach career-life challenges and stressors to sustain a healthy balance?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• How can we use our knowledge about balance among many personal and work life roles to nurture our own well-being?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifelong learning fosters career-life opportunities.</td>
<td>• What habits of mind and attitudes help us develop as lifelong learners?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• As lifelong learners, how can we tap into our strengths, interests, and competencies when exploring potential career-life opportunities?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• How can we use experiences and reflection to foster our growth as lifelong learners?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Career-Life Connections: Big Ideas and sample questions to support deeper learning

#### BIG IDEAS

- **Career-life development** includes ongoing cycles of exploring, planning, reflecting, adapting, and deciding.

- **Career-life decisions** influence and are influenced by internal and external factors, including local and global trends.

- An **engaging in networks and reciprocal relationships** can guide and broaden career-life awareness and options.

- A **sense of purpose and career-life balance** support well-being.

- **Lifelong learning and active citizenship** foster career-life opportunities for people and communities.

#### SAMPLE QUESTIONS

- How can intentional career-life development move us toward personally determined and evolving preferred futures?

- What personal tools and strategies can help us develop and commit to short-term goals and actions, while keeping us open to emerging possibilities?

- How do career-life roles and goals change throughout life?

- In what ways can we integrate knowledge of self and educational/labour market realities to pursue our preferred futures?

- How can our values and passions inform career-life decision making?

- How do we respectfully navigate competing social, familial, and cultural expectations as we pursue our preferred career-life pathways?

- How do our communications and interactions represent who and how we want to be in the world?

- In what ways can we collaborate with people from our personal and educational/workplace networks to explore and further meaningful career-life opportunities?

- What role can mentors play in our career-life development and in advancing our career-life goals?

- During career-life transitions, what personal tools and strategies can help us achieve and maintain a positive orientation toward the future?

- How can our values and goals guide us to find meaningful balance among multiple career-life roles?

- How do we capitalize on our strengths and interests to help us make meaningful contributions in the world?

- As lifelong learners, how do we reflect on formal and informal education/work experiences to enhance our career-life development?

- In an ever-changing world, how do we recognize and adjust to emerging career-life opportunities?

- In what ways can our passions lead to service for our communities?
Career-life exploration

Experiential learning is a process of engaging in and reflecting on direct experiences beyond traditional classroom settings. Career-life exploration refers to substantive experiential learning (30 hours or more) that is intended to expand and/or deepen student exposure to career-life possibilities. Through this CLC learning standard expectation, students can further refine their career-life goals and transferrable skills. Student interests, learning goals, and plans for post-graduation inform the nature of the career-life exploration component.

Career-life exploration examples

The career-life exploration component of CLC can involve many forms of experiential learning. Based on student interests, needs, and plans for post-graduation, career-life exploration can include service learning, volunteerism, employment, fieldwork, entrepreneurship, and projects focused on an area of deep interest.

Below are examples of career-life exploration possibilities, provided as entry points for school districts and secondary schools in discussions about how they might approach this expectation flexibly and with student needs, interests, and goals in mind. These are examples only. Possibilities are not limited to these:

EXAMPLES OF CAREER-LIFE EXPLORATIONS

The Theatre Arts department seeks and trains senior students every year to be part of the lighting crew for performances and events. As part of this volunteer crew, the student decides to use the experience as his career-life exploration.

Students are inspired by their Environmental Science 11 coursework and decide that they would like to collaborate on fieldwork focused on water quality at local beaches. Their Environmental Science teacher agrees to help them by connecting with the relevant municipal agency and hosting a mini-series about water-quality testing provided by the agency.

REFLECTING ON CAREER-LIFE EXPLORATION

The Theatre Arts department head and the student’s mentor collaborate to develop the expectations for his participation in this career-life exploration, including transferrable skills of technical expertise, work ethic, and collaboration. The student records his reflections about learning, struggles, and successes in these areas at least once per week in a digital folder that is accessible to and responded to by his mentor.

The agency employee, the Environmental Science 11 teacher, and the mentor co-create the expectations and assessment criteria for this field study with the students, deciding to highlight fieldwork research and record-keeping, stewardship, and public communications. The students agree to publish their findings report on the school’s website after receiving feedback from their Environmental Science teacher and the municipal agency.

Note: Some unpaid work/volunteerism/community service career-life exploration options offer the student workers compensation coverage as workers of the Crown, as they are considered a component of a Ministry-authorized work experience program. Please see Appendix B for eligibility and for WorkSafeBC agreement requirements for these opportunities.
### EXAMPLES OF CAREER-LIFE EXPLORATIONS

The student has a part-time job after school. She selects this employment experience as a good fit for the career-life exploration requirement, as she has a particular interest in customer service career opportunities in the future, and she feels this will align with her plans for post-graduation.

The student is not sure what he would like to pursue for his career-life exploration and is finding it challenging to home in on any particular aspiration for this purpose.

The student is passionate about his cultural heritage and traditions. He decides to pursue his career-life exploration in woodworking in his local First Peoples community to learn traditional carving techniques under the guidance of an Elder or artist with this expertise.

### REFLECTING ON CAREER-LIFE EXPLORATION

In collaboration with her mentor, the student decides to use a journal format to record her thoughts and wonderings about her experiences on the job at least once a week. She chooses to focus on the themes of customer service and professional interactions with colleagues and her manager in her journal entries. The student uses these entries to share key learnings about the selected themes with her mentor and peers during check-in discussions in CLC.

The student has had many conversations with his mentor over the past year. Knowing that this student is an avid soccer player, his mentor suggests connecting him with the soccer coach at an after-school program where, after obtaining the appropriate permissions, the student helps out with skills development once a week. Using a predetermined self-reflection tool that articulates expectations for this coaching assistant role, the student self-assesses his work and has the coach sign it after each session. He shares this information with his mentor, and they use it to inform their career-life development goal-setting conversations.

With permissions in place from the community, the student and his mentor determine that he will tell the story of this exploration by creating a scrapbook of photos of his carving work as it progresses, including descriptive captions, and then he will share this artifact with his mentor and CLC cohort peers.
EXAMPLES OF CAREER-LIFE EXPLORATIONS

The student has been sparked by the design thinking processes she has experienced through her Information and Communications Technology coursework. She hears that a group of students is getting together at lunch once a week to explore, design, and share game apps in Ms. Smith's classroom, and she decides to join the group to learn how to design her own apps. Her mentor agrees that this experience meets the career-life exploration requirements, as long as Ms. Smith doesn’t mind confirming her attendance and participation.

REFLECTING ON CAREER-LIFE EXPLORATION

The student and her mentor co-create the criteria for her reflections throughout this opportunity. The student suggests that they include the design thinking principles as part of the criteria. Her mentor agrees and also suggests that she reflect on what she finds exciting and challenging about this kind of work. The student develops many apps, some that fail and others that show promise. She becomes especially invigorated and passionate about this experience and later draws from it to develop her capstone with a focus on design and entrepreneurship.

As part of CLC, the student wishes to investigate and learn more about dentistry as a potential career for post-graduation. The student has recently completed Work Experience (WEX) 12A and 12B, assisting in a local coffee shop. She approaches her mentor to explain her rationale for using her WEX experience as her career-life exploration.

The student provides her rationale for deciding to use the experiential learning from WEX 12A and 12B as her career-life exploration, demonstrating the connections in dentistry to customer service and business/entrepreneurship. In discussion, she and her mentor determine what topics from her customer service experiences they will focus on in their ongoing check-in conversations. Through the CLC mentoring conversations, the student comes to recognize that while dentistry may satisfy her scientific interests, the social/emotional expectations of working with dentistry clients may be more challenging than she was anticipating. She chooses to highlight these personal and career-life discoveries as part of her capstone presentation.
EXAMPLES OF CAREER-LIFE EXPLORATIONS

The student has spent the past two summers working as a camp counsellor at a child and youth camp. Through his summer job experiences, he has discovered that he is keenly interested in investigating post-graduation options working with children and youth.

The student approaches his mentor to explain how he sees his summer work experience as satisfying the career-life exploration component. The mentor agrees with his rationale, and both draw from the student’s recollections to reflect on and pinpoint what aspects of working with children and youth most align with his post-graduation interests and strengths. After exploring many options, he decides to research the benefits of summer camps for disadvantaged children and youth. With his mentor’s support, he uses the findings to petition both the PAC and the school’s leadership committee to channel raised funds towards the summer camp registration costs for children and youth from their community who would otherwise be unable to attend.

Reflecting on Career-Life Exploration

The student and her mentor discuss how best to use her learning to guide her reflective process. Of particular interest to her is the role of women in trades. Her mentor suggests that in addition to her experiences in WRK 11 and 12 she research resources for women in trades, including opportunities for sponsorship. Her findings, when shared with her peers and her mentor, not only help guide her own plans for post-graduation, but also encourage others in her class to explore trades as an option for post-graduation.

Rights, Responsibilities, and Expectations

When undertaking career-life exploration, students must be informed about the rights, responsibilities, and expectations associated with career-life exploration experiences beyond the school context. Appendix B will help both educators and students understand and mitigate potential liability concerns. It also shows how to satisfy WorkSafeBC requirements.
Career Education delivery models

Career Education in the secondary years provides students with the opportunity to pursue purposeful career-life development. The design of this curriculum and its flexible course credit options enable meaningful, continuous career-life exploration and preparation. Students contemplate possibilities for educational, work-related, and personal life contexts as they gather authentic evidence of their growth in competencies, set learning goals based on their needs and interests, cultivate community connections, and pursue relevant next steps toward their preferred futures. Ongoing guidance from a mentor assists students in this personally meaningful career-life development process.

B.C. school districts and secondary schools are finding creative ways to structure Career Education that foster supportive relationships between mentor and students for purposeful career-life development. To facilitate district and school teams as they plan for implementation of Career-Life Education and Career-Life Connections, guiding questions and delivery model examples are provided below. These are intended as starting points and to inform discussions.

- What structures, resources, and strengths in our school community can enable meaningful career-life development for students, and how do we build on these?
- How can we leverage our structures, resources, and strengths to focus on supportive teaching and learning relationships with students?
- What challenges in our school community will need to be reconsidered to better enable meaningful career-life development for students?
- How do we provide students with a mentor who knows them well and can guide them in the career-life development process across the secondary years?
- How will students be supported in ongoing exploration of ways to align their strengths and interests with career-life possibilities in educational, work-related, and personal life contexts in school, out of school, and after graduation?
- What community relationships do we currently have that can be broadened to support meaningful career-life development for youth? How do we cultivate more community networks?
- What strategies and structures do we have in place to monitor and encourage students who may require extra support for purposeful career-life development?
Delivery model examples

Example 1: Throughout Grades 10-12, a teacher is assigned to a typical classroom-sized group (cohort) of students. Within their class time, the teacher-mentor facilitates regular whole-group discussions to explore, reflect on, and collaborate on career-life development learning activities. Between these whole-group sessions, the teacher schedules regular appointments with individual students to provide them with mentorship and assistance in pursuing their personal career-life needs, interests, and goals. As the scheduled appointments take place within or adjacent to the classroom, the teacher-mentor is always available for quick check-ins with the balance of the students, who use this time to work on their individual Career-Life Connections learning goals. Additionally, students can drop in and conference with their teacher-mentor as needed at other times throughout the year. Student progress in the Career-Life Education and Career-Life Connections learning standards and evidence of learning with accompanying reflections in Core Competency development are recorded and monitored by the teacher through a locally approved digital portfolio system. Students pursue their career-life exploration with the support of their teacher-mentor and share their capstone in various ways and with diverse audiences, depending on their career-life needs, interests, and goals.

Example 2: A typical classroom-sized group (cohort) of students has been assigned to a teacher-mentor during a given block in the timetable to pursue learning in Career-Life Education. The whole cohort attends this block for the first two to three weeks to start discussion groups and begin exploration of career-life development possibilities. Once a sense of community and classroom routines have been established, students are encouraged to work collaboratively with peers and/or independently on their personal career-life development, with teacher guidance as needed. Students have flexibility in choosing when, where, and with whom to work during that block in the timetable, if appropriate. The assigned teacher-mentor remains accessible and is available during this block to provide assistance and meet with students. Additionally, the teacher monitors student progress and checks in regularly with individual students, and students drop in individually or in small groups for mentorship with their teacher throughout. This cohort of students could be assigned to the same teacher for learning in Career-Life Connections as well to sustain a meaningful mentoring relationship and to foster continued purposeful career-life development.
Example 3: Students pursue the learning standards in the following way:

- Grade 10 – Begin Career-Life Education course (2 credits)
- Grade 11 – Complete Career-Life Education course (2 credits) and begin Career-Life Connections course (2 credits)
- Grade 12 – Complete Career-Life Connections course (2 credits)

In Grade 11, students focus on career-life development exploration, discussions, collaborative projects, inquiries, and self-reflective skill development during an enrolling block in the timetable with their assigned teacher-mentor.

In Grades 10 and 12, students work individually with a teacher-mentor during their timetabled and scheduled block to explore personal career-life development, focusing on growth in competencies, discussing strengths and career-life goals, and, in Grade 12, preparing and showcasing the capstone. Students meet with their teacher-mentor outside of a regularly scheduled block.

Example 4: In Grade 12, two typical classroom-sized groups (cohorts) of students are assigned to two teacher-mentors to pursue the learning standards for Career-Life Connections, combined with the learning standards of another course of common interest. This integrated learning opportunity is facilitated concurrently by both teacher-mentors, one from each learning area, over two back-to-back enrolling blocks within the timetable, one from each learning area. Both teacher-mentors co-construct the learning and share whole-class facilitation and individual conferencing. For example, one may lead whole-group discussions and collaboration, while the other concurrently conferences with individual students. The integrated approach fosters relationship-building between the combined two-cohort group of students and the two teacher-mentors, with each teacher able to illustrate learning connections across the two curricular areas, and to share their expertise and their passions. It also provides substantive opportunities for students to develop their capstones.
Example 5: Career-Life Connections is integrated with two other areas of learning to create a comprehensive learning experience that connects a typical classroom-sized group (cohort) of students with a teacher-mentor who has expertise in their common passion. Teachers design integrated offerings that combine popular areas of learning with career-life development. For example, students who are passionate about dance and how it represents culture enrol with a teacher-mentor who engages them in the learning standards for Dance Choreography 12, Comparative Cultures 12, and Career-Life Connections. Another cohort may enrol with a teacher-mentor to explore Anatomy and Physiology 12, Fitness and Conditioning 12, and Career-Life Connections. They pursue this learning in three blocks of the timetable across two semesters. In this model, students benefit from developing a meaningful mentoring relationship with their teacher-mentor, and from opportunities to have their passions inform their career-life exploration through volunteerism (for example, with the school theatre company or at a nearby recreation centre), while developing a capstone with the support of a community of peers and a teacher-mentor, all of whom share common interests.

Example 6: A typical classroom-sized group (cohort) of students is assigned to one teacher to work on career-life development during a given block on Days 1 and 2 in the timetable. Half the students attend class with their teacher every second day, while the other half works on assigned tasks independently elsewhere. In other words, students alternate between face-to-face classes with their peers and teacher-mentor, and independent work opportunities. This model could work as a blended learning model with digital learning resources as well.

Please note: When considering which delivery model districts and/or secondary schools wish students to pursue for learning in CLE and CLC, educators and district staff need to ensure:

1. that there is a Teacher Regulation Branch–certified Board of Education staff member providing the educational program, including oversight and evaluation (as per the School Act and K-12 Funding – General Policy)

2. that Ministry directives (including Form 1701 Instructions) are adhered to, and that there is assurance that evidence is in place to clarify/indicate how schools are providing these career courses (e.g., what does the CLE or CLC syllabus/course plan say to indicate how educational programing is provided), including any consideration of integrating with another elective course(s).

For detailed information, please contact EDUC.Compliance@gov.bc.ca.
Capstone

The capstone is a rigorous learning opportunity that allows students to reflect and share in personally meaningful ways, and is a requirement for Career-Life Connections and for graduation. The purpose of the capstone is to let students demonstrate the knowledge, competencies, and passion(s) that they can offer the world, as they integrate personal interests, strengths, and new learning with preferred future possibilities. It is a deeper learning experience that supports the student’s continued learning journey into post-graduation possibilities, and provides an opportunity to reflect and synthesize as well as showcase and celebrate.

The capstone includes, but is not limited to, three components:

1. Self-assessment and critical analysis: Students reflect on experiences in school and out of school, assess development in the Core Competencies, and share highlights of their learning journey and preferred next steps.

2. Process and representation: Informed by their critical analysis, and connecting to their plans for post-graduation, students engage in a deeper learning process with intent as they design, assemble, and share their capstone representation.

3. Showcase and celebrate: Students present their learning journey, including plans for post-graduation, to a relevant audience.

The capstone components are an opportunity for students to further develop and showcase their strengths, passions, and learning journey to a relevant audience. As a celebration of their learning journey, the capstone is a place where students are encouraged to share successes both in school and out of school, including their reflections on Core Competency development, their contributions and aspirations, and their plans for post-graduation. The capstone can take many different forms, depending on student needs and interests and the opportunities available in local school communities.
1. Self-assessment of Core Competencies and critical analysis

In order to determine what format students will use as a deeper learning process to connect their strengths and interests to plans for post-graduation, and to determine how they would like to represent themselves and their learning journey to a relevant audience, students engage in two preparation experiences under the guidance of their mentor: self-assessment of Core Competency development and critical analysis.

Students reflect on their Core Competency development and identify key insights about their learning journey (past, present, and possible futures) by drawing from the following:

- learning experiences and accomplishments from multiple areas of learning at school and in other contexts
- career-life development conversations with their mentor(s)
- collected demonstrations of authentic career-life experiences and supporting evidence
- reflections about Core Competency development
- career-life exploration – substantive experiential learning experience
- assignments, peer collaborations, inquiry learning, and other activities, pursued during Career-Life Education and Career-Life Connections coursework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Experience</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-assessment of the Core Competencies</td>
<td>As lifelong learners, students will take stock of where they are in their learning journey at this transitional time. They can reflect on their growth as a learner by reviewing their collected demonstrations of learning and reflections about their growth in Core Competency development across the years. As they review their learning journey so far, students can gain clarity about their competency growth in areas that are personally meaningful and contemplate ways to apply this self-knowledge to next steps they hope to pursue in this journey post-graduation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is crucial for students to have ownership of their Core Competency self-assessment in order to honour their identity as lifelong learners. Mentors can encourage students by focusing feedback on how well students support their self-assessment with relevant demonstrations and articulate their thinking. For example, formative prompting questions – such as “Can you describe the specific ways in which this artifact supports the Core Competency profile that you have chosen as a self-assessment?” – can guide students in refining their explanations and choices.
2. Capstone process and representation

Students are encouraged to select a capstone development process that aligns with their interests and strengths, their community connections, and learning areas they would like to explore more deeply in order to support their plans for post-graduation. They are also encouraged to select a representation that aligns with their hopes and aspirations. The representation may take many forms, including a product (e.g., a robot for a student interested in engineering projects), a performance (e.g., a videotaped monologue for a student seeking to join a theatre group), and/or a service (e.g., a series of early learning activities that the student applies with children in a local StrongStart Centre). It is important for this capstone component to be student-driven and future-oriented, with the intent to connect personal strengths and interests with plans for post-graduation and community opportunities.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Experience</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capstone Process</td>
<td>The capstone process can be a deeper learning opportunity that enables the student to further develop competencies and skills that are transferrable to preferred post-graduation options. The structure of the process and topics included will vary, depending on student interests, preferred plans for post-graduation, and areas for further growth. For more ideas about deeper learning process options, see the recently added section entitled “A closer look at capstone process and representation” in Appendix A. It is important for the capstone deeper learning options to be both student-driven and future-oriented. Student choice and alignment with personal plan for post-graduation is key. Teacher-mentors can support students with their choices by noticing what they are focusing on, grappling with, and hoping for during check-in conversations and the critical analysis stage of capstone preparation, and then reflecting those ideas back to students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design and Assemble Capstone</td>
<td>The capstone representation synthesizes the students' lifelong learning journey, informed by the critical analysis and deeper learning process stages. It can focus primarily on a particular area of interest related to plans for post-graduation or include a range of relevant experiences and topics. Students will create this representation, integrating the self-assessment of the Core Competencies and key insights, and including plans for next steps in this journey. There are multiple ways to approach this representation. Students are encouraged to select an approach that aligns with their interests and strengths, as well as the ways in which they would like to represent themselves to a relevant audience. For example, representations may include an animated video posted online, an exhibit for display, a written report, oral storytelling, or spoken word poetry.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Capstone presentation – Showcase and celebrate the learning journey

The capstone is an opportunity for students to showcase their strengths, passions, and learning journey to a relevant audience. As a celebration of their learning journey, the capstone presentation is a place where students are encouraged to share successes both in school and out of school, including their reflections on Core Competency development, their contributions to their personal career-life journey, their aspirations, and their possible post-graduation plans. The capstone can take many different forms, depending on student needs and interests and the opportunities available in local school communities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Experience</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capstone Presentation</td>
<td>Students will showcase their representation to a relevant audience and introduce themselves as lifelong learners at this point in their lives. Opportunities to share can be informed by the nature of the representation, and may include, for example, exhibitions, inviting viewers to post comments online, or hosting a storytelling circle. Students are encouraged to consider the showcase as a celebration of learning and to find ways to share with confidence, drawing on the support of their teacher-mentor(s).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Relevant audience:** To whom and in what ways students choose to showcase depends on what makes sense for their needs and interests, as well as the opportunities available in local contexts. For example, relevant audiences may include immediate family and extended family members; peers and school staff; local community members; First Nations, Métis, or Inuit community members; post-secondary educators; business and industry representatives; digital networks; and/or field experts.

**Feedback:** Students may benefit from feedback from members of the audience, including constructive feedback on the strengths of their representation and showcase. Consider helping selected audience members provide constructive feedback by supplying them with a template to complete, including prompts such as:

- What were two things that you found especially interesting and/or strong about my representation and/or showcase?
- What is one thing that I could work on for next steps?
- What did you learn and/or what questions do you have?

**Criteria for the capstone representation**

When determining how to assess the capstone representation, it is important to consider common rigorous learning criteria as well as criteria that align with the format selected by the student. Students and teachers can co-construct general criteria that apply to all capstones, as well as negotiate specialized criteria that suits the selected representation and showcase formats and corresponds with relevant authentic sources and expertise. Generally capstones:

- Represent quality and depth of learning
- Complement the student’s personal strengths and competence
Display richness of critical analysis and synthesis
Follow a logical sequencing of thoughts and ideas
Demonstrate coherent organizational structure
Connect appropriate content to the overarching theme
Provide clear explanations of key points
Support claims with relevant and accurate evidence
Include compelling features to engage the audience

Below are examples of how to approach specific criteria to address various capstone formats. These are provided as entry points for educators and students, as they discuss options that will work for local school communities.

Example 1: For students who elect to share through oral presentation, the criteria can encompass the elements that demonstrate proficiency in this format. For example, for students who choose to showcase their learning journey through the telling of their personal story, one way to approach preparation for this format is to invite an experienced storyteller into the school to work with students on their presenting techniques and to help co-create assessment criteria with students and teachers. Criteria in this case could include proficient use of voice, facial expression, and body language; intonation; use of imagery and other narrative structures; pacing and responsiveness to audience reactions; and overall creativity of the story.

Example 2: Students hoping to pursue a particular field of study at a post-secondary institution may choose a capstone representation and showcase format that highlights their passion and strengths in that field. For example, students may choose to demonstrate their disciplinary learning and research competence through a field study approach and science display format. In consultation with experts from a post-secondary institution, teachers and students could co-create criteria, including evidence of higher-order thinking, disciplinary knowledge, and research procedures and ethics. These criteria could be used by teachers to assess the capstone representation and inform feedback from post-secondary experts who attend an exhibition of student displays.
Structures to support capstone preparation

Although many students will pursue this culminating celebration of learning during their final year, meaningful preparation occurs throughout their secondary years. Career-Life Education and Career-Life Connections provide the structure within which students can make preparations, including opportunities to:

- reflect on their learning experiences both in school and out of school
- gather authentic demonstrations of growth in the Core Competencies
- engage in ongoing career-life development conversations with their mentor
- build connections with supportive community networks
- develop collaborative and self-advocacy practices
- explore multiple career-life opportunities in educational, work-related, and personal life contexts

In addition, research has shown that when student capstones are well supported – at school, in the community, and at home – and developed through a “review-plan-do” model with student reflection and revision, students can benefit in the following ways:

- increased academic rigour for their final secondary school year
- increased motivation and engagement
- increased post-graduation career-life aspirations
- improved confidence and self-perception
- opportunities to demonstrate learning and proficiency (Hanover Research, 2013; McGill, 2012; Schwering, 2015)

School districts and schools can collaborate with teachers, mentors, and students to determine how the capstone can best be situated within local contexts. The capstone is best supported in school districts and schools where both the process for its development and product guidelines and expectations are clearly communicated and allow for student choice and creativity. Local structures for the capstone preparation process and product evaluation criteria should be clearly articulated and well supported by mentors and teachers, and scheduled time should be dedicated to ongoing mentoring relationships for purposeful career-life development.
A FINAL NOTE: This guide was drafted as an entry point for discussions about how to implement purposeful career-life development for students. We look forward to continued dialogue with districts to collect and share more possibilities and examples.
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APPENDIX A
A closer look at capstone process and representation

Introduction
In response to feedback collected from B.C. educators across several months, a more elaborated description of possibilities for the capstone process and representation component is provided here. This section was developed by a small working group of B.C. teachers, and is one of many ways to approach deeper learning processes with students as part of developing the capstone. Deeper learning processes foster depth and relevancy in learning and encourage further growth in Core Competency development. When students are thinking about how they will approach their capstone process and representation, offering choices that develop “significant understanding…, exhibit critical thinking and problem-solving, collaborate, communicate, direct their own learning, and…draw together…different disciplines, fields, and traditions” (Mehta and Fine, 2015) can be helpful. Teachers are invited to use this section as a starting point for school team discussions about capstone approaches that will suit their students’ learning needs in local contexts and/or as ideas that can be adopted and/or adapted for use with their students.

Supporting students with the capstone process and representation

1. Getting started

Drawing from the self-assessment and critical analysis component: Guide students in using the ideas and insights they glean from the initial self-assessment and critical analysis component of capstone to inform the nature of process and representation, where they will be connecting experiences and insights to their preferred plans for post-graduation:

- What has reflecting back on your experiences and growth as a learner revealed about who and how you want to be as a young adult?
- In moving toward your preferred plans for post-graduation, what competencies would you like to further develop?

(See pages 15–21 in the Career Education 10-12 Guide for more information about capstone’s self-assessment and critical analysis component.)

Activating student curiosity: When curiosity is activated, we generate the motivation to learn and understand, heighten active engagement, and enhance the ability to sustain long-term projects. Personally meaningful questions and wonderings about the world can shape the design and topics of the capstone process and representation in ways that move the student’s lifelong learning journey forward into post-graduation life. Encourage students to explore their curiosities to find a capstone process that is engaging and that connects to who they are and how they want to be in the world:

- “What am I interested in and passionate about?”
- “What do I want to learn more about?”
- “Is there something new that I want to explore?”
- “Why does this topic interest me?”
- “In what ways do I want to grow as a person?”
- “What kind of adult do I want to be?”

Student wonderings can develop into open-ended, inquiry-style questions that lead to many possible answers or to more linear questions with a structured method for investigation and evaluation. What
is important to note is that the design and focus of the capstone *process and representation* should be based on the student's curiosities and preferred plans for post-graduation.

**Development of Core Competencies and personal growth:** In addition to exploring an area of interest related to plans for post-graduation, the capstone is an opportunity for students to further demonstrate their learning and strengths in the Core Competencies and to celebrate their personal growth during the educational journey. As such, students should determine how the Core Competencies will be integrated into the *process and representation* component of their capstone, and how they will reflect on and document development in the Core Competencies throughout the process. In order to navigate the design, creation, and development of the capstone, students can draw on their skills, dispositions, processes, and strategies as resources for reflection. In this way, they will develop resources to help synthesize and celebrate what they have learned about their thinking, communication, and personal and social competence for the *showcase and celebrate* component of capstone.

2. **Organizing for success**

When clear expectations, timelines, and stages are outlined at the beginning of the process, students are more likely to experience success with their capstone. Co-constructing a project management plan with students is one way to help them organize for success, and this plan can then be used to guide capstone progress conversations during regular check-ins. In addition, discussing guidelines for documenting their progress at the outset, and revisiting this documentation to inform check-in conversations throughout the process, encourages students to keep track of their work and monitor their growth as learners.

It is important for students to consider availability of resources when planning for their capstone process, including but not limited to the timeline from beginning to completion; the time available outside school hours, if needed, to accomplish some activities; the availability and accessibility of potential community advisors with relevant expertise; and the availability and accessibility of needed research, materials, and/or equipment. Because of its personalized nature, the scope of the capstone *process and representation* component will vary from student to student.

3. **Inclusive practices**

The design and focus of the capstone *process and representation* will vary, depending on diverse student interests and needs and the opportunities available in local school communities. In addition, as is the case for all learning activities, school staff members can vary their support resources and strategies to ensure meaningful engagement and student success with their capstone. Inclusive practices may include, and are not limited to, adaptations and modifications according to their IEP for students with special needs. The following is a sampling of inclusive practices that can support diverse student interests and needs for success with their capstone:

- English Language Learners and other students with diverse English literacy needs may benefit from accessible research materials provided through electronic resources and/or support from the teacher-librarian in the school’s Library Learning Commons, talking with community advisors with the help of a peer tutor, and/or extra time and practice presenting their work before the final presentation.

- Students working toward the School Completion (“Evergreen”) Certificate may choose to integrate their personal goals, developed in collaboration with family, supportive community members, and service providers through a transition planning process such as PATH (Planning Alternate Tomorrows with Hope), into their capstone.
• Students who are living away from parents/guardians and/or coping with mental health challenges may require increased adult guidance with logistical and/or emotional challenges that can emerge during self-discovery and transitioning into young adulthood learning activities and conversations. This type of need may be addressed through increased frequency of teacher-mentor check-ins and/or collaboration with school-based counsellors, for example.

All students can engage in a personally meaningful capstone process that supports purposeful career-life development for transitioning into plans for post-graduation and young adulthood. Collaboration among families, school staffs, and local community and service providers in support of students with diverse interests and needs helps to ensure that the capstone experience can be a celebration of each student’s growth and successes and can support movement toward students’ personal aspirations for post-graduation life.

4. Other considerations

There are many general considerations that school teams should consider as they develop capstone processes, structures, and materials to support their students’ capstone process and representation. A sampling of these considerations is provided below as a starting point for school team discussions:

Research and information sources: Most capstone experiences will require some sort of research activity, and the amount and nature of the research will vary depending on the capstone process and topic(s) selected. Research may be conducted using printed materials, online publications, interviews, polls, surveys, or other means. In addition to considering the relevancy, reliability, biases, and accuracy of sources, students will need help with accessibility to sources in some contexts, such as in small and/or rural schools.

Community connections: Community advisors and other community connections may be challenging for some students to access for a variety of reasons (e.g., geographic location or student confidence in meeting new people). Thinking flexibly about a variety of advisory relationships can help. For example, teacher-mentors can help guide students or facilitate access to relevant advisors among people who are already connected to the local school community and/or are in students’ lives, such as diverse school staff members (e.g., teachers in other subject areas, counsellors, youth and family counsellors, Aboriginal Support Workers, secretaries, custodians), volunteers, family members, Elders-in-residence, and coaches. Advisors can also include parents from the school community who have relevant expertise and/or experts available to answer questions and discuss topics through online communities. Depending on student interests and needs, advisors can provide support in areas of specific expertise and/or act as a sounding board generally. It is important to ensure that students have an opportunity to develop community connections and supportive relationships that suit their plans for post-graduation, whether in personal, educational, or workplace contexts. Also consider multiple modes of communication with advisors, including in person, over the phone, in writing, through messaging, or any combination of these, to help foster community connections. Note that local district and school policies regarding the safety of connecting with adults beyond the school staff must be adhered to when considering advisors for students, as is the case for all school-directed learning activities.

Materials and resources: Some capstone processes will require access to specific materials and resources, such as collection and lab equipment for chemical tests conducted on a nearby river, studio equipment for a photography portrait portfolio, or landscaping equipment for the building of a community garden. While some students may have ready access to needed materials and resources, others may need help sourcing materials. Note that some materials will
take more time to acquire, organize, test, calibrate, etc., and this challenge should be taken into account when selecting a capstone process to pursue. Additionally, costs for materials and resources are a consideration.

5. Assessment

Assessment that is responsive to student learning interests and needs, and that encourages their agency as lifelong learners, promotes rigorous capstone \textit{processes and representations}, as well as purposeful career-life development and preparation for post-graduation. The following assessment principles underpin the capstone process ideas and specific capstone examples provided in this section. In addition, these principles can help inform ongoing formative conversations between students and their teacher-mentors, and can help co-design capstone assessment materials with students.

\textbf{Capstone assessment includes…}

- A strength-based perspective – a focus on what students are doing well and can build on
- Growth on a developmental continuum – a focus on learning as a lifelong journey
- Progress over time – a focus on creating space for deeper learning and understanding
- Descriptive and timely feedback – a focus on relationship and responsiveness
- Feedback about processes and reflection – a focus on experiential learning
- Self-assessment and student ownership – a focus on student agency
- Self-advocacy and learning how to ask for what is needed – a focus on student confidence
- Application to plans for post-graduation – a focus on personal aspirations and next steps in the lifelong learning journey

\textbf{Deeper learning ideas for capstone process and representation}

A small working group of B.C. teachers collaborated to develop seven approaches to the capstone \textit{process and representation} component that encourage deeper learning experiences for students. These are a few examples among many approaches to provide students with ideas and structures for their capstone, and can be adopted, adapted, and/or combined in ways that make sense to student learning goals and plans for post-graduation. School teams are invited to use these ideas as starting points for conversations about which approaches to capstone \textit{process and representation} suit student interests and needs in local contexts. In addition, teacher-mentors may find these deeper learning resources helpful to co-plan and guide formative check-in conversations with their students.

Note that the process structures draw on Curricular Competencies from diverse areas of learning in the curriculum, are interdisciplinary in nature, and foster Core Competency development. The hope is that there is sufficient variation and flexibility within these deeper learning choices to address a multitude of student interests and needs, as well as possibilities for post-graduation. Additionally, teacher-mentors are encouraged to be open to alternative deeper learning structures from their students should the opportunity arise.

Seven general processes, encompassing the following approaches to the capstone \textit{process and representation} component, are described below:

- Connect and collaborate
- Create and build
- Create and express
- Innovation and entrepreneurship
Following these general process descriptions, specific student illustrations of each structure are provided for further elaboration.

### Capstone – Connect and Collaborate

This capstone option, which focuses on connecting and collaborating, is an opportunity for students to work closely with a learning partner who has professional and/or personal expertise in a field related to the project. This option is characterized by guided experiential learning, including observation, dialogue, and practice, plus opportunities for application. Where possible, the student and learning partner should meet in person in order to encourage relationship building and to gain deeper understanding.

#### Process

**Identify growth area and develop relationship**
- Self-identify an area of interest with potential for personal growth
- Connect with a community member with experience and/or expertise in the growth area (e.g., family member, Elder, community member, industry/business professional, etc.) to shadow and share their knowledge and practice
- Co-develop plan of action in growth area

**Observe and question**
- Watch practices with intent to develop a deeper understanding of applied knowledge
- Reflect on practices and personal applications
- Generate questions and dialogue about observations and thoughts behind processes

**Experience and apply**
- Try practices under the guidance of the community member
- Seek and apply descriptive feedback about growth area
- Document applications of learning
- Reflect on personal growth (e.g., through journal, photo album and captions, etc.)

**Communicate**
- Reflect on and share growth in new practices and competencies; reflect on how to apply them to preferred future plans for post-graduation
Capstone – Create and Build

For students who choose to create and build a product for their capstone, applied design is a useful process to explore. This process is characterized by the development of an understanding of the people for whom students are designing products and can be useful in grappling with challenges and/or functionality that require creative ideas and hands-on approaches.

Process

*Understand and define the context*

- Begin with a challenge and/or functionality and the intended user(s) in mind (this will better inform how the applied design process unfolds)
- Enhance understanding of community needs by engaging in empathetic observation, including communication with potential users to explore their needs and wants; practice active listening
- Contemplate the intended purpose of the product and the perspectives of potential users to envision a user-friendly product that addresses the identified challenge or functionality
- Identify the success criteria for the product and its design process, as well as any constraints to account for, such as budget, available materials, community impact, and environmental care

*Ideate, prototype, and test*

- Experiment and explore possibilities, taking creative risks in generating ideas and adding to others’ ideas in ways that enhance them
- Screen ideas against the success criteria and constraints; maintain an open mind about potentially viable ideas throughout the design process
- Research sources of inspiration and information to develop a design plan that includes key stages and resources
- Create prototypes, making changes to tools, materials, and procedures as needed; document iterations of prototyping
- Seek feedback from identified sources (for example, from a field expert) and communicate with potential users about design ideas and prototype(s); apply the feedback and new information to enhance the design

*Make and share*

- Use appropriate tools, technologies, and materials to make the product
- Share progress while creating to enable ongoing feedback and to adapt the design as needed
- Be mindful of unintended negative environmental impacts and use materials in ways that minimize waste
- Decide how and with whom to share and/or promote the product
- Evaluate the success of the product design, explaining how it reflects the criteria and addresses the challenge and/or functionality
- Reflect on the creating and making process, building and elaborating on what worked well and what might be done differently next time
- Reflect on newly acquired competencies and skills and how they can be applied in other contexts
# Capstone – Create and Express

This capstone option provides students with a creative mode to convey their learning, interests, passions, or talents. Messages, feelings, and emotions can be expressed through original actions, words, images, music, talents, and so forth. Creation and expression can take many forms and include sharing creative work with an appropriate audience.

## Process

### Inspiration and ideation
- Reflect on personal experiences and skills to brainstorm potential ideas
- Take creative risks in generating ideas and add to others’ ideas in ways that enhance them
- Identify a driving question and develop a vision to connect to a theme

### Design
- Identify and research relevant elements, contexts, and/or criteria for the project
- Draft preliminary plans (e.g., storyboard, outline, sketch, etc.), considering intended audience and various modes or platforms for presentation/presenting creative work
- Identify appropriate tools, technologies, materials, and processes, and establish a time frame for creation
- Maintain an open mind about potentially viable ideas and flexibility to respond to changes as needed

### Create
- Create and refine work/performance
- Receive and apply constructive feedback to further refine and revise
- Use self-reflection and awareness to refine according to intended theme

### Communicate
- Arrange showcase/performance (e.g., space, materials, equipment, promotional materials)
- Present to/perform for an audience and seek feedback related to the theme and the intent
- Self-reflect throughout the creating and expressing process, building and elaborating on what worked well and what might be done differently next time
- Reflect on and share growth in new skills and competencies and consider how to apply them to preferred future plans for post-graduation
Capstone – Innovation and Entrepreneurship

The focus of this capstone option is to create and experience the start of a new business initiative. Students will conceptualize a product and/or service that is original to them and may incorporate active job shadowing/internship. This is ideal for students who are enthusiastic about following a personal passion, are self-motivated, desire the experience of working independently, want to meet new people and network with other entrepreneurs and professionals, and wish to help people use products and services that improve their lives. Students may choose to design and create their own personal brand by becoming an expert and learning the ropes of an industry through first-hand experience.

Process

Conceptualize
- Identify areas of interest, personal passions, and enjoyment, and brainstorm types of business ideas that connect to personal interest
- Take creative risks in generating ideas and add to others’ ideas in ways that enhance them, maintaining an open mind about potentially viable ideas
- Taking the viewpoint of the potential customer, consider the what, why, who, and how
- Enhance understanding of community needs by engaging in empathetic observation, including communication with potential users to explore their needs and wants
- Determine whether the business will include a service and/or product

Analyze
- Gather and evaluate information through market research on the business service/product concept (e.g., conduct user surveys and test marketing, consider risk management/liability, etc.) to determine the needs of potential customers
- Identify the potential costs (materials, resources, venues, equipment, labour, insurance, etc.)

Design
- Create a plan that includes business elements such as timelines, costs and pricing, promotion, and distribution
- Share progress throughout this process to enable ongoing feedback and improvements

Apply
- Elaborate how to implement the business plan and apply if feasible
- Critically reflect on the entrepreneurial processes, and identify challenges/define new goals for future business ventures
- Reflect on and share growth in new skills and competencies and consider how to apply them to preferred future plans for post-graduation
## Capstone – Investigate and Report

This capstone option is an opportunity to build research and communications knowledge and competencies through an active exploration of a meaningful question, problem, desired career path, or issue. Following an inquiry process, students can employ disciplinary thinking to develop important skills, such as formulating driving questions, planning inquiries, gathering and analyzing information, and communicating findings.

### Process

**Formulate an inquiry question to investigate**
- Develop an essential question that addresses curiosity about a topic or issue of personal, local, or global interest

**Plan and investigate**
- Plan, select, and use appropriate investigation strategies (e.g., academic research, fieldwork study, observation methods, interviewing an expert, etc.) to collect reliable information and data
- Assess risks and address ethical, cultural, and/or environmental issues associated with proposed strategies
- Apply the concepts of validity and accuracy

**Analyze and interpret collected information and data**
- Seek, analyze, and describe patterns, trends, connections, and/or cause-and-effect relationships
- Construct visual support(s) (e.g., tables, graphs, models, diagrams) to efficiently communicate information
- Use background knowledge and new understandings to draw conclusions that are consistent with evidence

**Evaluate and conclude**
- Describe what worked well and identify specific ways to improve future investigations (e.g., evaluate validity, limitations, and claims; draw conclusions about possible reasons for results; identify new questions to investigate)
- Communicate social, ethical, and/or environmental implications and contributions from the investigation and other research
- Reflect on the inquiry process and results (e.g., identify surface assumptions, identify bias in work and/or in primary and secondary sources, share personal learning and growth, examine the iterative nature of the process)

**Report and communicate**
- Report on findings, ideas, information, and implications of the investigation (e.g. formal report, science fair, oral presentation, website, video, etc.)
- Share key personal learnings related to the investigation processes and to personal development as an inquirer
# Capstone – Personal Story

This capstone highlights and explores a personal story, giving students an opportunity to reflect on and share a meaningful life-changing event/experience (e.g., mental health, recovery, immigration, etc.). The autobiographical process is narrated from the student author’s perspective.

## Process

### Identify purpose and intent
- Students should contemplate a memorable event and/or significant learning experience that challenged and shaped them to be who they are today
- Consider the following questions:
  - Why and how did the event or learning experience change who they are and/or their outlook?
  - With whom would they like to share their story and why?
  - What is the motivation/inspiration for sharing their story and what is the overall message they wish to communicate to their audience?

### Plan and design
- Create a storyboard combining the ideas and resources that have been gathered, and that maps out alternative versions of the vision
- Determine how the story can be organized in a way that is most meaningful and that best communicates the message to be conveyed
- Organize story events and photos and/or images according to the major stages/progression/transformation to be illustrated
- Determine the best way to tell the story (e.g., visual/oral/written expression, voiceover, text, music, digital tools, other effects or a combination)
- Consider ways to connect the progression/transformation/stages/sections. For example:
  - How might visual/oral/written expression and/or voiceover and/or text be used to tell the story?
  - What will the design/layout look like?
  - Will other effects, such as music be included?
  - How might digital tools be used to tell the story?
- Ensure the story is engaging for the intended audience, as well as focused, organized, and concise

### Create and review
- Consider which individuals to approach to review and provide feedback on the personal story, drawing on individuals from multiple areas in the students’ lives
- Keeping an open mind, incorporate relevant feedback and suggestions as needed

### Present
- Share story with an audience
- Reflect on the story work and thinking throughout the preparation and presenting process, elaborating on new competencies and skills learned, and the personal impact of the capstone process; reflect on how to apply them to preferred future plans for post-graduation
Capstone – Service Learning

This capstone is for students who want to contribute to the community, learn leadership skills, and motivate others to make a difference in their school and/or community. It is also aimed at students who want to broaden or develop leadership traits such as commitment, accountability, initiative, resilience, and empathy by planning, organizing, and leading events that enable them to experience the value of community involvement while inspiring and motivating others to act. Students explore the different roles of a team when working toward a common goal and demonstrate a willingness and enthusiasm to actively participate in service experiences.

Process

**Understand and interpret context**
- Identify a community to contribute to, and work with community members to generate ideas and identify an issue/need
- Observe the community closely and with empathy to gather ethical, social, cultural, and/or environmental context
- Wonder and ask questions, determine gaps, and clarify priorities that will inform and shape vision

**Plan and apply**
- Formulate plans for a solution/change; determine a process (an approach with strategies), resources required, and a method to organize the information; describe intended outcomes
- Identify intended impact and possible unintended negative consequences, and consider different viewpoints and perspectives
- Build on prior knowledge, consider social and cultural implications and limiting factors, and generate possibilities and alternatives
- Consult with community and refine the plan based on feedback provided
- Reflect on and monitor the plan and processes

**Implement**
- Activate the plan using strategies, intended processes, and resources to effect change
- Monitor the plan, maintaining an open mind and the flexibility to be responsive and adjust as needed

**Analyze and evaluate**
- Communicate with, and seek feedback from, participating community members
- Critically evaluate the impact of the service (Was the intended outcome achieved? How were the community members affected?)
- Explain how the process contributed to the individual, family, community, and/or environment
- Recognize community needs for sustainability, and recommend further support required/follow-up procedures

**Communicate**
- Decide on how and with whom to share the service experience, impacts, and key learnings (e.g., video, display, concept map, testimonials from community members, pamphlets, etc.)
- Critically reflect on the processes, experiences, impacts, and personal growth
Specific capstone *presentation and representation* illustrations

In this section, specific capstone *process and representation* illustrations demonstrate how individual students have taken up these general capstone process choices to address personal interests, learning needs, and goals for post-graduation. Also included are details that may be of interest to teacher-mentors as they support students with their capstone, such as connections to diverse areas of learning, mentoring tips, and formative assessment ideas. The table below provides a quick content overview of the illustrations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deeper learning process</th>
<th>Illustrations</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Connect and Collaborate               | • Student deepens her knowledge and practical skills in her community’s traditional cuisine  
• Student expands his awareness and experience of teaching profession through job shadowing                                                      | 35   |
|                                       |                                                                                                                                                                                                             | 40   |
| Create and Build                      | • Student collaborates with team and enhances technical skills  
• Student builds website to develop her profile as an artist and showcase her work                                                                                                                      | 49   |
|                                       |                                                                                                                                                                                                             | 54   |
| Create and Express                    | • Student enhances artistic design through the cultural traditions of his community  
• Student develops as a songwriter and performer                                                                                                                                                    | 58   |
|                                       |                                                                                                                                                                                                             | 62   |
| Innovation and Entrepreneurship       | • Student develops transferable skills in support of preferred career pathway  
• Student builds on social, leadership, and athletic strengths to develop as a coach                                                                                                                 | 66   |
|                                       |                                                                                                                                                                                                             | 70   |
| Investigate and Report                | • Student expands skills as a researcher and historian  
• Students refine collaboration and field study skills                                                                                                                                                    | 74   |
|                                       |                                                                                                                                                                                                             | 78   |
| Personal Story                        | • Student seeks to build relationships and improve English communication skills                                                                                                                              | 86   |
| Service Learning                      | • Student refines her social activism and leadership skills  
• Student further develops her confidence and shares her mindfulness knowledge with peers                                                                                                               | 92   |
|                                       |                                                                                                                                                                                                             | 97   |
Self-assessment and critical analysis

Throughout her exploration of possible career paths in Career-Life Education (CLE), Career-Life Connections (CLC), and the self-assessment and critical analysis component of her capstone preparation (see pages 15–21 in the Career Education 10-12 Guide for more information about the components of capstone), the student expressed an interest in deepening her knowledge of and practical skills in the cuisine of her First Nations heritage. In considering her preferred options for post-graduation, she shared how important it was to her to learn more about the preparation of the traditional specialty dishes of her community.

Process and representation

Learning focus: Deepening personal knowledge of and practical skills in her community’s traditional cuisine under guidance of an expert advisor

Learning artifact: Personal cookbook

Context

The student was inspired by her grandmother’s expertise in their community’s culinary traditions and her own enjoyment with learning through Food Studies coursework. She was also working on other related learning activities, including her FOODSAFE certificates.

Additionally, the student identified that her preferred learning approach would include partnering with her grandmother and developing practical knowledge through hands-on cooking experiences under her guidance. The connect and collaborate process was selected as a good fit for this learning preference. The student asked her grandmother to be her community advisor in this process, and the grandmother agreed to share this knowledge and help her granddaughter deepen her understanding of the relationship between their traditional food and culture.

As a means to record her learning, and as a post-graduation resource for her future reference, the student decided to create a personal cookbook. In consultation with her grandmother and teacher, they agreed that the choice of recipes would be the student’s with input from her grandmother’s expert advice, and the cookbook would reflect the key traditional foods the student associated with her family, culture, and heritage. Although the cookbook’s main purpose was as a personal resource, the student planned to share the recipes with her family and with her school community.
Connections

Curricular or domain connections

Career Education – Analyzing internal and external factors to inform personal career-life choices for post-graduation; Assessing personal transferable skills, and identifying strengths and those skills that require further refinement; Collaborating with teacher-mentor and community advisor; Cultivating community relationships to support plans for post-graduation; Reflecting on learning experiences and personal development in the Core Competencies; Preparing for next steps in personal lifelong learning journey

Food Studies – Creating food products, working collaboratively and individually, and making changes as needed; Identifying and using appropriate tools, technologies, materials, and processes; Learning First Peoples food protocols, including land stewardship, harvesting/gathering, food preparation and preservation, and ways of celebrating

Social Studies – Developing understanding of the connections between the past, present, and future and the people and traditions that shape the development and evolution of communities, especially one’s own

Community connections

School community
Local First Nations community

Connections to First Peoples Principles of Learning

Learning involves generational roles and responsibilities: Teaching and learning is the responsibility of all members of a community; Valuing, learning from, and applying her grandmother’s expertise

Learning involves recognizing the consequences of one’s actions: Focusing on reflective and critical thinking to help learners understand the natural consequences of their actions

Learning ultimately supports the well-being of the self, the family, the community, the land, the spirits, and the ancestors: Appreciating the traditional knowledge that her grandmother shared with her, treating it with the respect it deserves, and focusing with intent on healthy living principles for herself and others; What is learned by the individual is also of benefit to family and to the community

Core Competencies connections

Communicating – Connecting and engaging with others; Acquiring and presenting information

Collaborating – Supporting group interactions

Critical and Reflective Thinking – Questioning and investigating; Designing and developing; Reflecting and assessing

Positive Personal and Cultural Identity – Understanding relationships and cultural contexts; Recognizing personal values and choices

Personal Awareness and Responsibility – Well-being

Social Awareness and Responsibility – Contributing to community and caring for the environment; Building relationships; Valuing diversity
Connect and collaborate process

Identify growth area and develop relationship

The student lived with extended family, including her grandmother, so they were able to readily co-plan many learning opportunities, including both informal and formal cooking experiences. These included meal planning, grocery shopping, food preparation, cooking, serving, and eating practices. They planned learning opportunities for a two-month period, ensuring that the student would gradually take on more responsibilities as she developed increased independence with her skills and added to her repertoire of recipes. Other family members would also provide constructive feedback about her cooking practices and the resulting meals.

Observe and question

The student conducted some research on her own first, both online and by interviewing members of her community, to determine what recipes she might want to learn and what skills she would need to develop. In conversations with her grandmother and CLC teacher-mentor, the student decided on three learning goals: deepening understanding of the food and culinary traditions of her family; applying the related practical skills to her own tastes and lifestyle; and thinking about how to use this newly learned culinary knowledge to help others better understand herself, her family, and her culture. She co-developed the following questions to focus her observations and notes:

- What traditional foods and meals should be included in her recipe book to reflect her own tastes and nutritional needs, and to accurately represent her culture?
- What constraints and challenges would need to be accounted for (e.g., financial constraints to purchase ingredients and equipment for when she moved away from home)?
- How can traditional recipes be adapted for various reasons, such as lack of specialized ingredients and specific dietary needs?
- What role would personal preferences and the impact of one’s current diet have on exploring new foods (e.g., the student preferred her food to be less spicy than did her grandmother)?
- What possible consequences might result from her actions during this process, and how could they be prevented or mitigated? For example:
  - What precautions should she take to prevent damage of her grandmother’s tools and equipment?
  - How could she address repairing relationships if she inadvertently insulted someone by a negative reaction to a food with which she was unfamiliar?
  - In creating a recipe book that others may follow, how should she address topics like allergies and food poisoning, and differences in understanding due to cultural dissonance?

The student then began to observe and assist her grandmother throughout cooking preparation and serving activities. They discussed traditional food ingredients and recipes, as well as their significance to the family and to broader community traditions. The student kept notes about interesting points and new learnings, adding these to the appendix of her cookbook and using them as reminders to share learning progress with her peers during the CLC class’s ongoing small group discussions about their capstone.
Experience and apply

Eventually her grandmother took on more of an assistant role in the cooking process, while continuing to help the student refine her skills and recipe notes. The student collected information about, and recorded different attempts at refining, each recipe, including notes on adaptations and substitutions.

The student began to curate recipes based on her personal preferences, her plans for the cookbook design, and feedback from taste testers. The student also examined published cookbooks, blogs, and social media as a means of researching how to create a cookbook. This research included the art of food photography, how to format recipes, graphic design, and book organization. In addition, she evaluated different food sources and ingredient variety in order to make ethical, culturally sensitive, and environmentally conscious decisions.

The student created a scrapbook-style cookbook that included six recipes with a variety of ingredients and processes, photos of the processes and end results, and blurbs that highlighted some of the cultural protocols and contexts associated with the selected recipes.

Communicate

The student shared the cookbook and some sample recipes to taste during her oral presentation on what she learned about her culture and heritage, and about traditional cuisine, in her CLC class. She invited her grandmother to the presentation, which included a video of them cooking together.

In her presentation and reflective writing notes, the student expressed how this learning brought her closer to both her grandmother and their shared culture and heritage.

Teaching and mentoring tips

- The CLC teacher-mentor worked with her school’s Aboriginal Support Worker to ensure cultural sensitivity and respect through appropriate protocols when connecting with the student’s grandmother and community.
- The teacher-mentor met with the student, her grandmother, and the Aboriginal Support Worker to discuss learning expectations and feedback guidelines before beginning the process.
- Regular check-in conversations with her teacher-mentor during CLC classes about her cooking experiences and progress helped the student to monitor and manage her learning tasks and time throughout.

Additional resources

- Canada’s Food Guide for First Nations, Inuit, and Métis
- FOODSAFE

Formative assessment

- During their regular check-in conversations, the student shared her notes about her learning and insights with her teacher-mentor. The teacher-mentor used these opportunities to monitor the student’s progress and to make suggestions for next steps as needed.
• The student’s grandmother was a primary source for formative conversations in this process, providing background information, intervening to support, and advising throughout. The conversation between the grandmother, student, teacher-mentor, and Aboriginal Support Worker about the student’s learning goals and ways to support her helped them focus before beginning the learning.

• Regular small group discussions with her peers in CLC class about their capstone learning gave the student a means to reflect on her learning as well as to ask for ideas and support. The student reciprocated for her peers as well, using the questions and feedback suggestions provided by their teacher-mentor to guide the formative conversations in a constructive and strengths-based manner.

• To ensure the quality of her cookbook, the student asked family members to cook its recipes, testing the clarity and accuracy of the instructions. She adjusted some recipes based on their feedback.

Showcase and celebrate

To continue her community’s tradition of passing on knowledge and culture to others, the student decided to publish some of the recipes in the school’s newsletter and to cook a meal with her grandmother for audience members as part of her capstone presentation. The student shared her plans to pursue a career in community law enforcement, explained how her future of healthy living would include cooking for herself and connecting with others through relationship and culture, and concluded that she could apply these transferable skills to both her personal and professional lives post-graduation.
STUDENT EXPANDS HIS AWARENESS AND EXPERIENCE OF TEACHING PROFESSION THROUGH JOB SHADOWING

Self-assessment and critical analysis

Throughout his volunteer and work experiences, and the *self-assessment and critical analysis* component of his capstone preparation in Career-Life Connections (CLC) (see pages 15–21 in the Career Education 10-12 Guide for more information about the components of capstone), the student expressed his interest in working with children and pursuing a career in teaching. He felt that he could expand his awareness of what the profession is really like by observing learning in an elementary classroom and tapping into the thinking of a practicing teacher. The student hoped to try teaching a few lessons with students as well.

Process and representation

**Learning focus:** Expanding awareness and experience of the teaching profession under guidance of an expert practitioner

**Learning artifact:** Learning journey blog

**Context**

The student enjoyed working with children, including as a babysitter and sports coach, and was wondering if he should pursue a career in education. Considering how he hoped to expand his knowledge and skills, the student decided to seek a job shadowing opportunity and follow the *connect and collaborate* process in doing so. He had kept in touch with some of his elementary school teachers, and his elementary school was a short distance away, so he was readily able to arrange a job shadowing partnership.

**Connections**

**Curricular or domain connections**

Career Education – Analyzing internal and external factors to inform personal career-life choices for post-graduation; Assessing personal transferable skills, and identifying strengths and those skills that require further refinement; Collaborating with teacher-mentor and community advisor; Cultivating community relationships to support plans for post-graduation; Reflecting on learning experiences and personal development in the Core Competencies; Preparing for next steps in personal lifelong learning journey

Child Development and Caregiving 12 – Theories of child development, including cultural influences; Stages of child development from birth to age 12; Role of play in human development and learning; Legal responsibilities of caregivers and educators
Community connections
Neighbourhood elementary school
Teachers’ professional community

Connections to First Peoples Principles of Learning
Learning ultimately supports the well-being of the self, the family, the community, the land, the spirits, and the ancestors: The uniqueness of each learner is valued and appreciated; Each person is unique and there are many different ways that learning occurs; Valuing learning, supporting younger members of the community, and building relationships through education.

Learning involves patience and time: Learning is most effective when it occurs in a setting where the learning can be applied in an authentic context, and over time.

Core Competencies connections
Communicating – Connecting and engaging with others; Acquiring and presenting information
Collaborating – Working collectively; Supporting group interactions
Critical and Reflective Thinking – Analyzing and critiquing; Questioning and investigating; Designing and developing; Reflecting and assessing
Personal Awareness and Responsibility – Self-regulating; Well-being
Social Awareness and Responsibility – Contributing to community and caring for the environment; Building relationships

Connect and collaborate process

Identify growth area and develop relationship
Initially the student visited some of the teachers at his former elementary school to observe learning in the classroom and ask questions before starting his job shadowing experience. He then made arrangements to collaborate with one of the teachers and to visit her classroom on a regular basis over six weeks, during the CLC block of time in his secondary schedule.

With his elementary teacher agreeing to be his advisor, the student developed a plan to observe learning in the classroom and to record notes and questions for their later discussions. Eventually the student would begin to assist in some whole class lessons and support students in small group learning activities. The culminating goal was for the student to design at least one learning activity and teach the class by the end of the job shadowing period, under the guidance of his advisor. In addition, he and his CLC teacher-mentor agreed that the student would document his learning journey throughout the six-week period according to the co-designed personalized rubric (see “Formative assessment” section below), using district guidelines to maintain student privacy and safety.

Observe and question
The student was an active observer, taking notes on what he noticed and devising questions to ask the advisor and/or other staff, and/or to research using information provided in resources.
that his advisor had recommended he read (e.g., *Early Learning Framework* and *The Primary Program*).

In addition to the classroom visits, the student arranged times to meet with his elementary advisor outside class to debrief and ask questions. These conversations were also an opportunity to refine plans and next steps for observing, supporting, and collaborating in the classroom.

### Experience and apply

The student created a blog to document his learning journey and share with his CLC teacher-mentor and peers, being careful to abide by the district’s internet use and privacy protocols. For example, the student’s photos and descriptions from the classroom avoided student faces, names, and other identifiers. His posts were a combination of reflections on what he observed and experienced, questions arising from what he noticed and was confused about, and research and interview notes about teaching and learning practices, rather than notes about the elementary students themselves.

As he became more comfortable and confident in the classroom, the student became more active and took on more responsibilities for classroom-student learning. For example, he tutored individual students who were struggling with particular tasks and led small group learning activities. Throughout, he checked in regularly with his advisor for suggestions and feedback.

The student began to use some techniques he had learned through coaching experiences as well, testing their effectiveness with elementary students in a classroom environment, and described on his blog what seemed to be working and what he was learning about teacher-student interactions.

In collaboration with his advisor, the student developed a lesson plan for an integrated science and art learning activity related to the class’s current learning theme. He taught it during his last visit to the elementary classroom, recorded what he noticed about the students’ learning and reactions, and posted these insights to his blog with an accompanying self-assessment of his Core Competency development.

### Communicate

Upon completion of the job shadowing experience, the student spent time polishing his blog so that, in addition to his original posts, it included:

- reflections on how he applied theories of learning, information about learners, and ideas to successfully engage and support the young students
- images of the work the students created as a result of their learning throughout the lesson (with parental permissions in place)
- a video of his self-reflection on learning and Core Competency development from the entire experience
- his research notes about how students learn, including a bibliography
- comments on what he would change about his practices in the future and why
- a description of how he now envisages his future career in teaching after this experiential learning opportunity
Teaching and mentoring tips

• Whenever considering a job shadowing opportunity beyond the school campus, it is important to ensure student safety and adhere to district protocols. Check your local district policies and procedures. See also Appendix B on page 101 for important considerations when students are working or volunteering offsite.

• It is important to communicate with parents about visitors in the classroom. The student prepared a letter of introduction to parents with the support of his advisor, explaining who he was, why he was in the classroom, and what he hoped to learn and accomplish with their children. Additionally, the principal introduced the student to the school community with a picture and brief biography so that everyone knew who he was and why he was helping throughout the school.

• As with all volunteers in the school, follow district safety protocols. In this case, the student needed to get a criminal record check before he began observing in the classroom. This activity was also part of his learning about the seriousness of his role and responsibilities as a co-supervisor of young children.

• It is a significant shift in perspective from being a “student” to becoming a “teacher” in the classroom. In this case, the elementary principal addressed this challenge proactively, providing the student with an orientation to the professional and safety expectations of adults working with young children, and offering to answer his questions and uncertainties as they arose.

• Students may not know what level of students and/or which subjects they might want to explore in teacher job shadowing experiences. Having time to observe informally in different classrooms before starting helped this student identify which teacher and class he hoped to work with.

• Students interested in early childhood education specifically may wish to volunteer and/or job shadow in a local StrongStart Centre or daycare program. Students interested in secondary education may wish to tutor peers, support small group work in areas of their learning strengths, run workshops for peers in an area of passion, and/or co-teach with an advisor in their own school community.

Additional resources

• Schools are a wealth of human resource expertise in education! Students can interview principals/vice principals, counsellors, youth workers, parents, district staff, and/or others in the school to learn more about a variety of teaching and learning roles and responsibilities in the school community.

• Early Learning Framework
• The Primary Program: A Framework for Teaching
Formative assessment

In CLC, the teacher-mentor shared the general required criteria for the capstone components with the whole class. (See page 45 for the general capstone rubric provided to all students.)

Once this student had selected the connect and collaborate process with a focus on teaching and job shadowing, he developed a personalized assessment rubric, detailing specific criteria more relevant to his situation. He and his teacher-mentor negotiated some points until they both agreed on all criteria. They then used the personalized rubric as a reference to co-monitor learning progress throughout the six-week period, and to evaluate his work together for a final capstone process and representation mark. In this way, assessment and evaluation processes were collaborative, formative, and transparent.

Showcase and celebrate

The student presented his learning journey at the school’s Capstone Fair in the gym to a small audience of CLC classmates and some Career-Life Education students, so they could get a sense of what capstone might look like for them the next year. The oral presentation length was 10 minutes, included visual aids, and was presented twice to different groups of peers.

As part of the presentation, the student pointed to his blog as the main demonstration for his learning journey into a future career in teaching. By sharing highlights from his blog, he was better able to present without needing to constantly look at his notes. For example, the student shared his revelation about how much patience is needed to work well with some students and how he was developing his ability to monitor his own emotions and responses so that he could better engage with these students. Additionally, he shared how personally motivating it was to give back to his local learning community. The student also planned to use the blog as part of the application process to post-secondary education programs for the following year.

A week later, the student presented about his learning journey again, this time in the less formal setting of his CLC classroom to a small group of three or four classmates and his teacher-mentor. This group provided feedback in learning areas he had predetermined for input.
General Capstone *Process and Representation* Rubric Guide

The general criteria required for the capstone *process and representation* component are listed below. These refer to demonstrations of learning by all students, regardless of the process and topic(s) selected. In their own capstone proposals, students should explain what specific steps they will take and milestones they plan to accomplish as they work through the selected process for this component.

**Note:**

- Suggested ways to personalize the capstone are provided; however, students may propose any other criteria relevant to the proposal as well.
- All final personalized criteria must be agreed upon by both the student and the Career-Life Connections (CLC) teacher-mentor.
- Personalized statements will help students design the steps of this capstone component. They will be referenced throughout check-in conversations about learning progress with the CLC teacher-mentor and will inform the capstone evaluation.
- Once the capstone process is underway, students may revise (in consultation with their teacher-mentor) criteria to reflect changes in plans as needed.
## Sections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposal</th>
<th>General Criteria</th>
<th>Planning and organization notes and tips</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposal</td>
<td>Proposal is handed in on time with all sections completed. I described multiple connections between at least two of my personal, educational, and/or career goals for post-graduation and the selected process and topic(s). My proposal identified the appropriate process used to pursue my capstone process and representation (either one of the suggested processes or an alternative and approved process specifically tailored to my capstone).</td>
<td>✓ My proposal will be completed and handed in by _____ (date). ✓ Format for my proposal: paper-based/digital/video/other?: ______________. ✓ My proposal will have extra detail in the area of _____ to better explain _____. ✓ I will know I’m ready to move from research/information gathering to experiential learning when ______. ✓ I will collect these kinds of artifacts/evidence throughout my project to illustrate my progress and learning: ______. ✓ I will collect and organize my learning artifacts/evidence throughout the process in this way: ______. ✓ Other ideas specific to my proposal:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| Learning Partnerships | I found a learning partner or community advisor with relevant knowledge and/or experience to connect with about my learning. I communicated regularly with my CLC teacher-mentor to provide updates on my progress, successes, and areas where I need further support. I demonstrated communication and collaboration skills when working with others, such as: ⇒ Active listening ⇒ Responding in a timely manner ⇒ Speaking/writing clearly and with appropriate vocabulary and respectful language ⇒ Asking and answering questions ⇒ Asking for help and offering to help ⇒ Collecting and organizing information (including messages) I submitted a constructive learning partner/community advisor report at the end of the process. I participated as a member of my learning community by sharing my learnings through conferencing with, and presenting to, my peers. | ✓ I will hand in my learning partner/community advisor proposal by ______________. ✓ I am looking for a learning partner/community advisor with these attributes, experiences, and/or skills: ______________. ✓ I will connect with my learning partner/community advisor in these ways: ______________. ✓ In order to do well, I have talked with my learning partner/community advisor about the following expectations and plans, and I will follow through on these to reach my learning goals: ______________. ✓ In addition, I will include the following people as resources to support my learning (e.g., Library Learning Commons teacher, guidance counsellor, family member, and/or educator with relevant knowledge, etc.): ______________. ✓ I will communicate regularly with my CLC teacher-mentor about my progress in these ways: ______________. ✓ To keep track of information and messages from my learning partner/community advisor, as well as the questions and insights that they prompt, I will ______. ✓ If I experience challenges working with a learning partner/community advisor, I will try these strategies: ______________. ✓ In addition to sharing my learnings through conferencing with, and presenting to, peers, I will ______________ to give back to my learning community and/or other communities. ✓ Other ideas: |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sections</th>
<th>General Criteria</th>
<th>Planning and organization notes and tips</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>I consulted multiple relevant and reliable sources. I synthesized information from multiple sources to create personal meaning and understanding. I engaged ethically with information, demonstrating academic honesty and intellectual integrity. My bibliography lists all major sources, is formatted properly, and includes relevant annotations. I handed in all my research notes, including any recordings of interviews, screenshots of messages, etc. I consistently applied information literacy skills to accomplish learning, such as: ⇒ Knowing when information is required ⇒ Knowing how to develop an inquiry question ⇒ Knowing how to find information ⇒ Critically examining sources of information ⇒ Selecting the best sources of information ⇒ Organizing and using information</td>
<td>✓ My topic is phrased as the following inquiry question, encouraging deeper and meaningful exploration: _______. ✓ My topic(s) include these relevant subtopics, each allowing for interesting exploration that will support my main inquiry: _______. ✓ I will consult these primary sources and other sources to gain a well-rounded understanding of the topic: _______. ✓ I will use ______ to take and organize notes with integrity, reducing the possibility of accidental plagiarism and increasing the possibility of making insightful connections between pieces of information. ✓ I will _____ to document interviews conducted for research. ✓ I will _____ to document online messaging conducted for research. ✓ I will _____ to document survey/poll results conducted for research. ✓ My bibliography will be in MLA/APA/Chicago/other format: _______ because _______. ✓ My bibliography will include annotations about _____ for each source (e.g., relevancy, accuracy, timeliness, source credibility, etc.). ✓ Other ideas:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Artifacts and Evidence</td>
<td>I collected artifacts that relate to, and are evidence of, my learning throughout. I organized and shared a selection of these items as part of my representation, presentation, and reflection.</td>
<td>✓ I plan to collect these kinds of artifacts/evidence of my learning journey: _______. ✓ I will keep my artifacts/evidence organized by _____. ✓ I will share artifacts and/or pieces of evidence in my presentation to help illustrate the progression of my learning by _______. ✓ I will share all artifacts/evidence with my CLC teacher-mentor by _______. ✓ If I cannot physically bring in an artifact or piece of evidence, I will _____ to document and share its place in my learning journey. ✓ Other ideas:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representation</td>
<td>My representation was made wholly or mostly by me, and acknowledges sources of information and/or inspiration as part of its development. My representation is a direct application of what I learned during the course of this process.</td>
<td>✓ I will select a representation format that highlights my capstone and learning progress in relevant ways: _______. ✓ My representation will be a(n) ______ because _______. ✓ I will get help creating my representation from _____ because _____. ✓ My representation will be developed by following these steps: _______.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sections</td>
<td>General Criteria</td>
<td>Planning and organization notes and tips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Representation</strong> (continued)</td>
<td>My representation is the result of my commitment to and passion for my topic(s) and choice(s). My representation showcases many of the skills and the knowledge I have developed during the course of this process. My representation supports my presentation and engages the audience.</td>
<td>✓ I will document the creation and evolution of my representation by ____. ✓ My representation will be incorporated into my presentation by ____. ✓ If I cannot bring in my actual representation because it is too large, too heavy, too fragile, etc., I will bring in _____ as a stand-in representation. ✓ Other ideas:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection</td>
<td>I addressed my questions clearly to explain the work that went into my capstone process as well as my thoughts and feelings about that work. I discussed my personal growth as well as academic and/or career-related growth that came from doing this project. I made clear connections between my project and growth in the Core Competencies. I used terminology and vocabulary relevant to my topic and my project.</td>
<td>✓ I will hand in my reflections by: ____. ✓ My reflections will be recorded in the following format: paper-based/digital/video/other? ____. ✓ I will focus on documenting my growth and progress in these initially identified Core Competencies, as they relate most strongly to my focus for this learning journey and my plans for post-graduation: ______. I will review and revise this list throughout my capstone process, as needed. ✓ Other ideas:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td>I dressed appropriately for my presentation, in either formal business attire or clothing appropriate to my learning focus and/or topic(s). My presentation clearly connected my capstone process to my personal, academic, and/or career goals. My presentation explained my personal growth during the course of the process as well as major learnings. I encouraged audience engagement. I communicated clearly with the audience. ⇒ Appropriate volume and pace ⇒ Appropriate tone for the learning focus and/or topic(s) and for the presentation setting ⇒ Consistent, appropriate eye contact ⇒ Confident posture and body language ⇒ Effective use of aids to support presentation (e.g. visual aids, speech notes) ⇒ Appropriate terminology used with context or explanation</td>
<td>✓ I will dress in _____ for my presentation because ____. ✓ My presentation will include these sections and/or key points: ____. ✓ My presentation will include a speech/slideshow/video/activity/other?: ____. ✓ I will encourage audience engagement by ____. ✓ To prepare for presenting, I will: ______. ✓ Other ideas:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Create and Build
Illustration 1

STUDENT COLLABORATES WITH TEAM AND ENHANCES TECHNICAL SKILLS

Self-assessment and critical analysis

Throughout the self-assessment and critical analysis component of her capstone preparation (see pages 15–21 in the Career Education 10-12 Guide for more information about the components of capstone), the student shared that she wasn’t sure about her plans for graduation yet, but was very excited about her experiences with the school’s robotics club. She wondered if she could pursue this passion in some way as part of the capstone process and representation component. With the guidance of her Career-Life Connections (CLC) teacher-mentor, the student decided she wanted to focus on furthering her technical skills and developing effective strategies for engaging with her team members with increased confidence.

Process and representation

Learning focus: Collaborating as part of a team and enhancing technical skills to design and build
Topic focus: Engineering and robotics

Context

The student is part of the school’s Robotics Club and is completing coursework in Engineering 11. She has decided to collaborate with a team of students with complementary skills to explore an inquiry question in the field of robotics. The team of students recently watched a video that demonstrated the use of robots to lift and move items in a warehouse. The video inspired the team to design, create, and build a smaller-scale robot that can carry and move personal items. Their inquiry question is: How can we design and build a robot that will lift, carry, and move personal items for the user?

Connections

Curricular or domain connections

Career Education – Analyzing internal and external factors to inform personal career-life choices for post-graduation; Assessing personal transferable skills, and identifying strengths and those skills that require further refinement; Collaborating with teacher-mentor; Reflecting on learning experiences and personal development in the Core Competencies; Preparing for next steps in personal lifelong learning journey

Engineering – Applying design and user-centred principles, programming languages and applications, manufacturing, quality control methods, interpersonal and consultations skills to interact with clients

Mathematics – Understanding how to apply mathematics concepts to functional design, measurement and diagramming techniques, computational thinking and programming
Community connections
Robotics Club and team
School community

Connections to First Peoples Principles of Learning
Learning involves patience and time: Working collectively as a team on common goals, seeking input and feedback from potential users throughout the creating and building process, repeated trial and error cycles to develop prototypes and iterations; Learning is most effective when it occurs in a setting where the learning can be applied in an authentic context.

Learning is holistic, reflexive, reflective, experiential, and relational (focused on connectedness, on reciprocal relationships, and a sense of place): The student’s learning is experiential, as she works with her team through iterations and feedback to create a functional robot.

Core Competencies connections
Communicating – Connecting and engaging with others; Acquiring and presenting information
Collaborating – Working collaboratively
Creative Thinking – Creating and innovating; Generating and incubating; Evaluating and developing
Critical and Reflective Thinking – Designing and developing; Reflecting and assessing
Social Awareness and Responsibility – Contributing to community and caring for the environment; Building relationships; Valuing diversity

Create and build process

Understand and define the context

- Although the team was already determined to design a robot that would lift, carry, and move personal items, there were many details to figure out regarding who might use this type of robot and for what purpose. The team pursued a market survey of students in the school community and decided to create an assistive technology that could carry items between lockers and classes for those students who found it difficult to do so on their own.

- Applying one of the strategies to develop her confidence with team members, the student decided to show initiative and volunteered to draft success criteria for their robot that she would later share with them for finalization. She interviewed a couple of students that teachers recommended might benefit from this type of robot and used the resulting information to write up the draft success criteria. The student later shared that she learned surprising insights from the students she interviewed and felt proud of how impressed her teammates were with her work on this task.

- The team shared their initial plans with their Robotics Club supervisor, and he was able to help them access the school’s 3D printer, robotics components, and other resources to begin the design work.
Ideate, prototype, and test

- The team of students had many experiences with building robots from prior club activities to draw from, but they still ended up creating a few prototypes. For each iteration, they sought input and feedback from the Robotics Club supervisor.
- The student took the lead in documenting and recording their various designs and prototypes, including diagrams and photographs. She used these records as evidence of technical learning to reflect on and to self-assess Core Competency development.
- Taking the lead as record keeper for the group helped to build the student's confidence in contributing to the group in a key role. She was able to use the documentation activity as a means to initiate conversations and share her thoughts related to their progress with fellow team members.
- The student also volunteered to take the lead in connecting with users to get their input and feedback on designs and prototypes, as she had already developed relationships with them.

Make and share

- The team built a final iteration of their robot design; however, the students were not satisfied with the results. The complexity of this type of robot made it difficult to produce to a standard that would be viable as an assistive technology in a real way. However, the Robotics Club supervisor pointed out how much the students had learned about robotics design and development generally through their many trial-and-error experiences, thus defining the process as a learning success. At the year-end Robotics Club event, the team shared a model of the robot they had hoped to build, discussing its assistive benefits, the challenges they had in building it, and what they had learned throughout the process.
- The student felt she had made good progress in enhancing her technical skills throughout the process. In addition, she was especially proud of her progress in developing confidence and leadership skills from working with other team members, as well as her progress in developing and sustaining relationships with the students who had provided input and feedback on the design.

Teaching and mentoring tips

- When helping students develop inquiry questions for design thinking, begin with either a desire to change a design or to explore an idea from a provocation or from a student's personal interest in a domain.
- For students who may need support with project management and timelines, consider chunking the process at each stage with smaller tasks/milestones to accomplish, and then putting it all together at the end.
- Graphic organizers for steps and processes are useful to help students determine and reach goals, as well as providing a framework for reflection (e.g., students can keep a journal to document ideas, process, progress, and understandings of learning).
• Safety procedures must be followed when developing and working with robotics – ensure that appropriate adult supervision for production and use of machinery and electronics is in place.

• Some students may need help coping with failed attempts and frustrating challenges. Remind them that failures are a normal part of the design process and should be used as a platform for learning, not to mention an opportunity to build resiliency and grit.

Additional resources

- A Day in the Life of a Kiva Robot (video)
- 3D printer

Formative assessment

- Co-constructing criteria with students helps ensure clarity of expectations and encourages student ownership of learning. Once the student and the CLC teacher-mentor had developed the criteria together, the teacher-mentor used it to frame descriptive feedback based on observations of the student’s practice and application of teamwork strategies and technical skills.

- Additionally, the student used a graphic organizer to inform reflections on learning at various stages of the design, creation, and application process to move her thinking and development forward. (See page 53 for sample of a reflection graphic organizer.)

- For some capstone approaches, a collaborative effort among teachers can help tap into diverse sources of expertise for learning and assessment purposes. During regular check-in conversations, the CLC teacher-mentor provided the student with suggestions and feedback on ways to provide input in a confident manner to her peers on the team, one of her learning goals. While the team worked on their inquiry, the Robotics Club supervisor provided ongoing feedback to the whole team about their progress in the design and development of the robot, which the student reflected on and shared with her CLC teacher-mentor as part of her second learning goal.

Showcase and celebrate

At the school’s capstone showcase, the student shared a synthesis of her learning journey to family, school staff, and peers, including demonstrations of learning from the record-keeping and accompanying reflections. In addition, the student spoke about how she had experienced an unexpected side benefit from the capstone process: she had learned much about the mobility challenges of her fellow students and had become very interested in the potential of assistive technologies to change their quality of life. As such, she was planning to study biomedical engineering.
### Create and Build Reflection Graphic Organizer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Create and Build process stage I am working on</th>
<th>Strengths (incl. evidence)</th>
<th>Stretches and/or challenges (incl. evidence)</th>
<th>What I am learning (e.g., about myself, re. capstone goals)</th>
<th>Notes: (e.g., questions I still have; resource(s) I need, etc.)</th>
<th>Next steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Inspiration and Ideation**

Given my prior knowledge, personal experiences, and skills, I can frame and clarify the type of problem I am solving and focus my exploration by identifying what I know and need to know about the design challenge.

**Design**

- I can design a plan to solve my challenge that is viable and includes time constraints and benchmarks.
- I can create a system for gathering feedback from my learning partners with identified criteria.

**Create**

- I can create a testable first attempt at a solution.
- I can identify the strengths and weaknesses of my prototype to use as feedback/data for refining my design to create a more responsive solution to the challenge.
- I can justify my decisions and process.

**Coordinate and Present**

- I can identify criteria for an effective presentation and use them to present my findings to an audience, keeping in mind who my audience is.
- I can authentically reflect on my process and product during each phase of the design and creation process, and share what I have learned and how I plan to move forward with my learning post-graduation.
STUDENT BUILDS WEBSITE TO DEVELOP HER PROFILE AS AN ARTIST AND SHOWCASE HER WORK

Self-assessment and critical analysis

Throughout the self-assessment and critical analysis component of her capstone preparation (see pages 15–21 in the Career Education 10-12 Guide for more information about the components of capstone), the student has been very clear in her aspirations for post-graduation: to continue her work as an artist as well as pursue further learning within the Faculty of Fine Arts.

Process and representation

Long-term learning focus: Further her career-life plans as an artist
Immediate focus: Design website to create a public profile and to share her work more broadly

Context

The student is a committed visual artist and is currently learning through IB Art coursework as well as community-based art lessons. She is already well on her way as an artist, has participated in several group shows at a local gallery, and has sold several pieces. The student would like to further her career-life goals in the fine arts and has chosen to focus her capstone process and representation component on sharing her creative works with a wider audience, including post-secondary fine arts programs. She decides to build a website to establish a public profile as a practicing artist and to market her work.

Connections

Curricular or domain connections

Career Education – Analyzing internal and external factors to inform personal career-life choices for post-graduation; Assessing personal transferable skills, and identifying strengths and those skills that require further refinement; Creating and critiquing personal and public profiles for self-advocacy and marketing purposes, collaborating with teacher-mentor; Reflecting on learning experiences and personal development in the Core Competencies; Preparing for next steps in personal lifelong learning journey

Visual Arts – Understanding the purpose of critique and choosing when to apply suggestions; Documenting and sharing artistic works in a variety of contexts; Connecting with others on a local, national, and global scale; Roles of and relationship between artist and audience in a variety of contexts

Information and Communications Technology – Website development planning tools; Advantages/disadvantages of websites and content management systems; Technical and symbolic elements that can be used to create representations influenced by point of view, story, genre, and values
Community connections

School community
Artist communities, both local and online
Fine Arts faculties

Connections to First Peoples Principles of Learning

Learning is embedded in memory, history, and story: The student shares her personal story through her art

Core Competencies connections

Communicating – Connecting and engaging with others; Focusing on intent and purpose
Creative Thinking – Creating and innovating; Generating and incubating; Evaluating and developing
Critical and Reflective Thinking – Analyzing and critiquing; Designing and developing; Reflecting and assessing
Personal Awareness and Responsibility – Self-advocating

Create and build process

Understand and define the context

• The student planned to create a website that could act as a platform to expose her art to a wider audience. In addition, she hoped to use this platform as a portfolio to support her applications to faculties of Fine Arts and to perhaps generate some income through sales of her work in a way that was flexible and compatible with her expected busy schedule while attending post-secondary studies the following year.

• The student conducted research before and while building her website, including:
  ▫ Analyzing websites and selling platforms used by other visual artists, taking notes on what she liked and what she thought could be improved or personalized for her own style and needs
  ▫ Speaking with people who knew her artistic style to get a sense of what they would expect to see on a website that represented her
  ▫ Researching the portfolio requirements for the post-secondary programs she planned to apply to
  ▫ Analyzing and comparing several website-building platforms with e-commerce capability after receiving recommendations from people with experience building websites
  ▫ Talking with her art teachers about the styles and pieces that would best reflect her personal style and passions

• The student designed an online survey and sent it to a wide range of people. She used the feedback to help develop the look and functionality of her website. Questions included:
  ▫ When visiting a website with artwork, how many images do you look at before deciding if you like the artist’s style?
Do you prefer a slideshow or gallery view of images?
If you are familiar with my artistic style, would you say that a minimalistic black & white or a colourful palette would be a better backdrop for my website?
Which of the following fonts best represents my style and personality?

- After doing her research, the student decided to use a site-building service that required some cost to run, but that would, in her estimation, allow her to expand the website in the future with minimal extra work. The student also chose to purchase a domain name after learning that they are portable (should she decide to change platforms in the future), and decided to learn some basic coding rather than pay for a premium website template. Overall, she deemed that her implementation costs were low and manageable.

**Ideate, prototype, and test**

The student created her website over several weeks after deciding which pieces she wanted to include: photos, illustrations, and other visual arts pieces that she had created over the past few years. She also developed her own font, based on her handwriting, to personalize the site further with her own brand. Over the course of the website development, the student checked in with a few peers and her art and ITC teachers to get feedback on various aspects of the design, and applied their input to improved iterations.

After researching the differences in pricing between original [physical] artwork and digital artwork, as well as the processes available for making printed copies of her pieces, the student decided to start with just a few pieces for sale online as digital copies only. However, the platform she chose would allow her to expand her offerings in the future.

**Make and share**

Once the website was ready for public viewing, the student focused her energies on promotion, adding a link to it on her social media accounts and creating a digital business card that linked to it as well. The student frequently shared links to her website on visual social media sites, such as Instagram and VSCO. She also planned to include the link in her post-secondary applications the following year.

At the time of completion, the student had not yet made a sale of her artwork, but she had received positive feedback about how the design was well aligned with her artistic style and highlighted her and her work in an appealing way. She felt confident that the website was a solid foundation she could continue to build on over the next few years, and she planned to expand e-commerce options after beginning her post-secondary studies.

**Teaching and mentoring tips**

- Creating a website presence to showcase a student’s profile and/or products can include many types of work, such as music, film, fashion design, metalwork, and/or woodwork.
- Although this student was seeking a broader digital audience for her work, other students may prefer a less public platform to showcase their products. As such, they may, for example, choose to build a paper-based portfolio or one that is accessible only to a closed and invited audience.
• Collaborating with other teachers in the school can support students with specific knowledge and expertise. Connecting with her art and ITC teachers was a valuable resource to the student in this case.

Additional resources

• Code BC

Formative assessment

• At the beginning of the process, the student and her Career-Life Connections (CLC) teacher-mentor agreed on the benchmarks the student would work toward, including website design research; selection of art pieces to showcase the student’s personal values and aesthetic style, while also addressing the portfolio requirements for applications to her preferred post-secondary programs; a timeline for production and publication; personal branding; and e-commerce capability.

• The student checked in with the CLC teacher-mentor weekly through online blog posts that described her progress, current challenges and recent breakthroughs, and reflections on the process so far. Her teacher-mentor responded with prompts that encouraged further thought and suggestions for moving forward.

• The student conferenced several times with the CLC teacher-mentor throughout the process. At times, she engaged in a small group discussion with classmates to ask clarifying questions, seek help and/or input, receive feedback, and benefit from diverse perspectives that could inspire further creative and reflective thinking.

• At the end of the research phase, the student compiled her research notes and created a bibliography of sources to submit to the CLC teacher-mentor as evidence of learning.

• Throughout the process, the student took screenshots of the website to document its evolution, using these later to illustrate the drafts the site went through as she sought feedback from others and to include as demonstrations of learning to share with the teacher-mentor.

• At the end of the process, the student prepared a self-assessment write-up for the teacher-mentor that summarized the events in each stage of the process, her progress related to the learning goals, her plans to apply her learning in the future, her development in the Core Competencies, and her overall feelings about how the process had an impact on her life.

Showcase and celebrate

The student prepared two versions of a presentation to share her learning. The first was an oral presentation, including visual aids, at the schoolwide Capstone Fair. The second version of the presentation was briefer and was presented in the classroom to the CLC teacher-mentor and three or four classmates as part of a sharing circle using an assessment and feedback protocol that had been previously established as a regular CLC class routine.
STUDENT ENHANCES ARTISTIC DESIGN THROUGH THE CULTURAL TRADITIONS OF HIS COMMUNITY

Self-assessment and critical analysis

Throughout the self-assessment and critical analysis component of his capstone preparation (see pages 15–21 in the Career Education 10-12 Guide for more information about the components of capstone), the student had shared with his teacher-mentor reflections on experiences in school and out of school and an accompanying self-assessment in the Core Competencies, as well as highlights of his learning journey and his preferred options for post-graduation. His teacher-mentor noted that the student frequently spoke of how important he felt it was to continue the cultural traditions of his First Nations community. Consequently, when the student was unable to find a path he was happy with for the process and representation component of his capstone, his teacher-mentor suggested that he might want to think about how he could incorporate his personal and future-oriented interests in continuing the cultural traditions of his community into the learning expectation, to which he readily agreed.

Process and representation

Long-term learning focus: Enhancing artistic design and continuing community traditions

Theme: Honouring those who have helped you in life

Context

The student decided to integrate his aspirations to continue the cultural traditions of his community with his desire to enhance his artistic design skills by creating a hand drum as a gift for someone who had supported him throughout his education process and who inspired him to continue moving forward in learning. The student chose to create a drum in the traditional ways of his community, which included hunting, cleaning, and skinning the deer; scraping, soaking, and preparing the hide; constructing the drum ring; sewing the drum together; and painting a symbolic image on the drum. The work took place over weeks, and the student worked with an Elder to learn skills and practice the mindfulness and attitude appropriate to cultural protocols.

Connections

Curricular or domain connections

Career Education – Analyzing internal and external factors to inform personal career-life choices for post-graduation; Assessing personal transferable skills, and identifying strengths and those skills that require further refinement; Collaborating with teacher-mentor; Cultivating community relationships to support plans for post-graduation; Reflecting on learning experiences and
personal development in the Core Competencies; Preparing for next steps in personal lifelong learning journey

**Applied Design, Skills, and Technologies** – Applying design thinking principles and traditional technologies

**Visual Arts** – Deepening traditional First Peoples worldviews, stories, and history, as expressed through the arts; Intentionally seeking and combining materials, processes, and technologies to convey ideas; Interpreting how artists use materials, technologies, processes, and environments in art making; Demonstrating respect for self, others, and place through art making

**Social Studies** – Developing understanding of the connections between the past, present, and future and the people and traditions that shape the development and evolution of communities, especially one’s own

**Mathematics** – Understanding how to apply mathematics concepts to overall creative and functional design, including the musical sound of the drum

**Community connections**

School community
Local First Nations community

**Connections to First Peoples Principles of Learning**

*Learning is holistic, reflexive, reflective, experiential, and relational (focused on connectedness, on reciprocal relationships, and a sense of place):* The student connected deeply with his grandfather, his friends, and the land as he followed his local traditions to learn drum-making

*Learning involves generational roles and responsibilities:* Valuing and applying the expertise of the Elder

*Learning recognizes the role of Indigenous knowledge:* Recognizing that Indigenous peoples hold a wealth of knowledge that has been transmitted from generation to generation

**Core Competencies connections**

**Communicating** – Connecting and engaging with others; Acquiring and presenting information

**Creative Thinking** – Creating and innovating

**Critical and Reflective Thinking** – Designing and developing; Reflecting and assessing

**Positive Personal and Cultural Identity** – Understanding relationships and cultural contexts; Recognizing personal values and choices

**Social Awareness and Responsibility** – Contributing to community and caring for the environment; Building relationships
Create and express process

Inspiration and ideation
The student reflected on the individuals who had supported him throughout his education and chose to build a drum for a family member who had helped him stay on path in school through both difficult and good times.

Design
The student hunted regularly, and so organized a hunting trip with friends to obtain a deer. Because the student and the family member to whom he was giving the drum are both from the same clan, he sketched an animal illustration that represented qualities of their relationship to be painted on the drum when it was finished. The student made a plan with his grandfather about where on the local river they would soak the hide, as well as a timeline and a list of the materials they would need.

Create
After a successful hunting trip, the student and his grandfather completed the hide work together. The student had watched his grandfather prepare hides before and had learned skills and protocols through observation. The student built the drum and brought it back to the school to dry. He then painted the design on the drum and crafted a drum stick.

Coordinate and present
The student reflected on the process of building the drum in one-on-one conversations with his Career-Life Connections (CLC) teacher-mentor. He spoke about how he had grown through the process, the positive impact it had on his relationship with his grandfather, and how he looked forward to passing on what he had learned to others. The student used the self-reflective conversations with his teacher-mentor to help guide and inform his capstone presentation.

At the graduation ceremony, the student spoke about the importance of his family member and how this person had contributed to his life and education. He spoke about the process of making the drum and gave thanks to his grandfather and the deer. The student then presented the drum to his family member in front of the community.

Teaching and mentoring tips

- The student and his teacher-mentor communicated by email on a schedule created by the student to help ensure that milestones of the project were being met in a timely way throughout the create and express process.
- The teacher-mentor had two conversations with the student’s grandfather in order to find out more about the traditional drum-making process and to express interest and respect for the work they were doing.
- The teacher-mentor was in contact with the student’s guardians to ensure he had permission to go on the hunting trip; she also got assurances from them that the student had a gun licence and the experience necessary to hunt safely.
**Additional resources**

- Local First Peoples communities are an important resource for protocols to create in traditional ways. Check in with your school/district Aboriginal Support Workers for appropriate ways to connect with and/or receive permissions from local communities.

**Formative assessment**

- Throughout the process, the student wrote three short activity reports on hunting, preparing the hide, and building the drum. The student also wrote three self-reflections structured explicitly around Core Competencies and the First Peoples Principles of Learning.
- The student presented his initial draft illustration to the teacher-mentor and received descriptive feedback on it, highlighting its strengths and providing suggestions.
- The student presented the first draft of his speech to his teacher-mentor, received descriptive feedback, and incorporated that feedback. He then forwarded the second draft of his speech to the teacher-mentor for subsequent review and approval. The student practiced the final, approved draft on a microphone in front of peers for feedback before the formal presentation at the graduation ceremony.
- The student had previously built two drums from prepared kits. The knowledge and skills he gained from creating those drums were helpful during this more complicated and authentic process. This process of building on his background knowledge and experience to inform new learning was highlighted in the student’s reflections in the ongoing email communications with his teacher-mentor.

**Showcase and celebrate**

As part of his class’s capstone celebration event, the student described how both the creation of the drum with his grandfather and its presentation to the supportive family member at the graduation ceremony had a profound personal impact on how he sees himself and the way he hopes to continue to contribute to and help others in his community.
Create and Express Illustration 2

STUDENT DEVELOPS AS A SONGWRITER AND PERFORMER

Self-assessment and critical analysis

Throughout the self-assessment and critical analysis component of her capstone preparation (see pages 15–21 in the Career Education 10-12 Guide for more information about the components of capstone), the student frequently shared her passions for music and performance. Although she wasn’t yet sure whether she would go on to study music at post-secondary, the student knew that playing music would always be an important part of her life, so she decided to integrate this passion into her capstone in some way.

Process and representation

Learning focus: Developing as a songwriter and performer
Theme: Losing someone close to you

Context

The student was an experienced musician and had been writing instrumental music, playing guitar, and singing others’ songs for a few years. She decided to use the create and express process to incorporate this important part of her life into her capstone work. Her private guitar teacher acted as an advisor and supported the student with the music-related aspects of her capstone process.

Connections

Curricular or domain connections
Career Education – Analyzing internal and external factors to inform personal career-life choices for post-graduation; Assessing personal transferable skills, and identifying strengths and those skills that require further refinement; Collaborating with teacher-mentor; Cultivating community relationships to support plans for post-graduation; Reflecting on learning experiences and personal development in the Core Competencies; Preparing for next steps in personal lifelong learning journey
Arts Education – Improvise and take creative risks in instrumental music; Adapt performance techniques, processes, and skills for use in innovative ways; Study and perform a variety of musical styles and genres; Develop and refine expressive techniques; Reflect on personal and performance experiences and musical growth; Express emotions and ideas through music
English Language Arts – Construct meaningful personal connections between self, text, and world; Appreciate and understand how language constructs personal, social, and cultural identities;
Transform ideas and information to create original texts, using various genres, forms, structures, and styles

Visual Arts – Interpreting how artists use materials, technologies, processes, and environments in art making; Demonstrating respect for self, others, and place through art making

Community connections
School community
Private guitar teacher

Connections to First Peoples Principles of Learning
Learning involves patience and time: The student recognized and honoured the recursive approach to perfecting her story and her song

Learning is embedded in memory, history and story: The student shared her story of the family friend through her crafted song

Core Competencies connections
Communicating – Connecting and engaging with others; Acquiring and presenting information
Creative Thinking – Creating and innovating
Critical and Reflective Thinking – Designing and developing; Reflecting and assessing
Positive Personal and Cultural Identity – Understanding relationships and cultural contexts; Recognizing personal values and choices
Social Awareness and Responsibility – Contributing to community and caring for the environment; Building relationships

Create and express process

Inspiration and ideation
The student started by identifying her areas of passion and skill, including storytelling, acting, playing guitar, and musical composition. She also identified some of her core values, such as the importance of family and relationships, and the joy she experienced through creativity.

The student then decided to focus her learning goals for the capstone process and representation on developing her songwriting and performance skills. While she had written instrumental music and performed in front of small groups of friends and family before, she had not yet written a song complete with lyrics, nor performed in front of a larger audience.

The student tried several approaches to find inspiration for a new song, including listening to singer/songwriters she admired and reading through her journals to find material that spoke strongly to her. After reflection, she decided to write a song that honoured a family friend who had passed away the year before.
Design

The student researched musical theory and composition to better understand the relationship between music and emotion, including the emotions evoked through the use of major and minor keys, different instrumentation, and different tempi.

After speaking with her community advisor – a professional guitar player – and others she knew with musical knowledge, the student initially considered arranging the song for multiple instruments and began to research how to do it well. However, as the song progressed and its intimate nature evolved, she finally decided to incorporate voice and one acoustic guitar as the sole instruments, and to perform it on her own.

The student researched how to record a song professionally, including the equipment and software needed for recording and mixing. After discussions with music teachers at the school and her advisor, she had to change her plans to record at this time due to the significant costs involved. She felt it would make more sense to pursue a recording after she had a larger repertoire of music to share.

Having refined a basic melody and landed on the key themes of her song’s story, the student was ready to create her new music.

Create

It took some time to write her song, working through continuous tweaking and revisions until the student felt that the music and lyrics finally worked well together. Throughout the creation stage, the student sought feedback from her music advisor and from trusted friends, performing pieces of the song and practicing the storytelling she planned to use in her performance.

Coordinate and present

The student wanted her song to be debuted in a classic coffee-house style, with a spoken storytelling opening and the song performed afterwards. She arranged to perform at a local café in the evening and invited friends, family, her advisor, and some of her teachers to join the audience.

The student gathered photos of her family friend to share with the audience and wrote an outline of the story she wanted to tell. She identified the required equipment (guitar, microphone, speaker, projector with screen, laptop, stool to sit on, extension cords) and arrived early to arrange and test them before she stepped on stage.

She began her performance by projecting photos of the family friend and describing the relationship between them, as well as between the family friend and the rest of her family. She carefully crafted an emotional atmosphere that suited the song’s intended impact.

The student ended her performance by singing her song while playing the guitar. Her friend videotaped the whole event for her so that she could upload it as a demonstration of learning to her digital portfolio and to show her Career-Life Connections (CLC) teacher-mentor and classmates.

Later, the student reviewed the videotape and wrote an accompanying reflection about how it portrayed her progress with her learning goals and Core Competency development. She then met with her CLC teacher-mentor in a one-on-one conference to debrief this learning evidence and
reflection. It was an informal conversation (approximately 10 minutes) that gave the student an opportunity to share the highlights of her experience and the teacher-mentor an opportunity to ask questions. During this conference, the student also shared relevant pieces of evidence and reflections from her digital portfolio that she had been uploading throughout her secondary years to further illustrate the points she had made about her learning.

Teaching and mentoring tips

• Students may struggle with the initial creative stages for writing lyrics and/or music. It may be helpful to talk with them about the concept of “forced creativity” and/or to have them brainstorm key emotions or images related to the theme to use as inspiration.

• There are many ways a student can share songs they have written (and other creative products), such as performing in front of smaller and more supportive audiences (e.g., the class or just the teacher-mentor), recording the song, performing the song at a school event such as an assembly or band concert, or having others sing along.

• There are many ways that students who are passionate about music can pursue learning in their capstone, including a focus on music arrangement or transcription, learning to play a new instrument, and/or learning about recording and sound engineering.

Additional resources

Collaborating with music teachers (at the school and/or in the community) can be helpful, not just with advising, research, and community connections, but also with sourcing equipment and sharing performance opportunities.

Formative assessment

At the beginning of the project, the teacher-mentor went over the general required criteria for capstone with the whole class. In addition, once the student had selected her focus for learning, she received permission from the teacher-mentor to develop a personalized rubric, in which she added specific detailed criteria in order to make therubric more relevant to her capstone choices. She and the teacher-mentor negotiated some points until they both agreed on all criteria. Both the student and teacher-mentor then used this personalized rubric to assess progress along the way, and to evaluate her capstone together at the end.

Showcase and celebrate

As part of the school’s capstone celebration tradition, graduating students shared their lifelong learning journey and plans for post-graduation during an exit interview with a staff member from the school. The student incorporated key learning and insights about herself from the experience and how it had shaped how she wanted to be as a performer.
**Innovation and Entrepreneurship Illustration 1**

**STUDENT DEVELOPS TRANSFERABLE SKILLS IN SUPPORT OF PREFERRED CAREER PATHWAY**

---

### Self-assessment and critical analysis

Throughout many conversations in Career-Life Education (CLE) and Career-Life Connections (CLC) and the *self-assessment and critical analysis* component of her capstone preparation (see pages 15–21 in the Career Education 10-12 Guide for more information about the components of capstone), the student shared her enjoyment as a volunteer at the local SPCA and her hopes to pursue post-secondary studies in veterinary medicine. The student also needed to earn extra money in order to pay for her studies, and she discussed with her teacher-mentor an idea she had for a business.

---

### Process and representation

**Learning focus:** Developing transferable skills in support of her preferred career pathway

**Area focus:** Setting up a pet-sitting business

**Context**

The student attended school in a small rural town and had been volunteering at a local SPCA for eight months. As an animal lover and advocate for humane treatment of animals, her volunteer work became a passion, and she was promoted quickly from cleaning cages and play areas to feeding and grooming. In addition, the student had received training on how to give medication, intravenous fluids, and some injections, and had just been offered a paid position as the weekend assistant manager for the SPCA. While she was grateful for the part-time opportunity, she knew that she would need to earn and save even more money to support her post-graduation goal to study veterinary medicine. At the SPCA, she had taken many calls from people looking for someone to look after their pet while on vacation, and she felt that this service would be a good business for both her educational goal and her financial needs. As such, she decided to follow the *innovation and entrepreneurship* process to develop this small business.

---

### Connections

**Curricular or domain connections**

Career Education – Analyzing internal and external factors to inform personal career-life choices for post-graduation; Assessing personal transferable skills, and identifying strengths and those skills that require further refinement; Collaborating with teacher-mentor; Reflecting on learning experiences and personal development in the Core Competencies; Preparing for next steps in personal lifelong learning journey
Entrepreneurship – Recognizing entrepreneurship opportunities, market analysis, learning about components of starting a small business, interpersonal skills to promote services and interact with clients

Information and Communications Technology – Website development planning tools; Advantages/disadvantages of websites and content management systems; Technical and symbolic elements that can be used to create representations influenced by point of view, story, genre, and values

Community connections
School community
Local neighbourhood
Animal owner community
Non-profit organizations

Connections to First Peoples Principles of Learning
Learning ultimately supports the well-being of the self, the family, the community, the land, the spirits, and the ancestors: Creating a business to serve a community need as well as a personal need and interest, which in turn supports the well-being of pets and their owners

Learning is holistic, reflexive, reflective, experiential, and relational: Connecting to community through volunteer experiences, the student is learning experientially

Core Competencies connections
Communicating – Connecting and engaging with others
Creative Thinking – Creating and innovating; Evaluating and developing
Critical and Reflective Thinking – Questioning and investigating; Designing and developing; Reflecting and assessing
Personal Awareness and Responsibility – Self-advocating; Well-being
Social Awareness and Responsibility – Contributing to community and caring for the environment; Building relationships

Innovation and entrepreneurship process

Conceptualize
In recognizing a community need, the student connected her passion for animals to the development of an animal care service business. In surveying neighbourhood pet owners, the student found out that pet owners typically needed a range of services to support them while on vacation or away from the house for extended periods. Drawing from these suggestions, the student brainstormed various ideas for specific activities she could offer, such as drop-in pet-sitting services at the pet owner’s home, extended supervision of the pet in her own backyard, and walking the pet to the local park for exercise and to play with toys. In discussion with her parents, she weighed the different options.
Analyze

The student began by conducting market research, including:

- Making calls to local veterinary offices and researching online any possible competing businesses to identify and consider overlaps of service, determine competitive fees, and get ideas for advertising.
- Conducting surveys via SurveyMonkey and through Facebook and Instagram, as well as canvassing the local neighbourhood and veterinary offices, asking about when and how often people were seeking pet-sitting services.
- In analyzing the data collected, the student found out that most people wanted either twice-daily visits for regular activities like feeding and/or providing medications, or full-service in-home care. In addition, the student recognized that while she had no overhead costs for a building and its maintenance, she would need to pay for a website presence, business cards, related vehicle costs, and a business licence.

Design

Finally, in consultation with her family, the student decided to provide drop-in care in the morning and evening at the pets’ homes, as well as a daily walk and play time. In addition, her parents agreed to let her be a live-in pet-sitter for those families that they knew well.

To develop her business plan, with ongoing input and feedback from her SPCA colleagues and her Media Design teacher, the student:

- Collaborated with a friend to come up with a name for her business.
- Designed and ordered business cards that she could leave at pet stores and veterinary offices.
- Purchased a domain name and created a website dedicated to her services.
- Set prices for her services.
- Developed a plan to gather testimonials from the SPCA staff and new clients and include them on her website over time.
- Developed and paid for an ad in the local paper.
- Shared her website link through various social media platforms.
- Created and posted flyers at school and around the neighbourhood.

Apply

After making some minor adjustments to address feedback she received from her SPCA colleagues, such as a recommendation to increase her pricing, the student officially launched her small business.

Teaching and mentoring tips

- Student safety needs will have to be addressed in capstone activities that are not supervised at the school. In this case, parent involvement was key.
- Ensure that Ministry and district policies and procedures for volunteering and working beyond the school community are followed. See more details in Appendix B on page 101.
• Share with students that most places require volunteers to obtain a criminal record check before they may be permitted to participate.

• Remind students that they might want to include information about their business and its related learnings in post-secondary scholarship applications and in their own portfolio development that can support many of their post-graduation plans.

Additional resources

• **Volunteering at the SPCA**
• **Information regarding criminal record checks**
• Collaborating with other teachers in the school can help students access specialized expertise in support of their capstone. In this case, the student’s Media Design teacher provided ideas and feedback about her website design.

Formative assessment

• In their CLC class, students are required to write a proposal, including specific stipulations for student safety, and have the proposal signed by parents. In this way, students, teacher-mentors, and parents are all informed about students’ capstone plans, including milestones and timelines, to encourage student success.

• Throughout the process, the student wrote entries reflecting on her progress in a journal that she shared regularly with the CLC teacher-mentor.

• Approaching the end of the process, the student worked with peers in small groups to share progress, challenges, and successes. She received peer feedback and suggestions to help improve and move forward to completion.

• Afterward, the student chose to write a reflection paper to synthesize her learning, Core Competency development, challenges, successes, final outcome, and next steps that would apply to her plans for post-graduation.

Showcase and celebrate

The school holds an annual Capstone Fair, inviting students from Grades 9 to 12, school staff, district staff, parents, and community members to attend. Students prepare displays to synthesize their learning journey and post-graduation plans, and the audience is encouraged to ask students questions. In this case, the student felt that her capstone *process and representation* experience was a significant achievement related to her learning and post-graduation goals, so she chose to make it the focal point of her display, sharing her business plan, website, business cards, and photos of her work with clients (pets and owners – with their permission).
STUDENT BUILDS ON SOCIAL, LEADERSHIP, AND ATHLETIC STRENGTHS TO DEVELOP AS A COACH

Self-assessment and critical analysis

Throughout the self-assessment and critical analysis component of her capstone preparation (see pages 15–21 in the Career Education 10-12 Guide for more information about the components of capstone), the student, who excelled in soccer and other athletics, and was determined to play for a soccer team during her post-secondary studies, hoped to connect her capstone to her love of the game. She had also expressed the need to earn funds toward post-secondary tuition the following year. Her Career-Life Connections (CLC) teacher-mentor suggested that the student might want to think about how to combine these two goals through the innovation and entrepreneurship capstone process choice.

Process and representation

Learning focus: Building on social, leadership, and athletic strengths to develop as a coach

Area focus: Creating and leading a specialized sport camp to earn needed funds

Context

The student was deeply passionate about playing soccer and had already begun preparing herself for scouting and tryout opportunities at the post-secondary level. The student had always been athletic and had played on many community sports teams, including soccer, while growing up in a suburban community. She decided to build on this strength and pursue new learning as a coach to address her need to earn funds in a way that she enjoyed.

Although the local community offered regular soccer camps for kids, the student noticed that there were no specialty camps, and she wondered if she should try to run a goalie soccer camp. She was already working part-time at the grocery store but was hoping to earn extra money for post-secondary studies while doing work connected to what she loved.

Connections

Curricular or domain connections

Career Education – Analyzing internal and external factors to inform personal career-life choices for post-graduation; Assessing personal transferable skills, and identifying strengths and those skills that require further refinement; Collaborating with teacher-mentor; Reflecting on learning experiences and personal development in the Core Competencies; Preparing for next steps in personal lifelong learning journey
Entrepreneurship – Assessing entrepreneurship opportunities and market analysis, learning about components of starting a small business, interpersonal skills to promote services and interact with clients

Physical and Health Education – Demonstrating competencies and problem-solving strategies required for physical activities and recreation leadership, refining strategies to effectively participate in physical activities, demonstrating safe and appropriate participation in physical activities

Community connections
School communities
Neighbourhood
Local soccer association
Sports and recreation community

Connections to First Peoples Principles of Learning
Learning ultimately supports the well-being of the self, the family, and the community: Although the student struggled academically, she recognized that diverse learning styles meant that her learning might be more effective through experiential opportunities, and through athletic pursuits where she was acknowledged for her special gifts

Learning is holistic, reflexive, reflective, experiential, and relational (focused on connectedness, on reciprocal relationships, and a sense of place): The student was learning experientially through her soccer camps for children

Core Competencies connections
Communicating – Connecting and engaging with others
Creative Thinking – Creating and innovating; Evaluating and developing
Critical and Reflective Thinking – Questioning and investigating; Designing and developing; Reflecting and assessing
Positive Personal and Cultural Identity – Identifying personal strengths and abilities
Personal Awareness and Responsibility – Self-advocating; Well-being
Social Awareness and Responsibility – Contributing to community and caring for the environment; Building relationships

Innovation and entrepreneurship process

Conceptualize
The student identified a need for a specialty sport camp for kids in her community. She brainstormed possible ways to create a camp, such as how to run it independently or whether it would be preferable to find a local soccer association to support the endeavour and offer her services to run it through them. She also explored whether it should take place indoors or outdoors, possible locations and facility costs, and whether it should take place after school, in the evenings, or during the summer.
There were several other questions she was unsure about and needed to research further:

- Was there enough interest among children in the community to create a camp solely for goalies?
- As she did not have funds to rent a field, where could she hold a camp?
- Where could she find assistance with advertising, communications, and other administrative logistics?

**Analyze**

The student conducted service and market research, including:

- Interviewing a coach and a teacher to find out more about how to facilitate learning, skills development, and sportsmanship
- Reviewing learning activity resources recommended by the coach and teacher to inform her own camp activity plans
- Getting school district permission and then surveying parents in the local elementary school communities to gauge their interest, deciding to move forward if she received enough positive responses
- Meeting with the local soccer association to find out if it would be interested in her idea of holding a goalie camp simultaneously with the association’s regular soccer camp
- Researching similar camps offered to determine what type of fee she should charge
- Recognizing that if she offered the camp outdoors, she would likely have fewer overhead costs and might save money by eliminating building rental and maintenance costs

**Design**

The student received significant interest from parents and decided to proceed with her business plan. In addition, the soccer association agreed to support her camp, enabling her to piggyback on its advertising and administration services. Using the soccer association’s scheduling system, the student coordinated and uploaded her camp days, times, and fees.

The student reconnected with parents who had emailed her with their interest. She shared that the camp was moving forward and let them know the details. To encourage participation, she designed, printed, and placed advertising posters at the local schools, in the recreation centre, in community businesses where families are often found (e.g., grocery stores), and on various social media platforms.

The student gathered needed equipment by approaching the district and high schools, asking for donations and loans. She then began to design fun skills-building activities for the camp. Recognizing the important role that interpersonal and leadership skills played in becoming a successful coach, the student approached her own coach to ask for tips and resources to support her learning.

**Apply**

The student led one session of her camp with a cohort of 15 students, aged 8 to 12 years. To support her development as a coach and facilitator, she asked one of the association coaches to observe some of her lessons and give her feedback.
After the camp, the student emailed participants’ parents, asking them to fill out a feedback form, and requested permission to use some of their comments as testimonials to advertise her next camp. She used some of the feedback, along with pictures and videos of her work with the children, in her university applications and to introduce herself to university soccer team coaches (while being sure to adhere to district protocols regarding child safety and the sharing of images).

**Teaching and mentoring tips**

- In capstone processes like this one, ensure that students adhere to district policies for working with youth, including getting a criminal record check.
- There are many ways to provide students with valuable feedback. In this case, the student was appreciative that hers came primarily from discussions rather than in written form.
- Community connections can be very supportive of student capstones. It was because of help and resources received from community partners that this student was able to follow through on her business venture.

**Additional resources**

- School staffs and resources across the district
- Community sports associations and recreation facilities
- YouTube videos about skills development (e.g., breaking down goalie skills)
- Articles about teaching youth sport skills

**Formative assessment**

- The student used input and feedback from the association coach’s observations and the parent surveys to determine what worked well and what she would try differently at her next camp.
- The student completed a reflection based on her experiences throughout the process and on the feedback provided, identifying her strengths, development in the Core Competencies, areas of growth, and learning goals for the future.

**Showcase and celebrate**

- At the school, students present their learning journey and plans for post-graduation to a panel of teachers and two community members. The student included highlights from her capstone experience, along with learning successes and challenges across the secondary years, and her plans for next steps for post-secondary studies and athletics.
- In addition, the school district held a district-wide career education fair, inviting students, staff, and community members. The graduating students were grouped according to capstone themes, and each student hosted a kiosk to showcase and celebrate their learning.
Investigate and Report Illustration 1

STUDENT EXPANDS SKILLS AS A RESEARCHER AND HISTORIAN

Self-assessment and critical analysis

Throughout the self-assessment and critical analysis component of her capstone preparation (see pages 15–21 in the Career Education 10-12 Guide for more information about the components of capstone), the student shared with her teacher-mentor her reflections on experiences in school and out of school, her accompanying self-assessment in the Core Competencies, and highlights of her learning journey and preferred options for post-graduation. The student hoped to study history or archaeology in university and decided that it would be beneficial to develop transferable skills as an academic researcher through a formalized inquiry into cultural impacts of colonialism, a topic of personal interest. She selected the investigate and report capstone process to align with the research and reporting skills that would serve her well in pursuing her goals for post-graduation education.

Process and representation

Learning focus: Developing transferable skills as an academic researcher
Research topic: Colonialism in the Middle East during the Middle Ages

Context

Inspired by Michael Chabon’s novel Gentleman of the Road, the student wanted to know more about the politics of the Middle East in the Middle Ages. She expressed curiosity about events of that time and place, and also about the history of colonization in that part of the world. She also wanted to put the experience of colonization in North America into a wider and more global context by studying the history of colonialism in another era and on another continent.

Connections

Curricular or domain connections
Career Education – Analyzing internal and external factors to inform personal career-life choices for post-graduation; Assessing personal transferable skills, and identifying strengths and those skills that require further refinement; Collaborating with teacher-mentor; Cultivating community relationships to support plans for post-graduation; Reflecting on learning experiences and personal development in the Core Competencies; Preparing for next steps in personal lifelong learning journey
Social Studies – Gaining understanding of people, places, issues, and events that have shaped the world through historical inquiry; Comparing different cultures and experiences that exist and
have existed throughout the world develops an appreciation of how aspects of human experience are shared across time and space

Mathematics – Data literacy and representation

English Language Arts – Gaining a repertoire of communication skills, including the ability to interact with a community advisor and share information through digital means in ways that engage the audience

➡️ **Community connections**

Global community
North American community
Local community

➡️ **Connections to First Peoples Principles of Learning**

*Learning is embedded in memory, history and story:* Gathering history from the local First Nation, and an understanding of historical and cultural contexts

*Learning involves recognizing the consequences of one’s actions:* Thinking that we are all related, the student’s exploration of colonization historically in various parts of the world may serve to highlight our similarities

➡️ **Core Competencies connections**

Communicating – Connecting and engaging with others; Acquiring and presenting information

Critical and Reflective Thinking – Analyzing and critiquing; Questioning and investigating; Designing and developing; Reflecting and assessing

Creative Thinking – Creating and innovating

Positive Personal and Cultural Identity – Understanding relationships and cultural contexts

Social Awareness and Responsibility – Building relationships; Valuing diversity

**Investigate and report process**

**Formulate an inquiry question to investigate**

The student considered a series of questions, including:

- How were statistics captured in the Middle Ages in contrast with how this is done today (process and technologies)?
- Are there repeated cycles of colonization throughout human history, and, if so, what are the signifiers of those cycles?
- What types of prejudice existed in the Middle East and the regions surrounding Khazaria, and were aspects of those prejudices tied to colonization?
Plan and investigate
Seeking an advisor for this project, the student reached out to the local First Nation to see if anyone in the community was currently taking or had recently taken a university-level history course. After connecting with a trusted community member enrolled at the university, the student began to correspond with him via email and social media to get advice about the project and research procedures. They also made plans to meet in the city (approximately two hours from the community) so they could visit both the university library and the downtown Vancouver library to do some research together.

The student reviewed APA guidelines and maintained electronic citations as she carried out her research. The student also decided to use iMovie to communicate her research and findings.

Analyze and interpret collected information and data
Using her research, the student completed an overview of Khazar and Middle Eastern events during the Middle Ages. She also completed a series of timelines setting out the dates of invasions and colonial events in the region.

Evaluate and conclude
The student completed T-charts to compare and contrast colonial events in the Khazar and Middle Eastern regions. She also completed a T-chart comparing and contrasting the colonial history of the local First Nation with the colonial history of the Byzantium Caliphate, which she had also been researching, in order to discern possible similarities.

Report and communicate
The student created an iMovie to present her questions, findings, and conclusions; it included spoken and written information, maps, and graphics. She also included details of the research processes undertaken, including live shots of her working with the university student advisor, conducting research at the libraries.

The film was shown to multiple audiences in the school and at the school community’s year-end capstone showcase.

Teaching and mentoring tips

- When students are allowed to pursue investigations into topics of their choice, student investment in and ownership of the research is more likely. This student was highly curious about the topic of this inquiry, and this curiosity led to self-motivation and initiative.

- Regular check-in conversations with her Career-Life Connections (CLC) teacher-mentor throughout the investigate and report process provided opportunities for reflection on her progress in developing relevant researcher skills in the social sciences. In addition, these regular check-in conversations helped the student organize the research process into manageable chunks to keep her work on track.

- The relationship with her advisor, the university student (who was very generous with time and advice), was key to the student’s success. Suggesting ways the student could express gratitude to the community advisor, and supporting her in these actions, was helpful in making the student aware of the significance of people volunteering valuable time and energy, and encouraged recognition of supportive community members.
Additional resources

- Writing Centre, UBC Faculty of Arts, Department of History
- Self-help and resources, UVic Centre for Academic Communication

Formative assessment

- The student and her teacher-mentor maintained an online calendar together as a means to check in to ensure that regular progress was made on the co-developed project management timeline and that milestones were being met.
- Over a period of four months, the student completed and submitted bi-weekly self-reflections on her progress in developing as an academic researcher, the hurdles she was facing, and the successes she was experiencing. These reflections were also an opportunity for the student to consider how to apply her new understandings and knowledge to other areas of life.

Showcase and celebrate

At the Capstone Showcase Dinner, the school community and members of the broader community were invited to join together for an evening of sharing and celebrating the soon-to-be graduates’ learning journeys. The student chose to include what she had learned about herself as a researcher and how she planned to apply this self-knowledge to her post-secondary studies in history the following year. Her creativity in reporting research findings was also showcased by sharing the iMovie at this event.
Investigate and Report Illustration 2

STUDENTS REFINE COLLABORATION AND FIELD STUDY SKILLS

Self-assessment and critical analysis

Throughout the self-assessment and critical analysis component of their capstone preparation (see pages 15–21 in the Career Education 10-12 Guide for more information about the components of capstone), both student A and student B expressed how well they had collaborated on their career-life exploration component for Career-Life Connections (CLC) and how they hoped to continue to collaborate in some way on their capstone presentation and representation work. As the students were planning to pursue post-secondary studies in the sciences, they felt that the investigate and report process would be a good opportunity to strengthen their disciplinary learning and scientific research competence in preparation for their post-graduation plan. In consultation with their CLC teacher-mentor, they decided to collaborate on the field study aspects of the research process and to individually report out on their findings.

Process and representation

Learning focus: Refining collaboration and field study skills
Research topic: What factors are affecting our local water quality?

Context

Both students were inspired by their Environmental Science 11 coursework and their career-life exploration field study experience in CLC, where they participated in a mini-series on water-quality testing with an employee of a local municipal agency. They hoped to apply their learning to test water quality at local beaches, continuing to deepen their understanding of this environmental topic while refining their competence as researchers.

Connections

Curricular or domain connections
Career Education – Analyzing internal and external factors to inform personal career-life choices for post-graduation; Assessing personal transferable skills, and identifying strengths and those skills that require further refinement; Collaborating with teacher-mentor; Cultivating community relationships to support plans for post-graduation; Reflecting on learning experiences and personal development in the Core Competencies; Preparing for next steps in personal lifelong learning journey
Environmental Science – Demonstrating a sustained intellectual curiosity about an environmental topic of personal, local, and global interest, pursuing scientific method of inquiry
Mathematics – Data literacy and representation
Social Studies – Politics of water, social justice, and Truth and Reconciliation

English Language Arts – Gaining a repertoire of communication skills, including the ability to conduct interviews and share information in ways that engage the audience

**Community connections**

School community  
Local community  
Municipality  
Faculty of Science at local university

**Connections to First Peoples Principles of Learning**

*Learning ultimately supports the well-being of the self, the family, the community, and the land:* Including consideration of environmental and social ethics as part of their research, elaborating the importance of clean water to everyone’s quality of life and to the well-being of all living things locally and globally, and that we all belong to the land

**Core Competencies connections**

Communicating – Connecting and engaging with others; Acquiring and presenting information  
Collaborating – Working collectively; Determining common purposes  
Critical and Reflective Thinking – Questioning and investigating; Reflecting and assessing  
Social Awareness and Responsibility – Contributing to community and caring for the environment

**Investigate and report process**

**Formulate an inquiry question to investigate**

With the help of their Environmental Science 11 teacher, the students were able to refine their general concerns about water-quality issues into a manageable inquiry question for investigation: “How do local factors affect water quality, and, based on our findings, what recommendations can help our community sustain and/or improve water quality?”

**Plan and investigate**

The students decided to pursue the following investigation strategies to collect reliable information and data:

- Conduct academic research, including review of recommended articles from their Environmental Science 11 teacher
- Interview an expert at the local post-secondary institution to access relevant knowledge and elicit feedback and advice to enhance their research process
- Test and compare the water quality at various beaches, both fresh water and salt water

**Analyze and interpret collected information and data**

The students collaborated with each other to synthesize their research and interview notes, and worked together to analyze and compare their water-quality sample results.
**Evaluate and conclude**

The students collaborated to review what worked well during the study, to identify its limitations, and to draw conclusions about possible reasons for results. They also worked together to develop notes about the environmental and social implications and contributions of their findings to inform their individual reports.

**Report and communicate**

Individually, each student prepared a report on their research and findings. Student A decided to write up a formalized report, including tables and graphs, as written expression is his strength. Student B prepared an eight-minute informational video. Both reports, including recommendations for the community, were shared publicly on the school’s website.

**Teaching and mentoring tips**

- Local district and school safety protocols were adhered to. As the students would be collecting water samples in several locations outside the school, the teacher-mentor reached out to their guardians to confirm that they were available to transport the students to and from the various beaches, and would be supervising their activities.
- Collaboration with a science specialist – the Environmental Science 11 teacher in this case – is helpful for students to access advice regarding disciplinary knowledge and competencies, criteria development, safety considerations, and connections to other community experts, such as the post-secondary expert.
- Including students in the development of their investigation plan and its accompanying criteria helps to clarify expectations and encourage student ownership. During regular check-in times with their CLC teacher-mentor, the students used the co-created criteria to describe what they had been working on and to plan next steps. The teacher-mentor provided guidance to ensure that the students’ next steps were manageable and moved the project forward. See more tips in the formative assessment section below.

**Additional resources**

- What Makes a Question Essential?
- UVic Speakers Bureau

**Formative assessment**

- With input from the Environmental Science 11 teacher, the students and the CLC teacher-mentor agreed to the components and criteria for this capstone component. (See pages 82–85.)
- During the regular check-in conversations with their CLC teacher-mentor, the students often referred to the agreed-upon criteria to reflect on their growth in collaboration and field study competencies.
• The Environmental Science 11 teacher agreed to answer the occasional science-specific questions for these students throughout the process. This provided relevant formative input that deepened their disciplinary understandings and knowledge of this research topic.

• During their school’s Capstone Display Open House, these students invited the post-secondary professor they had interviewed to view their reports and provide feedback on their display. They asked this expert to share with them two strengths of their research and one suggestion for further growth as researchers.

• In their CLC cohort, the students had been assigned to a triad with two peers, who they checked in with regularly every two weeks during class for peer feedback and advice regarding their capstone work. The students identified a specific area that they would like feedback or advice on from their peer support group.

• Drawing from all of the above assessment opportunities, each of the students met with their CLC teacher-mentor to determine their final mark for the capstone presentation and representation component, using the criteria they had co-developed.

Showcase and celebrate

At their school’s year-end Capstone Display Open House, both students chose to share their key learnings about collaboration and field study research as an important stage in their personal lifelong learning journey story and elaborated how they planned to use these learnings in future research work during their post-secondary studies the following year.
### Capstone Process Sample Assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capstone Component: Self-Assessment and Critical Analysis</th>
<th>Continuum <em>(No summative assessment takes place here: for self-reflection only)</em></th>
<th>Student Notes</th>
<th>Teacher-Mentor Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>STUDENT REFLECTION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I articulate initial awareness of my Core Competency development with some connections to learning experiences and am beginning to reflect on my learning journey (past, present, and possible futures).</td>
<td>I articulate some of my Core Competency development, including relevant demonstrations of learning experiences, and am working on making sense of past and current learning experiences.</td>
<td>I clearly articulate my overall Core Competency development, including corresponding relevant evidence of learning experiences. Key insights, such as “aha!” moments, learning milestones and struggles, and hopes for the future are shared with relevant descriptions that explain how they were formative and personally meaningful.</td>
<td>I articulate my overall Core Competency development, including corresponding relevant evidence of learning experiences, and apply critical analysis of the learning journey to inform goal-setting and capstone process choices in support of plans for post-graduation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capstone Component: Process and Representation</th>
<th>Proficiency Scale</th>
<th>Student Reflection and Evidence</th>
<th>Teacher-Mentor Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INVESTIGATE AND REPORT</strong></td>
<td><strong>Emerging</strong></td>
<td><strong>Proficient</strong></td>
<td><strong>Extending</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Formulate an inquiry question</strong></td>
<td>The student identifies the broad topic or issue to investigate and indicates how it connects to plans for post-graduation.</td>
<td>The student refines the question or problem for study and relates it to the local community and/or a world topic or issue.</td>
<td>The student develops a focused question for study and outlines an accompanying manageable inquiry process plan to pursue the study, which includes milestones and timelines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capstone Component: Process and Representation</td>
<td>Proficiency Scale</td>
<td>Student Reflection and Evidence</td>
<td>Teacher-Mentor Feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emerging</strong></td>
<td><strong>Developing</strong></td>
<td><strong>Proficient</strong></td>
<td><strong>Extending</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### INVESTIGATE AND REPORT

**Plan and Investigate**

- **The student selects and applies research investigation strategies to collect information.**
- **The student selects and applies appropriate research investigation strategies to collect information and data, assesses and mitigates environmental and social risks, and applies concepts of accuracy and validity.**
- **The student selects and applies appropriate research investigation strategies to collect information and data, assesses and mitigates environmental and social risks, and applies concepts of accuracy and validity, through multiple iterations.**
- **The student applies feedback and advice from an expert researcher about best practices in field study for the inquiry process.**
- **The student pursues a thorough investigation process, including observations and data collection that demonstrate the relevant concepts and terminology of the novice researcher, through multiple iterations. The student applies feedback and advice from an expert researcher about best practices in field study for the inquiry process.**

**Analyze and interpret collected information and data**

- **With support, the student analyzes the data collected, seeking potential patterns and trends related to the research question.**
- **The student discerns trends in the collected data and checks in with a research expert for discussion about preliminary ideas and themes for feedback and advice.**
- **The student discerns trends in the collected data and checks in with a research expert for discussion about preliminary ideas and themes for feedback and advice. The student clearly explains their interpretation process and how it connects back to the research question, and draws conclusions supported by the evidence.**
- **The student elaborates their data analysis process and shares challenges faced in interpretation, describing how these were addressed. The student checks in with a research expert for discussion about preliminary ideas and themes for feedback and advice. The student incorporates communication enhancements, such as visuals, to synthesize complex trends in the data.**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capstone Component: Process and Representation</th>
<th>Proficiency Scale</th>
<th>Student Reflection and Evidence</th>
<th>Teacher-Mentor Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emerging</strong></td>
<td><strong>Developing</strong></td>
<td><strong>Proficient</strong></td>
<td><strong>Extending</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INVESTIGATE AND REPORT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluate and conclude</strong></td>
<td>The student articulates the findings of the study, what worked well, and ways to improve future investigations.</td>
<td>The student shares findings, draws reasoned conclusions about factors related to the results, and makes recommendations for the community.</td>
<td>The student elaborates the findings, draws reasoned conclusions, shares validity and limitations of the study, and makes recommendations for the community, using appropriate scientific terminology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Report and communicate</strong></td>
<td>The student reports out on their study.</td>
<td>The student shares their research publicly in a way that highlights the key findings and recommendations related to the inquiry question.</td>
<td>The student applies appropriate scientific communication strategies in their public report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capstone Component</td>
<td>Proficiency Scale</td>
<td>Student Reflection and Evidence</td>
<td>Teacher-Mentor Feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emerging</td>
<td>Developing</td>
<td>Proficient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SHOWCASE AND CELEBRATE**

- **Emerging**
  - The student shares the investigate and report experience as a component of their capstone showcase.

- **Developing**
  - The student shares the investigate and report experience, describing personal learning and growth related to their collaboration and learning goals as a component of their capstone showcase.

- **Proficient**
  - The student shares the investigate and report experience, elaborating on how their research experience relates to their growth as a researcher and to their overall lifelong learning journey.

- **Extending**
  - The student shares the investigate and report experience, elaborating on how their research experience relates to their growth as a researcher and to their overall lifelong learning journey, reflecting on how they plan to apply their learning to next steps and future plans for post-graduation, and how these plans align with who and how they hope to be in the world as a young adult.
STUDENT SEEKS TO BUILD RELATIONSHIPS AND IMPROVE ENGLISH COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Self-assessment and critical analysis

Throughout the *self-assessment and critical analysis* component of his capstone preparation (see pages 15–21 in the Career Education 10-12 Guide for more information about the components of capstone), the student talked to his Career-Life Connections (CLC) teacher-mentor about the challenges he has faced as a recent immigrant to Canada, including difficulties integrating into his new community, learning to speak English well, and building relationships and friendships. His teacher-mentor suggested that he might want to use the capstone *presentation and representation* as an opportunity to further develop relationships with peers and staff at the school, and to create connections in the local community. This would enable him to build social resources, both for now and for post-graduation. The teacher-mentor suggested that as part of the process he could share his personal story as a new immigrant. This would be interesting to his audience and would enable him to introduce himself to others.

Process and representation

**Learning focus:** Developing relationships and improving English communications skills

**Learning topic:** Transitioning from life in China to Canadian society

**Context**

The student is a recent immigrant from China and an English Language Learner (ELL) at school. He decided to tell about his move from Guangdong Province in China to British Columbia, Canada, as part of his capstone, hoping the *personal story* process would help him build relationships in the school and broader community as well as further develop his English communication skills. The student was seeking to build stronger connections and relationships with his peers, teachers, and support staff at the school and with possible employers in his local community. Through his experiences, he hoped to share how moving to Canada had been a significant transformative experience that deeply changed who he was and his hopes for post-graduation.

**Connections**

*Curricular or domain connections*

Career Education – Analyzing internal and external factors to inform personal career-life choices for post-graduation; Assessing personal transferable skills, and identifying strengths and those skills that require further refinement; Collaborating with teacher-mentor; Cultivating community relationships to support plans for post-graduation; Reflecting on learning experiences and personal development in the Core Competencies; Preparing for next steps in personal lifelong learning journey
**English Language Arts** – Exploring how story deepens understanding of diverse, complex ideas about identity, others, and the world, gaining a repertoire of communication skills, including the ability to share in ways that engage the audience; Appreciating and understanding how language constructs personal, social, and cultural identities; Constructing meaningful personal connections between self, text, and the world; Evaluating how literary elements and new media techniques reflect different purposes and audiences

**Social Studies** – Understanding the diversity and complexity of cultural expressions in one culture enhances our understanding of other cultures

**Community connections**

School community  
Local community

**Connections to First Peoples Principles of Learning**

*Learning is embedded in memory, history and story:* By sharing his personal story, the student created a bridge between two cultures and highlighted communities’ responsibilities to welcome newcomers and build trusting relationships with them

*Learning ultimately supports the well-being of the self and the community:* In the telling of his personal story, the student was able to tackle his struggles to build relationships, and the community benefited from his knowledge as an immigrant to better address how to welcome newcomers

**Core Competencies connections**

Communicating – Connecting and engaging with others  
Creative Thinking – Creating and innovating  
Positive Personal and Cultural Identity – Understanding relationships and cultural contexts; Identifying personal strengths and abilities  
Personal Awareness and Responsibility – Self-advocating  
Social Awareness and Responsibility – Building relationships; Valuing diversity

**Personal story process**

**Identify purpose and intent**

The student decided to incorporate the following topics into his personal story about transitioning to Canadian life:

- Explaining why he and his family moved to Canada  
- Comparing and contrasting life in China and Canada, including differing perspectives about family and education, and similarities in teen interests and activities  
- Describing how this move changed his life and who he is, relating personal struggles and successes, and his hopes for the future as a new Canadian

Overall, he hoped to communicate how extremely challenging it had been to become part of a new and very different culture, and to include suggestions on how schools and communities could support youth in building new friendships and connections.
Plan and design

The student created a storyboard to map out the story, including the organization of events and images. In CLC class, peers provided feedback and suggestions to enhance his plans, suggesting that he include more about his feelings related to the events.

Because he felt unsure of himself as a presenter in front of English-speaking audiences, the student decided to create a short video of his immigration journey that he could share with an audience.

Create and review

The student created a video that included a collection of photographs, voiceover to narrate his story, and text that highlighted the main themes of the message he wanted to convey. Topics addressed making the move to Canada, his associated feelings about the move, his confusions and struggles, and how he accessed supportive resources. The student shared how his participation on the basketball team and in the school’s ELL program were helping him connect with people and helping him learn to speak English better. However, he was still hoping to meet more people and make friends, especially for life post-graduation. His video provided some ideas on ways to welcome new immigrants, and described his aspirations for his future as a Canadian.

Present

For the purpose of building relationships with peers, the student decided he would share the video with students in both his CLC and ELL classes. In order to introduce himself to others beyond the school community, he also decided to include the video as part of his post-secondary scholarship applications. Because the video was well received by these audiences, he gained more confidence and agreed to share it with the Student Leadership class. The video inspired members of that class to brainstorm ways to encourage and support both the student and other ELL students to participate in more social activities and events that the Leadership class organized. The student was also invited to volunteer with the class at some events, which helped him to begin building more friendships outside the classroom.

Reflecting on his experience through the personal story process, developing and sharing his story, the student expressed increased confidence in communicating with others in English in spite of ongoing struggles with vocabulary, as he felt others were now more empathetic and patient during interactions. He was also enjoying the continued opportunities to make more friends.

Teaching and mentoring tips

- Beginning with a brainstorming of memories and/or ideas can help students determine relevant themes to include before organizing their narrative. Analyzing exemplars of storytelling can also help students identify formats and elements that best suit their own stories and audiences.
- Storyboard graphic organizers can be a helpful tool when students are ready to structure and sequence their narrative.
- Remind students that their personal story can be told in many effective ways, such as an exhibition of photographs accompanied by either a written or oral narrative, a paper-based or digital product, and/or a presentation in front of a live audience.
Formative assessment

- The student and his CLC teacher-mentor co-developed the assessment criteria related to his learning goals, and reviewed the *personal story* process criteria for effective narrative creation and presentation (see page 90). The student used both these criteria to frame the topics to discuss in his reflections throughout the process, and used a graphic organizer to record his reflections (see page 91).

- The student used his reflections to share his progress with the teacher-mentor during their check-in conversations in CLC class. The teacher-mentor also provided the student with feedback on his developing story, and gave suggestions to help with identified challenges and next steps throughout the process as needed.

- Input and feedback from his peers helped the student refine his story plans to be more engaging for the audience.

Showcase and celebrate

On his CLC class’s capstone showcase day, the student included highlights from his personal storytelling experience, showcasing his lifelong learning journey and plans for post-graduation, for an audience of classmates, family, and invited staff and guests.
## Personal Story Process Criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Narrative components</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Feedback (from teacher-mentor and/or peers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ideas and Organization</strong></td>
<td><strong>Purpose</strong>&lt;br&gt;The message is purposeful and focused.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>Opening</strong>&lt;br&gt;The introduction is clear and engages the audience.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>Development of Ideas</strong>&lt;br&gt;• Components of the narrative (e.g., description, details, characters, dialogue) develop experiences, events, and characters.&lt;br&gt;• Narrative includes personal reflection in a logical sequence of events.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>Conclusion</strong>&lt;br&gt;The conclusion is clear and reveals the impact of the experience.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Craft and Style</strong></td>
<td><strong>Word Choice and Tone</strong>&lt;br&gt;• Precise and descriptive words draw the audience into the experience.&lt;br&gt;• Language helps to establish and maintain an appropriate tone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oral Presentation</strong></td>
<td>• The speaker considers the audience when presenting (e.g., voice projection, body language, eye contact, etc.).&lt;br&gt;• Supporting resources are integrated within the presentation and improve the communication of ideas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from White, 2018.
## Student Reflection Graphic Organizer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Narrative Components</th>
<th>Strengths related to criteria (with evidence)</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>What I am learning/Progress with my goals</th>
<th>Next steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ideas and Organization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craft and Style</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral Presentation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
STUDENT REFINES HER SOCIAL ACTIVISM AND LEADERSHIP SKILLS

Self-assessment and critical analysis

Throughout her many past service-project experiences and the *self-assessment and critical analysis* component of her capstone preparation (see pages 15–21 in the Career Education 10-12 Guide for more information about the components of capstone), the student shared her interest in leadership and social activism. Additionally, the student was inspired by the learning she had pursued through Social Justice 12. Not yet sure about her next steps for post-graduation, the student did know that she would like to continue helping others in some way. Under the guidance of her Career-Life Connections (CLC) teacher-mentor, she decided on *service learning* for her capstone *process and representation* component as a means to further refine her social activism and leadership skills.

Process and representation

Learning focus: Refining transferable social activism and leadership skills

Service focus: Women and children’s safety and well-being

Context

The student was in grade 12 at a small secondary school in a rural town in interior B.C. During her middle years, the student began to recognize the diversity in economic and family backgrounds of her friendship groups, noticing differing life struggles and challenges. In her secondary years, she became more informed about social justice issues through volunteerism in local social programs that responded to the needs of individuals and families, including the annual community winter clothing drive, the shoes donation drive for their sister school in India, and the bake sale fundraisers for the local food bank organized by the Leadership Club. Recently the student had seen an article in the paper focused on the women’s shelter and its need for donations of personal supplies for families staying there. Building on her volunteer and fundraising experiences, the student decided to refine her social activism skills by leading and organizing an event to raise funds for the purchase of personal hygiene items, bedding, children’s clothing, and toys for the shelter.

Connections

Curricular or domain connections

*Career Education* – Assessing personal transferable skills, and identifying strengths and those skills that require further refinement; Collaborating with teacher-mentor; Cultivating community relationships to support plans for post-graduation; Reflecting on learning experiences and personal development in the Core Competencies; Preparing for next steps in personal lifelong learning journey.
Social Justice 12 – Exploring the complexity of social justice issues in Canada and impacts on individuals and families, pursuing a social justice initiative in service of individuals and families

Student Leadership – Working on and fundraising for projects that benefit local community and charities, organizing other volunteers, coordinating with community partners and services


Community connections
School community
Municipality
Local social assistance programs

Connections to First Peoples Principles of Learning

Learning involves patience and time: The student appreciated how meaningful change can take time, as she reflected on challenges faced throughout the process.

Learning is holistic, reflexive, reflective, experiential, and relational: The student learned how important it is to connect with and include others, as a leader of a service initiative; She reflected on how to create a positive environment for service, in spite of the negative feelings that can arise for volunteers when working on social justice causes that seem daunting.

Core Competencies connections

Communicating – Connecting and engaging with others; Focusing on intent and purpose; Acquiring and presenting information

Collaborating – Working collectively; Supporting group interactions; Determining common purposes

Critical and Reflective Thinking – Designing and developing; Reflecting and assessing

Positive Personal and Cultural Identity – Recognizing personal values and choices; Identifying personal strengths and abilities

Social Awareness and Responsibility – Contributing to community and caring for the environment; Building relationships; Resolving problems

Service learning process

Understand and interpret context
The student contacted the person in charge of the women’s shelter to discuss her wish to raise funds to support their needs, and discovered that their current greatest need was for children’s clothing, toys, and food items. The shelter staff were enthusiastic about the student’s idea, but they explained that for confidentiality reasons the student would not be able to visit the shelter. Any communication must take place through the manager, and by phone. The shelter manager agreed to advise the student and provide feedback throughout the process.

Plan and apply
• The student chose a tentative date for the fundraising event, in consultation with the principal, and recruited student volunteers to help with canvassing prior to the event, and on the day.
• With no start-up funds, the student canvassed local businesses for donations to sell at the fundraiser, and was able to secure free printing services for posters to advertise the event throughout the community, free ad space in the local newspaper, and a free space to hold the event. She had permission to use the school gym, but felt that the other space would be more central in order to access the broader community.

• The student designed an ad for the paper, incorporating information and facts supplied by the shelter, and sent it in for publication. She also arranged colour printing of 50 posters.

• The student arranged to have tables for the event, and organized volunteers to set them up.

• Eighty items were donated from local businesses for the auction, and the student was able to use the school’s printer to develop the requisite auction sheets.

• The principal offered to house the donated items in a secure place at the school and reached out to the staff for teacher-volunteers to help with supervision at the event. The student then arranged for transportation of all items to and from the auction venue, as well as a plan to donate any remaining items that were not claimed by the end of the claim period.

• The student developed a plan to distribute items and collect funds once the silent auction was complete, using student volunteers as well as teacher-supervisors and parents/guardians.

• The student worked to build engagement and momentum among her volunteer team by sharing some of the stories about families who had used the shelter that had been communicated to her by the manager of the shelter (while ensuring confidentiality). She explained how having the supplies that the auction would generate would have an immediate impact. She was pleased by the volunteer team’s overall enthusiasm, including the fact that some of the student volunteers decided to also host a tea and bake sale in conjunction with the auction, with all proceeds going to the shelter.

Implement

• Two weeks prior to the auction, after obtaining permissions, the volunteer team posted the information posters in highly visible places. The ad was published in the paper.

• On the morning of the event, the student and her volunteers, accompanied by teacher-supervisors and parents/guardians, set up the community space, including the donated items with their accompanying silent auction sheets and the tea/bake sale table. A large sign was set up outside the venue to draw people in.

• Within three hours, all silent auction items had bids that met their reserve amounts and were considered sold.

• The student and the volunteer team then separated the auction items into lots, and collaborated with teacher-supervisors and parents/guardians to contact all winners, collect proceeds, and arrange for items to be picked up.
**Analyze and evaluate**

- After the event, the student connected with the shelter manager to share how much was raised and to ask for suggestions on what specific types of items would most support current shelter residents.

- Although the fundraising event was a success, the student realized that, unfortunately, the donated items that the shelter most needed were consumables and would only be of short-term benefit to the shelter residents. She struggled with how to continue supporting this cause. The student decided to set up a donation jar, with the agreement of the office staff at the school, to be used for ongoing support to the shelter. In addition, she decided to continue her contact with the shelter manager post-graduation to coordinate the distribution of any funds collected through the school office.

**Communicate**

- The student shared the thank-you letter from the shelter with her team of student volunteers. The letter outlined how the women and children were living a little more comfortably, even while being displaced during a time of stress, because of their gifted items.

- The student wrote and distributed thank-you letters, detailing the results of the auction and how proceeds were used for the shelter, to all businesses and community partners that had provided donations and support for the event.

- An article was written in the local community newspaper, highlighting this student initiative that benefited a local community need and acknowledging the efforts of the volunteers.

- The student chose to write about the experience for a personal essay assignment in English Studies 12. In it she discussed her developing competence and her commitment to continuing to be a social activist and leader.

**Teaching and mentoring tips**

- For this type of service learning, recognition of and commitment to confidentiality and sensitivity to the plight of others are crucial. The CLC teacher-mentor may need to connect with community partners (in this case, the shelter manager) to determine guidelines for communications and the sharing of information with both the student and other student volunteers.

- For any students who may be triggered by the sensitive nature of social justice and service learning topics, strategies to cope with negative and/or trauma-related emotions should be in place. Connect with appropriate staff (e.g., the principal, school counsellors) and/or refer to related district/school policies.

- Consider providing and/or co-constructing a form letter for students to use when they communicate with community partners and services to legitimize their requests for donations and support.

- Ensure students know about how service learning can be used for post-secondary entrance applications and scholarships, as well as for resumés and digital profiles when seeking employment.
Additional resources

- School counsellors and Youth and Family workers
- Local advocacy groups and service providers
- Victims services through local police agencies

Formative assessment

- The CLC teacher-mentor provided all students with a general capstone components assessment rubric at the outset and used it to frame mentoring conversations and student reflections about their experiences. In addition, the teacher-mentor guided students to talk about progress on their personal learning goals during check-in conversations.
- The student worked closely with the shelter manager and received regular input and feedback while planning the event. This community advisor also agreed to fill out a descriptive feedback assessment form developed by the CLC teacher-mentor. The teacher-mentor had provided the feedback form in advance and also included an introductory letter to assist the advisor in framing feedback for the student.
- The student asked a few of the partnering businesses to complete a checklist of competencies she displayed during the event planning; two businesses also agreed to include written reference letters acknowledging her efforts. She planned to use these to support various applications as part of her post-graduation plans.
- The student decided to use her personal essay from English Studies 12 as a demonstration of learning in CLC, including an accompanying self-assessment of her Core Competencies development.

Showcase and celebrate

In this school community, the approximately 150 graduates presented their learning journey and next steps for post-graduation to an audience of school staff, students, and invited community guests. The students were divided into groups based on their capstone focus and/or topic(s), and the community guests were assigned to the groups respectively. Students presented in classrooms throughout the school, with each student given approximately 15 to 20 minutes, and were encouraged to include learnings from the capstone process, such as their challenges, successes, and growth in Core Competency development. As a contributory aspect of the overall CLC evaluation for capstone, supervisory teachers on the day of the presentation completed a rubric the CLC teacher-mentor supplied that requested descriptive feedback on what the students had shared for self-reflection, personal learning, and plans for next steps for post-graduation. The CLC teacher-mentor then used these completed rubrics to help inform one-to-one discussions with students as they co-constructed the student’s marks together, based on all aspects of the process and representation of capstone.
Service Learning Illustration 2

STUDENT FURTHER DEVELOPS HER CONFIDENCE AND SHARES HER MINDFULNESS KNOWLEDGE WITH PEERS

Self-assessment and critical analysis

Throughout her mentoring conversations with the Career-Life Connections (CLC) teacher-mentor and the self-assessment and critical analysis component of her capstone preparation (see pages 15–21 in the Career Education 10-12 Guide for more information about the components of capstone), the student frequently spoke about the significant benefits that mindfulness practices were having on her ability to deal with stress and anxiety. As this topic seemed to be of particular interest to the student, her teacher-mentor suggested she might like to think about how she could use this learning as a strength to draw on for her capstone process and representation component.

Process and representation

Learning focus: Developing confidence in presenting to small groups of peers

Service focus: Mindfulness and well-being

Context

In order to further develop her confidence in presenting in small group settings, the student decided to connect her knowledge of mindfulness practices and mental health experiences to the service learning process by working with interested peers. After being introduced to mindfulness practices in small group workshops led by the school counsellor, the student found that these really did help her cope with everyday stresses and alleviated some of her anxiety symptoms. The counsellor supported her interest in sharing this knowledge with peers and collaborated with the student on how to share her personal stories about struggles with anxiety in a personally safe manner. The counsellor also helped the student describe and model the mindfulness practices that were working for her. The student led several sessions during a series of Mental Health Week workshops they co-designed for younger Grade 9 and 10 students who were struggling to cope with stressors. The counsellor prepared the student for this leadership opportunity by sharing tips on how to lead the mindfulness sessions. They also role-played extensively before the sessions, and the counsellor agreed to be available during sessions to provide extra emotional support for both the student and the younger student participants when and if needed.

Connections

Curricular or domain connections

Career Education – Assessing personal transferable skills, and identifying strengths and those skills that require further refinement; Collaborating with teacher-mentor; Cultivating community relationships to support plans for post-graduation; Reflecting on learning experiences and
personal development in the Core Competencies; Preparing for next steps in personal lifelong learning journey

Physical and Health Education Mental Health and Well-Being – Evaluate and explain strategies for promoting mental well-being; Create and evaluate strategies for managing physical, emotional, and social changes during puberty and adolescence; Develop skills for maintaining healthy relationships and responding to interpersonal conflict

**Community connections**

School community
Community wellness centre

**Connections to First Peoples Principles of Learning**

*Learning is holistic, reflexive, reflective, experiential, and relational:* The student was able to reflect on her own personal struggles, appreciate the support of her school counsellor and the practice of mindfulness strategies, and then pay these gifts forward by sharing with others

*Learning ultimately supports the well-being of the self, the family, the community, the land, the spirits, and the ancestors:* The student recognized the importance of mindfulness practices to her own well-being, and that the primary purpose of learning is for well-being; She chose to help others with similar struggles to learn how to manage their own stress, and to promote their own well-being

**Core Competencies connections**

Communicating – Connecting and engaging with others; Acquiring and presenting information
Collaborating – Working collectively; Supporting group interactions
Critical and Reflective Thinking – Designing and developing; Reflecting and assessing
Positive Personal and Cultural Identity – Identifying personal strengths and abilities
Personal Awareness and Responsibility – Well-being; Self-Regulation
Social Awareness and Responsibility – Contributing to community and caring for the environment

**Service learning process**

*Understand and interpret context*

The student identified the community as being Grade 9 and 10 students who were feeling stressed and overwhelmed and/or needed a break from stressors (e.g., test-taking, noisy and busy environments, difficulties at home), based on generalized feedback received from the counsellor. The student then developed and focused on the following inquiry questions to frame her reflections:

- How can taking time out of the school day to practice mindfulness help decrease student stress and provide a greater sense of well-being?
- Throughout this process, in what ways have my experiences helped to build my confidence in speaking to small groups?
Through online research and connecting with a school community member who taught/practiced mindfulness, the student learned about ways to facilitate small groups and to share mindfulness techniques with her peers during Mental Health Week.

**Plan and apply**

The student researched various resources online about mindfulness and teens, including breathing techniques and quick and easy-to-use mindfulness activities.

She also collaborated with the school counsellor to plan workshop sessions, coordinate classroom space, and schedule time slots for sessions. Once she was clear on what she was going to present, she shared her plans with the counsellor, and together they role-played her plan to lead and guide the workshops. Both the counsellor and the student agreed to offer these sessions during Mental Health Week.

The student advertised her sessions by designing and posting flyers throughout the school. The counsellor agreed to recommend the sessions to students who might benefit from them, and also shared information with teachers at the next staff meeting in case they knew of students who might like to join in. Closer to Mental Health Week, the student also arranged for announcements about the series to be read over the PA and posted on the school website.

**Implement**

During the sessions offered throughout Mental Health Week, the student shared her personal experiences and knowledge, and led peers through the steps of a four-part breathing method as well as other mindfulness activities. She created a quiet and supportive space for the sessions by playing calming background music, dimming the lights, and seating participants in a circle. At the end of the session, the student requested that her peer participants give anonymous feedback about their experience in the workshop sessions by filling out exit survey cards that they left in the drop-box at the door.

**Analyze and evaluate**

The student reviewed the feedback on the exit survey cards in collaboration with the school counsellor. Together they synthesized the main themes to share with her CLC teacher-mentor and to include as part of her capstone showcase presentation.

**Communicate**

With her CLC teacher-mentor and class, the student shared the synthesis of participant feedback that she and the school counsellor had prepared. She also shared insights from her reflections on developing her confidence. She expressed personal satisfaction with her progress and the session results, and decided to include these and some of her mindfulness practices knowledge as part of her final capstone presentation.

**Teaching and mentoring tips**

When working with sensitive topics related to mental health, it is important to anticipate and mitigate potential emotional triggers for some students. In this case, the school counsellor played a key role in both supporting the student in her capstone work and supervising and being readily available to student participants during the mindfulness session times.
Additional resources

- Mental Health Week
- Teen Mental Health
- Mindful Breathing (Mental well-being)
- Mindfulness for Teens
- Mindful Schools

Formative assessment

- In this CLC class, students co-create a self-assessment rubric with their teacher-mentor, based on some general criteria related to capstone processes, as well as specific criteria related to each of their personal learning goal(s). In this case, the criteria were related to the process the student underwent during her service learning, and to the student’s goal of developing confidence in presenting to small groups of peers.

- All students reflected on their progress with learning goals, including successes and challenges, at least once weekly in a journal format. They used the journal entries to help identify some key insights about themselves and their plans for post-graduation to share during their school’s capstone showcase week.

- The student had requested that peer participants complete exit surveys to provide her with feedback about the mindfulness sessions. To help frame this type of survey in a strengths-based, constructive, and respectful way, it is recommended that the teacher-mentor support students in developing peer assessment tools.

Showcase and celebrate

During the school’s Capstone Presentation Week, the student described how her service learning experience influenced her learning journey and Core Competency development. The student also shared the participant feedback from the sessions, including what worked well and what she might try differently next time. As a demonstration, she led the audience through a breathing activity that she had tried with participants during the sessions.

The student presented to a small panel that included some of her peers, the CLC teacher-mentor, the school counsellor, and other interested teachers. The student decided to invite some of her elementary school teachers, two of whom were able to attend and who shared how impressed they were with her increased confidence as a young adult.
APPENDIX B
Considerations for the career-life exploration component

The goal of the career-life exploration component of Career-Life Connections (CLC) is to provide opportunities for experiential learning that reflect student interests, passions, and goals for post-graduation, and, as per the CLC curriculum, is “intended to expand and/or deepen student exposure to career-life possibilities.” This appendix has been created to provide clarification and guidance for various aspects of career-life exploration options that take place beyond the school context.

Experiences that may be used to satisfy the career-life exploration component of CLC

The career-life exploration component may take place before or during Career-Life Connections (CLC). The career-life exploration component should reflect student needs and interests and connect to plans for post-graduation. As such, the experiential learning opportunities are student-selected, rather than teacher-driven, and should include ongoing reflections related to student-developed targeted learning goals in support of their lifelong learning journey. In this way, the career-life exploration component can be a key opportunity for students to continue to take ownership of and further their role as lifelong learners transitioning into young adulthood while developing supportive community connections related to their preferred futures post-graduation.

By the time students engage in the learning of CLC, they are better positioned in their graduation years to identify and substantiate their preferred futures as part of their personal plans for post-graduation. With guidance from their teacher-mentor, students may propose and justify prior specific experiential learning as connected to personal goals for post-graduation and may choose these experiences to guide and focus their personalized reflections, career-life planning, and goal-setting conversations. However, note that determining in advance of CLC whether paid or unpaid work/volunteer placement/community service will be relevant as a student’s career-life exploration option is not recommended as it undermines the aforementioned personalized intent of this component and its critical link to purposeful career-life development into young adulthood.

Instead, relevance and eligibility should be determined by the student while enrolled in CLC, with guidance from the teacher-mentor, to ensure clear linkages to personal interests and goals for post-graduation, and to facilitate mentor support that encourages meaningful career-life development.

Opportunities that may be considered for the career-life exploration component, based on connections to students’ personal interests and goals for post-graduation, include the following:

- Prior or current paid or unpaid work experience
- Volunteerism or community service
- Work Experience 12A/B
- Youth Work in Trades 11/12
- Leadership or service learning
- Fieldwork, entrepreneurship, and projects focused on an area of deep interest
Paid and unpaid work, volunteer work, or community service placements beyond the school context as career-life exploration component option

For those students who choose paid or unpaid work experience, volunteer placement, or community service as career-life exploration options, the Work Experience Order (Ministerial Order 237/11), the Work Experience or Community Service Requirement for Graduation Policy, the Workers’ Compensation Coverage Order, and the Independent School Workers’ Compensation Coverage Order describe the requirements to be met by Boards of Education and Independent School Authorities before, during, and after these placements. Please see the links in Figure 6 to these documents.

Secondary school teams and school districts may choose to approach their planning in ways that build on practices already in place to support placements beyond the school context when meeting the requirements outlined in both the Orders and the Policy. For example, if a student’s choice of placement matches similar placements already arranged for others in either Work Experience or Youth Work in Trades, paperwork documenting worksite visits can be shared among student placements by keeping copies in each student’s file, and monitoring duties may be coordinated across program areas, eliminating the need for a second set of worksite visits. In this way, a team approach across areas of learning can provide the flexibility to support diverse career-life exploration choices and accompanying policy expectations, and thus keep student interests, needs, and goals for post-graduation at the forefront.

Student Inclusion

Students can participate in experiential learning opportunities beyond the school, and can practise navigating the procedures and protocols often encountered in many career-life venues, by helping to determine, complete and/or obtain required paperwork before placements take place. Some requirements, however, do not lend themselves to student completion. Below are partial lists of requirements that students may assist with. We encourage educators to review the WorkSafeBC and Ministry requirements with students, and together craft a plan to best satisfy all criteria.

Possible Student Activities/Responsibilities

- Approach potential employers for career-life exploration opportunities
- Negotiate and track hours
- Obtain a Clearance Letter through WorkSafeBC
- Complete the Career-Life Exploration Component Program Agreement Form as per WorkSafeBC (see Figure 1)
- Complete a Worksite Safety Checklist

Educator/School/District Responsibilities

As mentioned above, the following describe some of the requirements to be met by Boards of Education and Independent School Authorities, before, during, and after placements. Please see the links in Figure 6 to the Orders and Policies referenced in this document.

- As per the Work Experience Order, work with the district or school to “establish guidelines regarding conduct, supervision, evaluation and participation of students undertaking in unpaid work, volunteer or community service”
• Assist students who choose work experience or volunteer/community service options to find appropriate placements
• Confirm the student’s employer has other employees, has WorkSafeBC coverage, and is in good standing with WorkSafeBC
• Gather and verify signatures on the Career-Life Exploration Component Program Agreement Form
• Provide required in-school safety orientations
• Confirm that the on-site student safety orientation has been completed and that the student-completed Worksite Safety Checklist has been signed off
• Monitor students during placement, including the monitoring of ongoing safety considerations

### Confirming WorkSafeBC coverage

Students who choose career-life explorations options such as unpaid work experience, volunteer work, or community service receive WorkSafeBC coverage as “workers of the Crown,” providing they are in Ministry-authorized placements at standard worksites, and **providing all requirements are met**, in accordance with the Work Experience Order (Ministerial Order 237/11) and the Career-Life Connections and WorkSafeBC Coverage Policy. In the event of a workplace accident during a Ministry-authorized placement, WorkSafeBC provides compensation, health care benefits, and rehabilitation benefits on the same terms and conditions as for any other worker.

### Unpaid placements

Coverage as “workers of the Crown” is available to students who are 14 years of age or older, and who are or were participating in a school-authorized, school-monitored, and unpaid placement at a **standard worksite** as documented in a Career-Life Exploration Component Program Agreement Form (see sample in Figure 1) or a Work Experience Program Agreement Form. Career-Life Exploration Component Program Agreement Forms must be completed and signed before students start work.

For prior unpaid work experience, volunteer experience, or community service experience, students must provide the completed Career-Life Exploration Component Program Agreement (see sample in Figure 1) or Work Experience Program Agreement forms to their CLC teacher-mentor. Refer to the Career-Life Connections and WorkSafeBC Coverage Policy for more information.

WorkSafeBC coverage for “workers of the Crown” is **not** available to students at non-standard worksites. (Please see the Work Experience Program Guide for more information on standard vs. non-standard worksites.)

For all unpaid placements (work experience, volunteer placement, or community service placements), district staff must confirm and document in student files that employers are registered and in good standing with WorkSafeBC to ensure students qualify as “workers of the Crown.” A WorkSafeBC Clearance letter (see sample in Figure 2) provides this confirmation and can be accessed through WorkSafeBC’s website. ([Get a clearance letter.](#))

District staff must also confirm and document that (1) the placement is not with a self-employed person who is registered only for Personal Optional Protection coverage, and (2) the placement is with an employer who is insured by WorkSafeBC to have employees. Where these requirements
are not met, students are not covered as “workers of the Crown.” Clearance letters do not provide this information, so educators and/or district staff will need to verify directly with the employer.

Boards of Education and Independent School Authorities define the term “community” and determine appropriate volunteer/community placements.

**Paid placements**

Students who are supported and monitored by the school district, and who wish to use current or prior paid employment to satisfy the 30 hours or more of career-life exploration, must show that they are or were working at a site where WorkSafeBC coverage is or was provided at the time of their employment, as per the Work Experience or Community Service Requirement for Graduation Policy and the Career-Life Connections and WorkSafeBC Coverage Policy. They must also show that WorkSafeBC coverage was provided to them during the time they worked. WorkSafeBC coverage for any paid work experience must be provided by the employer and will not be provided by the Province. For current placements, district staff must include confirming documentation, such as a WorkSafeBC Clearance letter (see sample in Figure 2), in student files.

In addition, for students using current paid employment, districts must:

- provide the required in-school and on-site safety orientations (see below)
- formally confirm the student’s employer through a signed Career-Life Exploration Component Program Agreement Form (see sample in Figure 1)

These requirements must be met and documented before the student starts the placement.

Additional information about coverage for both paid and unpaid placements is provided in the Work Experience Program Guide and in Figure 8: WorkSafeBC Update – Understanding workers’ compensation coverage for B.C. secondary students engaged in unpaid work study/work experience.

**Other WorkSafeBC requirements for unpaid placements**

**Providing an in-school safety orientation**

Before students begin their 30 or more hours of career-life exploration in the form of unpaid work, volunteer work, or community service placements, educators and/or district staff are required to provide an in-school safety orientation for their specific placements and/or employment sector covering general workplace safety awareness, issues, and practices. The in-school orientation may cover:

- WorkSafeBC’s Student WorkSafe 10-12: Resource for Teachers
- Student Work Placement: Guide for Assessing Workplace Health and Safety
- WorkSafeBC Regulation 3.12: The Right to Refuse Unsafe Work
- WorkSafeBC Regulation 3.22: Definitions
- WorkSafeBC Regulation 3.23: Young or New Worker Orientation and Training
- WorkSafeBC Regulation 3.24: Additional Orientation and Training
- WorkSafeBC Regulation 3.25: Documentation
- the Employment Standards Act and Regulation, which set minimum standards for wages and working conditions in most workplaces, and outline the rights and responsibilities of employees in the workplace
Completing the Career-Life Exploration Component Program Agreement Form (unpaid and paid placements)

District staff, students, and employers must sign a Career-Life Exploration Component Program Agreement Form (Figure 1). The form confirms that the employer will supervise the student during the placement and sets out the terms of the placement, including the location or locations of the worksite and the anticipated dates and times of the placement.

For some placements, especially those involving volunteering with community groups, established schedules may not exist or be appropriate. In these cases, the student file must include the processes students follow to learn about the date, time, and location of volunteering opportunities, plus the dates and times of volunteering once they are known or have occurred. The Career-Life Exploration Component Program Agreement Form can indicate that the placement schedule is variable and can include a broad range of possible work hours (e.g., “8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., inclusive”).

Note: The signed and dated form must be retained by district staff for the purposes of WorkSafeBC coverage. It is recommended that parents'/guardians’ signatures be obtained for all placements.

Providing a worksite safety orientation (unpaid and paid placements)

Employers of students participating in career-life exploration work placements are required to provide students with an on-site safety orientation. The orientation must encompass workplace safety precautions specific to the type of work and the worksite. The on-site orientation must occur before hands-on activities begin, and students and employers must complete a Worksite Safety Checklist to confirm that an on-site safety orientation occurred (see Figure 3 for a sample Worksite Safety Checklist, and refer to WorkSafe BC’s Student Work Placement: Guide for Assessing Workplace Health and Safety).

District staff must include the signed Worksite Safety Checklist in student files as documentation of the orientation. Employers may consider using the checklist as a reference for conducting on-site orientations. Students who have completed or are in the process of completing Work Experience (WEX) 12A or B, or Youth Work in Trades (WRK) 11 or 12, who have completed a Worksite Safety Checklist, and who are hoping to use their work placement hours as part of the 30 hours or more of career-life exploration, may use their existing checklist. Be sure to include documentation in the student file stating that the worksite safety orientation has been completed and indicate where the checklist is stored.

In cases where an employer or location is newly offering career-life exploration opportunities for students, district staff and the employer must also review the worksite from a general safety perspective, through site visits (where feasible) and discussions with the employer or the student’s direct supervisor. The purpose is to conclude the worksite is safe and free from exploitation and harassment. District staff must include documentation of this general safety review in student files. (See Figure 5 for a sample Worksite Inspection Form, and refer to WorkSafeBC’s Student Work Placement: Guide for Assessing Workplace Health and Safety.)

As part of the required worksite safety orientation, students are advised to ask their worksite supervisor about workplace safety. Questions suggested by WorkSafeBC include the following:

- What are the potential dangers of my job and how will I be protected from these dangers?
• Are there any worksite hazards (such as noise or chemicals) that I should know about, and what are the appropriate steps I should take to reduce or eliminate them?
• Is there any safety gear that I am expected to wear, and who is responsible for providing it?
• Will I be trained in emergency procedures for things like fire or chemical spills?
• Where are the fire extinguishers, first aid kits, and other emergency equipment located?
• What are my workplace health and safety rights and responsibilities?
• Who do I talk to if I have a workplace health or safety question?
• What is the procedure if I am injured on the worksite?
• Who is the first aid attendant? How do I contact the first aid attendant?
• Will I be working with a supervisor, or alone?
• What machinery/equipment/power tools will I be required to operate? Will I be trained in their operation?

**Career-life exploration placement standards for employers**

In order for a placement to be effective, worksite supervisors must:

- provide a safe working and learning environment
- provide a site-specific safety orientation and site-specific training before hands-on activities begin
- provide the student with an orientation addressing hours of work, breaks, dress code, and employer expectations (including expectations concerning exploitation and harassment)

District staff may consider encouraging employers to review WorkSafe BC’s [Sample Young or New Worker Orientation Checklist](#).

Educators and/or district staff must communicate directly with students to ensure that any student concerns about the placements, **including health and safety concerns**, are addressed and that any problems are resolved in the best interests of both the students and the employers.

**Reporting injuries to WorkSafeBC**

It is essential that every workplace accident, no matter how minor, is followed up and a WorkSafeBC report filed. It is the school district’s responsibility to inform participating students and worksite supervisors about the procedure for reporting injuries suffered by students on placements. (For reference, Figure 4 is an [Employer’s Report of Injury or Occupational Disease](#), which is also available online, and Figure 7 provides an overview of the reporting procedures in case of a workplace accident or injury.)

**Ongoing student safety considerations**

During work experience placements, events and circumstances can sometimes lead to negative social-emotional impacts on students. There is growing evidence that exposure to bullying and harassment in the workplace can have serious negative consequences. Workplace bullying and
harassment can take many forms, including verbal aggression, personal attacks, and other intimidating or humiliating behaviours.

WorkSafeBC has developed Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) policies that define bullying and harassment and explain the duties of employers, supervisors, and workers to prevent and address workplace bullying and harassment.

WorkSafeBC has also developed a Bullying and Harassment Prevention Toolkit to help workplace parties meet their legal duties as outlined in the OHS policies. The toolkit provides information, training tools, and templates that workplaces can adapt to meet their individual needs. Questions about these resources can be sent to policy@worksafebc.com for answers.

Students, educators, other district staff, or supervisors who witness or experience bullying and harassment in the workplace should follow the procedures set out by the employer. They can also contact the Prevention Information Line: 604-276-3100 (Lower Mainland) or toll-free at 1-888-621-7233.

Placements other than with B.C.-regulated employers

Placements in a federally regulated employment sector

Most jobs in British Columbia are regulated by provincial labour laws, and insurance coverage is provided by WorkSafeBC. There are certain exceptions, such as banks, telecommunications companies, many First Nation activities, interprovincial transportation, and marine transportation, to name a few. These are regulated by the federal government. Figure 6 includes a link to a list of federally regulated employment sectors.

Students on unpaid placements in one of these sectors are not eligible for WorkSafeBC coverage as a “worker of the Crown.” As stated in British Columbia’s Workers Compensation Order, a “board must not permit a student to participate in a Work Study Program unless…the student will be covered by the Workers Compensation Act.” Workers’ compensation benefits for employees of the Government of Canada are administered by the Labour Program at Employment and Social Development Canada in accordance with the Government Employees Compensation Act and the Flying Accidents Compensation Regulations.

Ministry of Finance: Schools Protection Program

School district staff should also be aware of the Ministry of Finance’s Schools Protection Program (SPP), which provides support and coverage for and against liability and loss to all Boards of Education and francophone education authorities. SPP liability coverage is primarily designed to protect the school district, and its employees while performing district-authorized duties, against liability claims. SPP also provides advisory services in identifying and managing risks that may lead to loss or damage to property, or harm to individuals. As per the Administrators Handbook, 2017-18 (pg. 6),

“The Schools Protection Program liability coverage is primarily designed to protect the school district, and its employees while performing their duties, against liability claims.

To the extent that liability arises from their authorized duties on behalf of the school district, coverage under SPP may also extend to include the activities of:

- Trustees
- Members of committees
- Volunteer workers, student teachers
• Students under certain circumstances
• Students participating in Work Experience programs
• Parent Advisory Councils, District Parent Advisory Councils, members and employees
• School Planning Councils
• Community School Societies, their directors, employees and volunteers

More information as to specific coverage for work placements, field trips, etc., is available in the SPP Administrators Handbook.
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The information on this form is collected as required by Ministerial Order 237/11 (M033/09), the Work Experience Order. This form is to be filed with the Board of Education or Independent School Authority. This is a sample Career-Life Exploration Work/Volunteerism/Community Service Program Agreement Form for an unpaid placement, which must take place at a standard worksite.

**Agreement participants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>School district</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SD name</td>
<td>District contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Telephone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>Email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature</td>
<td>Date signed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Student</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student name</td>
<td>Date of birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Telephone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>Email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature</td>
<td>Date signed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Parents/Guardians (if required)</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name(s)</td>
<td>Telephone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature</td>
<td>Date signed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Employer</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business name</td>
<td>WorkSafeBC Account #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Telephone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worksite supervisor</td>
<td>Email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature</td>
<td>Date signed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By their signatures, the parties signify their agreement to the following:

**Duration of agreement**

This agreement will be in effect from: _______ month/_______ day/_________ year.

**Work Schedule** (subject to change based on operational needs and student schedule)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Saturday</th>
<th>Sunday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The parties agree to a Career-Life Exploration placement (the “CLC placement”) for the Student with the Work Site Employer on the following terms and conditions:

**Term of agreement**
This agreement will be in effect from _______________________ until _______________________ unless it is ended at an earlier time.

**Student duties**
The Student agrees to perform without payment those duties assigned to the Student from time to time by the Work Site Employer in consultation with the Board’s representatives. The Student agrees to comply with the Work Site Employer’s rules and all applicable safety regulations. Special Rules and Regulations are to be communicated by the Work Site Employer to the Student.

**Days and hours of the Career-Life Exploration placement**
The Student agrees to perform those duties as assigned by the Work Site Employer in accordance with the preceding paragraph on the days and during the hours indicated:

Day(s): _________________________

Hours: _________________________

or at such other times as may be agreed, in writing, by the Work Site Employer, Board of Education, and Student.

None of the provisions of this agreement apply if the Student is employed by the Work Site Employer beyond the days and hours agreed upon by the Work Site Employer, Board of Education, and Student.

**Supervision**
The Student agrees to be under the direct supervision of the Work Site Employer, and the Work Site Employer agrees to supervise the Student at all times during the CLC placement.

**Site safety orientation**
The Work Site Employer will provide to the Student site and work-specific safety training and will not permit the Student to perform any duties unless the Student has all safety equipment required for the tasks to be performed by the Student.

**Board access**
The Work Site Employer agrees to allow Board of Education representatives to have access at any time to the Work Site Employer’s work site and the Student.

**Transportation**
The parties agree that the parent(s) or guardian(s) and the Student are solely responsible for the Student’s transportation to and from the Work Site Employer’s worksite, except

_______________________________________________________.

*If no exception, complete by writing “not applicable.” If Board of Education or Work Site Employer transportation will be provided, describe in detail.*
Assessment
If requested by the Board, the Work Site Employer will assess the Student's performance of their duties, and report that assessment in the form required by the Board and consult with Board representatives about the assessment.

Workers' Compensation Act injury coverage
Students in a CLC placement at a standard work site are covered by the Workers' Compensation Act and are considered to be workers of the Government of the Province of British Columbia for Workers’ Compensation purposes only. Coverage is limited by the terms and conditions set out in the Workers’ Compensation Coverage Order (effective July 21, 2011).

Notice of injury
The Work Site Employer will, if a Student is injured, immediately report the occurrence of injury to the Board by contacting:

________________________________________________ [insert name, position/title]
at ______________________________________________ [insert telephone and fax numbers]

Indemnity
The Board agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Work Site Employer, its employees and agents from any and all claims, demands, actions, and costs whatsoever that may arise out of the negligent acts or omissions of the Board, the Board’s employees, and the Student, in their performance of this agreement, unless such negligent acts or omissions are at the direction of or occasioned by the Work Site Employer, its employees or agents.

The Work Site Employer agrees that it will not require the Student to perform any task unless such task might reasonably be expected to be within the scope of the Student's training and abilities.

Insurance
The Board shall maintain liability coverage to protect the Board, the Board’s employees, and the Student during their performance of this agreement.

Minimum age
The parent(s) or guardian(s) of the Student warrant that the Student is _______ years of age or older at the date of this Agreement.

Note: A student must be at least 14 years of age to participate in a CLC placement.

Effect on employees
The Work Site Employer agrees that the placement of the Student will not affect the job security of any employee of the Work Site Employer and will not affect the Work Site Employer’s hiring practices. The placement of the Student will be in addition to the Work Site Employer’s full complement of employees. The Student will not be a replacement for any employee.
Termination of the Agreement
Any party to this Agreement may end it at any time by giving notice in writing to all other parties at the addresses given in this Agreement.

Reference
In this Agreement a reference to the Board includes Board officers, employees, or representatives acting within the scope of their employment.

Confidentiality
All parties agree to maintain, in the strictest confidence, information that comes to their knowledge during the CLC placement.
Figure 2: Sample WorkSafeBC Clearance Letter

This is the name of the business or individual requesting the clearance letter (typically the person or firm hiring the contractor).

Mr John Smith
123 Main Street
BIGCITY, BC V5M 3L2

December 31, 2009

Person/Business: WCB TEST ACCOUNT - EBUSEINESS SUPPORT
655044 AQ (001)

This is the subject of the clearance letter (i.e., this is who the clearance letter is about).

This letter provides clearance information for the purposes of Section 51 of the Workers Compensation Act.

We confirm that the above-referenced firm is active, in good standing, and has met WorkSafeBC’s criteria for advance clearance. Accordingly, if the addressee on this letter is the prime contractor, the addressee will not be held liable for the amount of any assessment payable for work undertaken by the above-referenced firm to January 01, 2010.

This firm has had continuous coverage with us since December 19, 2000.

Employer Service Centre
Assessment Department

Clearance Reference # : C125744958
CLRAAA-7

For more information about Section 51 and clearance letters visit WorkSafeBC.com

Please refer to your account number in your correspondence or when contacting the Assessment Department.

To alter this document constitutes fraud.
Figure 3
Sample Worksite Safety Checklist
for Career-Life Exploration Placements

Students must complete and submit this form to their school contact to confirm that a worksite safety orientation was conducted by the worksite supervisor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employer</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employer address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer’s main activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worksite location</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worksite supervisor name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supervisor signature</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student signature</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By their signatures, the student and worksite supervisor confirm the following:

☐ The student received a safety orientation at the worksite.

☐ The student referred to the safety questions below as part of the discussions with the worksite supervisor.

☐ The student agrees to report any injuries as soon as possible to the worksite supervisor and school district Career-Life Exploration contact.

☐ The student is aware of the procedures set out by the employer in the case of witnessing or experiencing bullying and harassment in the workplace.

☐ The student has been instructed in:
  ☐ the use of personal protective equipment
  ☐ workplace health and safety rules and procedures
  ☐ the location of first aid equipment
  ☐ the management and organization of tools and equipment
  ☐ procedures for working alone or in isolation
  ☐ the location and management of hazardous materials
  ☐ procedures for reporting accidents and/or safety concerns

Suggested safety questions from WorkSafeBC:

- What are the potential dangers of my job, and how will I be protected from these dangers?
- Are there any hazards (such as noise or chemicals) that I should know about, and what are the appropriate steps that I should take to avoid these hazards?
- Is there any safety gear that I am expected to wear, and who is responsible for providing the gear?
- Will I be trained in emergency procedures for things like fire or chemical spills?
- Where are the fire extinguishers, first aid kits, and other emergency equipment located?
- What are my workplace health and safety responsibilities?
- Who do I talk to if I have a workplace health or safety question?
- What is the procedure if I am injured on the worksite?
- Who is the first aid attendant? How do I contact the first aid attendant?
- What are the procedures I should follow if I witness or experience bullying and harassment in the workplace?
**Figure 4**

**Employer’s Report of Injury or Occupational Disease**

As an employer, the Workers Compensation Act requires you to submit this report within three days of an injury to one of your workers, even if you disagree with the claim. By submitting your report promptly, you avoid penalties and delays in the adjudication of the claim. Please report using one of the following options:

1. **Online** — The quickest and easiest option: The online screen application customizes questions to the worker’s injury. You can save your report and update it later with new information. Once submitted, you can follow the status of the claim online. Go to worksafebc.com and select “Report injury or illness.”

2. **Fillable PDF form**: Type in your details online, print the form, and submit it by fax or mail. Go to worksafebc.com and select “Report injury or illness.”

3. **Paper form**: Clearly print details, sign the form, and submit it by fax or mail.

Fax: 604.233.9777 in Greater Vancouver or toll-free within BC at 1.888.922.8807

Mail: WorkSafeBC, PO Box 4700 Stn Terminal, Vancouver BC V6B 1J1

### Employer Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employer’s name (as registered with WorkSafeBC)</th>
<th>Type of business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WorkSafeBC account number</td>
<td>Classification unit number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer address line 1 (mailling)</td>
<td>Employer contact last name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer address line 2 (mailing)</td>
<td>Employer contact telephone (and area code)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>Province/state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country (if not Canada)</td>
<td>Postal code/zip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Worker Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worker last name</th>
<th>First name</th>
<th>Middle initial</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Date of birth (yyyy-mm-dd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home phone number (include area code)</td>
<td>Social insurance number</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Incident Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of incident (yyyy-mm-dd)</th>
<th>Time of incident (hh:mm)</th>
<th>Period of exposure resulting in occupational disease (yyyy-mm-dd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did worker report injury or exposure to employer?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. What is the worker’s occupation?

2. Has the worker been employed by this firm for less than 12 months?

3. If yes, start date (yyyy-mm-dd)

4. At the time of injury, was the worker (check all that apply):

   - Permanent
   - Temporary
   - Full time
   - Part time
   - Apprentice
   - Volunteer
   - Student
   - New entrant to workforce
   - Self-employed
   - Principal/partner or relative of employer
   - Fisher
   - Casual
   - Other (specify)

5. Describe how the incident happened

6. Describe the injury in detail (what part of the body was injured)

7. Side of body injured

   - Left
   - Right
   - Both
   - Not applicable

8. Describe the work incident location (address, city, province) and where incident occurred

9. Did the injury(ies) or exposure result from a specific incident?

   - Yes
   - No
Employer’s Report of Injury or Occupational Disease

If faxing form, please complete this section and fax both sides of page. Missing pages may result in delays in processing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worker last name</th>
<th>First name</th>
<th>Middle initial</th>
<th>WorkSafeBC claim number (if known)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social insurance number</th>
<th>Personal health number (CareCard)</th>
<th>Date of incident (yyyy-mm-dd)</th>
<th>Date of birth (yyyy-mm-dd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15. Contributing factors — select at least one, and as many as applicable
- Lifting
- Overexertion
- Repetitive (activity repeated over and over again)
- Slip or trip
- Twist
- Fall
- Struck
- Crush
- Sharp edge
- Fire or explosion
- Harmful substances in the work environment
- Assault
- Motor vehicle accident
- Unsure/other (please explain below)
- Animal bite

16. Were there any witnesses?
- Yes  
- No

17. Did the incident occur in British Columbia?
- Yes  
- No

18. Were the worker’s actions at time of injury for the purpose of your business?
- Yes  
- No

19. Did the incident occur on employer’s premises or an authorized worksite?
- Yes  
- No

20. Did the incident happen during the worker’s normal shift?
- Yes  
- No

21. Was the worker performing their regular duties at the time of the incident?
- Yes  
- No

22. Did the worker receive first aid?
- Yes  
- No

23. Did the worker go to hospital, clinic, or visit a physician or qualified practitioner?
- Yes  
- No

24. Are you aware of any recent pain or disability in the area of the worker’s reported injury?
- Yes  
- No

25. Do you have any objections to the claim being allowed?
- Yes  
- No

Wage information

26. Did the worker miss any time from work beyond the date of injury or exposure?
- Yes  
- No

If no work was missed and no change to duties/pay, proceed to bottom of page to sign, date, and submit this report. If work was missed or if duties/pay have been modified, please answer all questions on this form.

27. Provide the base salary amount for this employment position at the time of injury
- $  
- Hourly  
- Daily  
- Weekly  
- Monthly  
- Yearly

28. Does worker receive other amounts of compensation in addition to base salary?
- Yes  
- No

29. If worker is disabled from work, will you continue to pay:
- Base salary?
- Other amounts of compensation in addition to base salary?
- Will worker receive vacation pay on every cheque?
- If worker receives vacation pay on every cheque, will worker receive vacation pay on every cheque?
- If yes, vacation pay %

30. Provide the amount of gross earnings for the past 3 months or 12 weeks prior to the date of injury or exposure
- $  
- 3 months  
- 12 weeks

31. Does the worker have a fixed-shift rotation?
- Yes  
- No

32. If no, please explain

33. If yes, show the normal work week by entering the paid hours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sun</th>
<th>Mon</th>
<th>Tues</th>
<th>Wed</th>
<th>Thu</th>
<th>Fri</th>
<th>Sat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

34. Did the worker continue to work past day of injury?
- Yes  
- No

35. Last day worked (yyyy-mm-dd)

36. Number of hours scheduled to work on last day worked

37. Number of hours worked on last day

38. Number of hours paid by employer on last day worked
Employer’s Report of Injury or Occupational Disease

If faxing form, please complete this section and fax both sides of page. Missing pages may result in delays in processing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worker last name</th>
<th>First name</th>
<th>Middle initial</th>
<th>WorkSafeBC claim number (if known)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social insurance number</td>
<td>Personal health number (CareCard)</td>
<td>Date of incident (yyyy-mm-dd)</td>
<td>Date of birth (yyyy-mm-dd)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Return-to-work information**

39. Has the worker returned to work?  
☐ Yes ☐ No

40. If Yes: Date (yyyy-mm-dd)  
Since the return to work, have the worker’s duties, hours of work, work schedule, and/or rate of pay changed?  
☐ Yes ☐ No

41. If No: Do you have any modified or transitional duties available?  
☐ Yes ☐ No  
Have the modified or transitional duties been offered to the worker?  
☐ Yes ☐ No

42. If yes, please describe modified or transitional duties

**Signature and report date**

43. Employer signature  
44. Employer title  
45. Date of report (yyyy-mm-dd)

For assistance, please call our Claims Call Centre at 604.231.8888 or toll-free within Canada at 1.888.967.5377, M-F, 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Please note: If you have concerns with this claim, please contact the officer handling the claim at the WorkSafeBC office to make known your objections or you may submit a letter detailing your specific concerns. Impartial advice on WorkSafeBC claims — To ensure you have an opportunity to obtain impartial advice on WorkSafeBC claims matters, the BC legislature has provided impartial advisers. Employers’ Advisers are available to provide independent advice or clarification on a WorkSafeBC claim related to your firm. For additional information on the Employers’ Advisers, please refer to their website at www.labour.gov.bc.ca/eao/.

Lower Mainland  
604.713.0303 (Richmond)  
Toll-free within Canada 1.800.925.2233

Abbotsford, Kamloops, Kelowna, Nanaimo, Trail, Prince George, Victoria  
Toll-free within Canada 1.800.925.2233

WorkSafeBC collects information on this form for the purposes of administering and enforcing the Workers Compensation Act. That Act, along with the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, constitutes the authority to collect such information. To learn more about the collection of personal information, contact WorkSafeBC’s Freedom of Information coordinator at PO Box 2310 Stn Terminal, Vancouver BC, V6B 3W5, or call 604.279.8171.
Figure 5
Sample Worksite Inspection Form for Career-Life Connections: Career-Life Exploration Unpaid Work/Volunteerism/Community Service

This worksite visit is to be completed by school district staff. Worksite visits are not intended to be exhaustive safety inspections, but are common-sense inspections that ensure the school district has determined the worksite and placement are appropriate for the student’s safety and skills development. School districts may also consider referring to WorkSafeBC’s Student Work Placement: Guide for Assessing Workplace Health and Safety.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student and school district information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School contact name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School contact email</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worksite information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employer name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer telephone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkSafeBC account number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A WorkSafeBC clearance letter is attached?  Yes  No

Type of worksite
☐ This is a **standard worksite** (i.e., where a worker performs the tasks and responsibilities related to a career under supervision of a worksite employer), or
☐ This is a **non-standard worksite** (i.e., a simulated worksite).

Placement/worksite considerations
☐ The worksite matches the interests and abilities of the student.
☐ This is a physically safe worksite (including location, environmental conditions, building structure, etc.).
☐ Necessary safety practices are in place, and the student will be informed of these.
☐ The student will have the necessary safety attire and/or equipment. Provisions will be agreed upon by the student and the employer.
☐ The employer has been informed of WorkSafeBC accident or injury reporting procedures and coverage.
☐ The employer/supervisor will ensure that the student is adequately instructed/trained and supervised.
☐ The employer/supervisor will ensure a comfortable working environment for the student.

Additional comments or concerns about the worksite:

This worksite is:  ☐ Recommended  ☐ Not recommended

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School contact name</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School contact signature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6
Links to Related Policies, Legislation,
and Career and Labour Market Information

Ministry of Education
• Career-Life Connections and WorkSafeBC Coverage Policy
• B.C. Graduation Program Policy Guide
• B.C. Graduation Program Implementation Guide
• Career and Skills Programs
• K-12 Funding General Policy
• Ministry-Authorized Work Experience Courses and Workplace Safety Policy
• Work Experience Order MO237/11
• Distributed Learning Active Policy
• Adult Funding Policy
• Form 1701: Student Data Collection
• Handbook of Procedures

WorkBC
• Skills for the Future Workforce
• Labour Market Snapshots
• High Demand Occupations
• What is the B.C. Employer Training Grant?

Ministry of Employment, Business & Economic Development (Employment Standards Branch)
• Employment Standards Act and Regulation

Government of Canada (Employment Standards and Workplace Safety)
• Employment sectors regulated by the federal government
• Government Employees Compensation Act
• Accidents in the Workplace: Federal Government Employees
• Federal Employment Standards Factsheet

WorkSafeBC
• Student Work Placement: Guide for Assessing Workplace Health and Safety
• Employer’s Report of Injury or Occupational Disease
• Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) policies
• Get a clearance letter
• Personal Optional Protection and Personal Optional Protection (form 1801)
• Voluntary coverage
• Student WorkSafe 10-12: Resource for Teachers
• Student Resources
• Occupational Health and Safety Guidelines
• Hazard Recognition
• WorkSafeBC Regulation 3.12: The Right to Refuse Unsafe Work
• WorkSafeBC Regulation 3.22: Definitions
• WorkSafeBC Regulation 3.23: Young or New Worker Orientation and Training
• WorkSafeBC Regulation 3.24: Additional Orientation and Training
• WorkSafeBC Regulation 3.25: Documentation
• Sample Young or New Worker Orientation Checklist
• Support for Employers: Training and Orientation for Young and New Workers

Ministry of Finance (Risk Management Branch)
• Schools Protection Program: Administrators’ Handbook/Guide to SPP Coverage, 2018/19 (web link to Handbook unavailable at this time)

Conference Board of Canada
• Employability Skills (2018)
• Employability Skills Toolkit
Figure 7
Accident and Injury Reporting Procedure

It is essential that every workplace accident, no matter how minor, be followed up and a WorkSafeBC report filed. This ensures that injuries that initially appear minor, but that are potentially serious, are still subject to WorkSafeBC coverage.

It is the school district's responsibility to inform participating students and worksite supervisors about the procedure for reporting injuries suffered by students on Ministry-authorized Work Experience (CLC) placements.

The procedures below are to be followed in the case of a workplace accident or injury:

1. The student must report any injury to the workplace supervisor and CLC teacher as soon as possible.

2. If appropriate, the worksite carries out on-site first aid. If necessary, the worksite supervisor transports the student to a physician or hospital and indicates to the physician or hospital staff that the injury resulted from a workplace accident.

3. In accordance with the Workers Compensation Act (s. 54), a WorkSafeBC Employer’s Report of Injury or Occupational Disease (Form 7) must be submitted to a regional WorkSafeBC office within three days of the date of the injury.

   Note: The school district or Independent School Authority must be listed as the student’s employer on all WorkSafeBC forms, and the student’s occupation must be listed as “Work Experience 12 student” so that the claim will be assigned to the provincial government rather than the school district or Independent School Authority.

4. When completing Form 7:
   a. The “WorkSafeBC account number” for Ministry-authorized Work Experience students is 4000.
   b. The “classification unit number” is 841102.
   c. Leave the “type of business” and “operating location number” cells blank, along with the “employer payroll contact” cells.
   d. List the “worker’s occupation” as “Work Experience 12 student” and check the “temporary” and “student” boxes in the Worker Information section.

5. For a student injured on a school-approved and unpaid work experience placement at a standard worksite, a copy of the Employer's Report of Injury or Occupational Exposure (Form 7) and a copy of the student’s Career-Life Exploration Program Agreement Form (see Figure 1) are required to be submitted to the Ministry of Education.

   Note: Claims will only be covered for students who have a signed Career-Life Exploration Program Agreement Form for the times and dates of work placements where the injury occurred.

6. Injury forms should be sent to the Ministry of Education at:
   • email: educ.skills@gov.bc.ca
   • Mailing address: Custom Programs and Projects
     PO Box 9887, STN PROV GOVT
     4th Floor, 620 Superior St.
     Victoria BC V8W 9T6

7. In accordance with Board of Education or Independent School Authority records retention policy, the student’s Career-Life Exploration Program Placement Agreement Form and the Employer’s Report of Injury or Occupational Disease (Form 7) should be kept on file.
WorkSafeBC update

Understanding workers’ compensation coverage for B.C. secondary school students engaged in unpaid work study/work experience

The following is intended to clarify when workers’ compensation coverage is extended to students engaged in unpaid work study/work experience and to address gaps in understanding to ensure teachers, school districts, and the Ministry of Education know what to be aware of when placing students in unpaid work environments.

For the purposes of this document, a student is any student enrolled in any B.C. secondary school, aged 14 or over. This document is meant to be shared to create greater understanding and awareness around work placements. WorkSafeBC will share this document with educators through its channels and understands that the ministry will communicate this to school districts and to educators through its channels as well.

Frequently Asked Questions

What is the nature of the agreement between WorkSafeBC and the Ministry of Education as it relates to students doing unpaid work study/work experience?

WorkSafeBC has an agreement with the Ministry of Education to extend workers’ compensation coverage to secondary school students engaged in unpaid work study/work experience. This is an exception, as typically those engaged in unpaid work or acting in a volunteer capacity are not eligible for workers’ compensation coverage. However, WorkSafeBC has the authority to extend coverage to secondary school students participating in Ministry-authorized work experience programs with employers at standard work sites (see terms defined below). These students then become workers of the Crown in right of the Province.

Are students doing unpaid work experience eligible for workers’ compensation benefits if they are injured while on that placement?

Yes, under the following circumstances:

- The student is engaged in ministry-approved work study/work experience
- The student is working for an employer (as defined by WorkSafeBC) at a standard work site
- There is a signed program agreement in place
- WorkSafeBC accepts the claim
What occupational health and safety rights does a student have while engaged in unpaid ministry-approved work study/work experience?

A student placed in ministry-authorized unpaid work experience, when placed with an employer, has the rights of any other worker under the Workers Compensation Act and, if injured in that placement, may file a claim for compensation. If the claim is accepted, the student will receive the same compensation and benefits as would any other worker suffering an injury or death arising out of and in the course of work.

Do certain terms and conditions need to be met for coverage to be extended to students?

Yes. There must be a signed program agreement (the “Work Experience Placement Agreement Form”). This form must include the name and contact information for all of the agreement participants, including the School District, student (who must be aged 14 or older), parents/guardians (if required) and the employer. It must also include the location of the standard work site where the student will be placed. The agreement must be signed by all parties and outlines the duration of the work experience placement and the schedule.

What is the definition of “work study/work experience”?

WorkSafeBC defines this as that part of an educational program that provides a student with an opportunity to participate in, observe or learn about the performance of tasks and responsibilities related to an occupation or career. This includes participation in community service under a graduation course requirement established by the Ministry of Education (for example, 30 hour work placement or volunteer or community service).

Are students covered for their mandatory volunteer hours too?

Yes, but only if they meet all of the same terms required for work experience. As such, there must be a signed program agreement, the volunteer assignment must be with a standard employer and at a standard work site.

What is a “standard work site”?

This is the location where the work will occur and it cannot be a site created specifically for work experience. It’s where the student performs the tasks and responsibilities related to an occupation or career under the general supervision of a work site employer.
How does WorkSafeBC define “employer”?

According to WorkSafeBC, an employer “includes every person having in their service under a contract of hiring or apprenticeship, written or oral, express or implied, a person engaged in work in or about an industry”. Simply stated, an employer is an individual who employs at least one worker. As such, they cannot be self-employed without workers, or have Personal Optional Protection (POP) only and no workers. POP is an optional form of insurance available to eligible proprietors and partners of a business that is not a limited company (the owner of a small business, for instance). These individuals are not automatically covered for compensation purposes, and POP coverage, may provide wage loss, health care and rehabilitation benefits if they are injured at work. A proprietor or a partner who has only POP coverage for themselves is not considered an employer, but would be considered an employer if they employed a worker as well. A company is presumed to be an employer if it is incorporated.

Can a student be placed with any employer?

The decision to assign a student to an unpaid work experience placement and determine which employer they are assigned to is up to the school or school district, and likely the teacher, parent and student. However, for workers’ compensation coverage to be in effect, the entity that the student is placed with must be an employer as defined by WorkSafeBC, at a standard work site (as defined above). If a student is placed with an independent operator with POP coverage only, the student will not be covered if they are injured as the individual is not, by definition, an employer.

What happens if the student in a work placement is injured and the placement is with a non-standard employer?

If the student is placed in a non-standard work site, or if there is no program agreement in place, or if the student is placed with an entity not recognized as an “employer”, the student would not be covered for workers’ compensation and would have to seek other remedies outside of WorkSafeBC coverage, if available. The school district or ministry may be subject to a lawsuit in these circumstances.

Is workers’ compensation coverage for students dependent upon whether or not the employer is registered?

No. WorkSafeBC will not punish a worker, or in this case a student who is a worker of the Crown, if the employer they are placed with fails to meet its obligations to register with WorkSafeBC. WorkSafeBC may register a firm on its own initiative if it becomes aware of a firm that is required to
be registered. The student’s eligibility for workers’ compensation coverage, however, is not dependent upon employer registration.

**What if the employer is registered, but in arrears in its premium payments to WorkSafeBC?**

Regardless of whether or not an employer is in good standing – in other words, up to date on its premium payments – the student placed with an employer in work experience will always have coverage, provided the terms and conditions of coverage are met. It should be noted, however, that if the employer is not paying premiums as required, that the ministry (since the student is considered a worker of the Crown) could be held liable for any costs arising from a claim should the student be injured. This is one reason why it is important to obtain a clearance letter from WorkSafeBC prior to placing a student in work experience. The clearance will indicate whether the employer is up to date in paying its premiums.

**In what other situations organized by the school would students NOT be covered by WorkSafeBC for injuries arising in those situations?**

The student would not be covered for workers’ compensation in any work study situation where the terms and conditions for work experience programs are not met, as noted above (signed program agreement, standard work site, and standard employer). They would also not be covered by WorkSafeBC during field trips, or when the placement is a career simulation not located in a standard work site.

**Is getting a clearance letter sufficient in ensuring the safe placement of a student for work experience?**

A clearance letter is a good start and can be obtained quickly and easily at worksafebc.com. It will indicate whether an employer is registered and in good standing (up to date on paying its premiums). If an employer is in good standing, this can be an indication of its diligence in meeting its health and safety obligations. However, for students to have coverage, they must be placed with an employer, as defined by WorkSafeBC. A person with POP-only coverage and no workers is NOT an employer as per WorkSafeBC’s definition. It is important to note that a clearance letter will not identify whether the entity has POP coverage. Therefore, it is crucial to confirm that the person or organization being considered for the work placement is indeed an employer with workers, otherwise students will not be eligible for compensation if they are injured.
**Is there a business reason why a clearance letter cannot specify that the registration is for POP-only?**

Privacy legislation prevents WorkSafeBC from advising whether an individual has purchased POP coverage. It is, however, open to the requestor to ask for proof of purchase of optional coverage directly from the account holder.

**Note:**

When placing students in work study/work placements, WorkSafeBC recommends educators refer to the document, Student Work Placement: Guide for assessing workplace health and safety. As noted in the guide, since the goal is to place students in a safe and compliant work environment, WorkSafeBC recommends teachers/placement coordinators use judgement and discretion to determine whether or not to decline any placement.

**Questions?**

Contact Robin Schooley at 604.232.7715 or robin.schooley@worksafebc.com.